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                                                                                                 One Campus 
                                                                                                 Part of One University 
                                                                                                 Within Larger Society 

•Penn State Lehigh Valley will be a leader within our global 
university by improving lives through academic excellence 
and community engagement.

Vision

•As part of one university, geographically-dispersed, Penn
State Lehigh Valley serves a growing and diverse
metropolitan region in a student-centered and supportive
campus environment. The campus provides a quality
academic experience that integrates innovative teaching,
research, and community outreach. The Penn State Lehigh
Valley community is dedicated to inspiring positive
contributions to a sustainable global society through
multicultural awareness, personal and professional
excellence, and intellectual growth.

Mission

•Uphold academic excellence

•Seek ways to provide access to all learners

•Leverage local workforce demands

•Recognize, celebrate, and support unique differences

•Be financially mindful and responsible

•Employ sustainable practices

•Uphold ethics and integrity

•Give back to local and global communities

•Capitalize on the strength of our alumni base

•Seek and uphold new and innovative practices

PSLV Planning Principles

Penn State Lehigh Valley’s 
Articulated Vision 

for 5-10 years 

Penn State Lehigh Valley will offer an 

integrated Penn State collegiate 

experience for all students which 

focuses on academic excellence in 

and out of the classroom. The campus 

will develop a strong, marketed 

portfolio of academic offerings and 

support services to attract high 

quality students and faculty members 

of diverse backgrounds who can bring 

varying academic perspectives to 

Penn State Lehigh Valley. There will 

be an enhanced focus on innovative 

teaching, research, and service to 

continue the strong Penn State 

tradition for the entire campus 

community (faculty, staff, students, 

alumni, community members and 

stakeholders). Penn State Lehigh 

Valley will pursue creative 

development opportunities, utilizing 

its significant connections with 

industry and alumni, while 

simultaneously serving as an 

economic engine for the Lehigh Valley 

by providing highly-skilled students 

who remain in the area and can 

contribute to the local workforce and 

economy. The campus, in order to be 

competitive among many Lehigh 

Valley colleges and universities, will 

need to provide adequate facilities for 

basic infrastructure, academics, and 

athletics, all of which may require 

campus expansion in the future. The 

ultimate goal of Penn State Lehigh 

Valley will be to create well-rounded, 

well-prepared citizens who can 

contribute to their local and global 

societies. 
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The Penn State Lehigh Valley Campus 
Penn State Lehigh Valley has had a long tradition in the Lehigh Valley, being the oldest continually running campus 

outside University Park. In 2009, PSLV successfully relocated to Center Valley, PA, where it tripled its square footage 

and gained a prime location in the Lehigh Valley- a growing area of 62 inter-connected municipalities with over 650,000 

diverse residents, 11 higher education institutions, and a robust workforce development system, all in proximity to 

major cities, such as Philadelphia and New York. Today, PSLV is considered one of the growth campuses within the 

Penn State system. Campus enrollment has steadily increased, with a growth of over 35% in the past decade. 

Projections show that the campus could enroll approximately 1500 students by 2020, provided PSLV remains 

competitive in the region with its academic offerings, facilities, scholarships, and intercollegiate opportunities, while 

continually upholding the standards of excellence for a Penn State campus. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goal 1: 

Enhance academic excellence 
to provide students with an 

integrated collegiate 
experience

Strategic Focus Areas

•Innovative Teaching and 
Learning

•Faculty/Student Research

•Support Services

•Leadership Opportunities

•Pathways to a PSU Education

•Appropriate Facilities 

•International Education

Selected Performance Measures

•Learning Outcomes

•Evidence-based Practices

•Research Findings

•Learning Center Data

•Accessibility Measures

•Facilities Usage

•Study Abroad Programs

Goal 2: 

Operate as a viable and 
sustainable campus within the 

larger University system

Strategic Focus Areas

•Fiscally Responsible Practices

•Enrollment and Local Economic 
Monitoring

•Effective Marketing and 
Communication Plans

•Professional Development

•Resource Sharing

•Assessment Practices

Selected Performance Measures

•Scholarships and Development

•Retention and Graduation Rates

•Sustainable Practices

•Ethics Training and Diversity 
Programs

•Online Courses/Program 
Partnerships

•Assessment Continuum

Goal 3:  

Serve as a leader in our local 
and global societies through 

engaged citizenship and 
professional, academic 

collaborations

Strategic Focus Areas

•Collaboration with 
Business/Industry

•Workforce and Economic 
Development

•Partnerships with Other 
Higher Education Institutions

•Engagement with Alumni

•Change Agent in Society

Selected Performance Measures

•Internship Data

•Educational Partnerships

•Workforce Grants

•Community-Based Programming

•Alumni Society Participation

•Service and Charitable Causes
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• Penn State Lehigh Valley will be a leader within our global university by improving 
lives through academic excellence and community engagement.

Vision

• As part of one university, geographically-dispersed, Penn State Lehigh Valley
serves a growing and diverse metropolitan region in a student-centered and
supportive campus environment. The campus provides a quality academic
experience that integrates innovative teaching, research, and community
outreach. The Penn State Lehigh Valley community is dedicated to inspiring
positive contributions to a sustainable global society through multicultural
awareness, personal and professional excellence, and intellectual growth.

Mission

• Academic Excellence

• Leadership

• Diversity

• Civic Engagement

• Integrity

• Sustainability

• Innovation

Core Values

• Penn State Lehigh Valley, as a campus of the Pennsylvania State University, will
provide a professional, academic environment based on the principles of honesty,
equity, confidentiality, and safety. We are committed to encouraging all members
of our community to seek and state the truth as they see it without fear of
repercussion or persecution. We will uphold a series of values and actions in
order to achieve this mission for the common good of our students, our
colleagues, our academic institution, and the society in which we live and
operate.

Ethics and Integrity
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Planning Principles 
 

 

 PSLV will seek ways to provide access to learners 
who desire a PSU education. 

 

 PSLV will leverage the local workforce’s demands to 
drive program development. 

 

 PSLV will recognize, celebrate, and support the 
unique differences among our students, faculty, 
staff, alumni, and community members. 

 

 PSLV will be financially mindful and responsible by 
leveraging existing resources and developing new 
sources of funding and support. 

 

 PSLV will employ sustainable practices where 
possible to ensure a healthy, safe, and economically 
sound environment for current and future generations. 

 

 PSLV will uphold ethics and integrity as integral components of a PSLV education, within 
the workplace environment, and throughout community interactions. 

 

 PSLV will give back to the local and global communities through engaged scholarship, 
research, and charitable causes. 

 

 PSLV will capitalize on the strength of our alumni base to link prospective students and 
recent graduates to the benefits of being part of the PSU community. 

 

 PSLV will seek and uphold new and innovative practices in higher education that may be 
models for other PSU campuses and educational institutions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Planning Principles are aligned with University President Dr. Barron’s Imperatives for Penn State University 
(presented to the Lehigh Valley campus on May 1, 2014). 

~ Penn State 
Lehigh Valley will 
uphold academic 
excellence as a 
cornerstone of 
planning efforts, 
current and 
future, for the 
Penn State 
Lehigh Valley 
community and 
beyond. ~ 
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Letter from Dr. Ann M. Williams, Chancellor 
 
 
Dear Colleagues,  
 

It is with great pride that we present the 2014-19 Penn State Lehigh Valley Strategic 
Plan for your review. 
 

During the last strategic planning cycle, Penn State Lehigh Valley made some 
significant advancements that have truly changed the face of Penn State in the Lehigh Valley.  
With our move to Center Valley and the addition of a new and larger campus, we have 
encountered challenges and opportunities beyond imagination.  Specifically, our new campus 
provided facilities for specialty classes such as art and music as well as expanding our 
offerings in the sciences.  While student space is always at a premium, the new campus 
provided additional student lounges, a student organization room and quiet study space that 
we never had before in Fogelsville.  The Fogelsville campus served us well in our past but the 
Center Valley campus provided a big step toward our future. 
 

The timely acquisition of the Center Valley campus allowed us to meet many of the 
goals from our previous plan but it also provided us with additional goals and challenges for 
2014-2019.  Our new location, for example, opens expanded regions of our service area for 
student recruitment and allows us new accessibility to global business and industry.  This will 
greatly impact our decisions regarding new programs as well as additional and innovative 
styles of corporate and community education.  All of this will enable us to complete our 
mission of making our graduates global citizens in an ever more expansive world. 
 

Our last few years at Penn State Lehigh Valley have been filled with transition and 
change.  The resulting growth of our campus is reflective of the vibrant and growing region 
known as the Lehigh Valley.  We look forward to working closely with our community and 
university partners to successfully implement our strategic initiatives for the future. 
 
 

We are…. One campus…. Part of one university…. Within larger society. 
 
 
Best,  

 
Ann M. Williams, Ed.D. 
Chancellor 
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Letter from Dr. Kenneth A. Thigpen, Director of Academic Affairs 
 

Greetings, 
 

 As noted by the ancient Greek poet/strategist Archilochus, “The fox knows many things, but the 
hedgehog knows one big thing.”   My own strategic hedgehog is academic excellence, which is 
prominent in our Penn State Lehigh Valley Strategic Plan for 2014 – 2019. As we plan to enhance 
academic excellence, providing students with an integrated collegiate experience, operating as a 
viable and sustainable campus within the larger university we will position our campus as a leader in 
our local and global societies through engaged scholarship. 
 
Academic excellence starts with providing access to university learning opportunities to qualified 
residents of eastern Pennsylvania and other nearby communities, including those over twenty-five 
years of age  - 78% of this population in our region -  who have not yet completed a bachelor’s degree.  
Academic excellence may start in traditional classrooms, and quickly expands to include learning 
without walls, as we increase our competence in tapping into virtual learning environments, which 
can enhance some elements of courses or fully virtual courses.   
 
We also understand the significance of providing more actual spaces for learning in and out of 
classrooms. The recent relocation of our campus has offered newer and better environments for 
learning, and these spaces are already being filled with the current student growth and will soon 
become a critical need for improving or even maintaining academic excellence.    We have significant 
opportunity for growth in student numbers at this campus as part and parcel of maintaining and 
improving academic excellence, and I recognize the growing and increasingly urgent need for creating 
additional spaces to sustain excellence for the critical mass of students for which we are strategically 
planning. 
 
In addition to continuing the campus commitment to excellence in general education – key for all our 
graduates and especially pertinent for students who will change location to other campuses after two 
years here – we have strategically identified additional baccalaureate majors which can be offered 
with excellence at this campus.  Two of these existing Penn State majors will be starting at Lehigh 
Valley as early as fall 2014; two others will be starting as soon as fall 2015.  Thereafter we will 
reassess our needs and capacity for adding more four year degrees to this campus. 
 
I also see academic excellence represented by the access to global awareness and quality of global 
experiences for our students at this campus.  We are committed to a model of encouraging travel 
embedded in our courses which promotes better understanding of global issues in a variety of 
disciplines.  We plan to increase both the quality and quantity of these experiences, along with 
opportunities for better international understanding for all students, including those who cannot 
afford to journey abroad. 
 
This Lehigh Valley Strategic Plan is inclusive and brings together many things.  It also addresses the 
one big thing that binds us all together: academic excellence. 
 
 
 
Kenneth A. Thigpen, Ph.D 
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CAMPUS HISTORY 
 
Penn State Lehigh Valley is the oldest continuously operating campus outside University Park. 
Beginning in the early 1900s, Penn State College President Edwin Sparks articulated his vision of 
a land-grant institution that would offer “extension courses” throughout the state. This led to 
the first permanent Penn State technical center which was established at 6th and Tilghman 
Streets in Allentown, PA, offering evening courses in engineering subjects. 
 
During World War I, women entered the center and were trained to fill positions in the drafting 
rooms of the steel and cement industries in the Lehigh Valley. By the 1920s, programs in 
“Foreman Training” began, and Bethlehem Steel offered all of its employees the opportunity to 
enroll in courses, where instructors from local business embedded practical application 
throughout theoretical curriculum. In the 1940s, the Allentown Extension School expanded its 
training by offering the Engineering, Science and Management War Training Program, 
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education. Over 4,000 workers entered these classes, 
which were offered at 12 centers throughout Allentown. Following the war, veterans came to 
the Allentown School looking to complete workforce training through one year, non-credit 
daytime programs in electrical technology, mechanical design, and business administration. 
 
In 1953, the school, then housed on Ridge Avenue, was renamed the Allentown Center and 
offered its first two-year Associate Degree in Engineering. By the 1960s, the Center worked to 
establish two-year baccalaureate transfer programs, and the first Advisory Board was formed to 
continue expanding the Center’s missions. 
 
In 1968, Mohr’s Orchard donated 40 acres of land for a new Penn State Allentown campus, and 
in 1977, the campus moved to its home on Mohr Lane in Fogelsville, PA. Throughout the 1980-
90s, as Allentown became a metropolitan area, Penn State Allentown Campus became involved 
in a variety of initiatives, including the Lehigh Valley Writing Project and pre-college 
programming. The campus soon took on the name of Penn State Lehigh Valley (PSLV). In 1997, 
PSLV joined the Penn State Berks campus to create Berks-Lehigh Valley College. The College 
began offering four-year baccalaureate programs, with the first degrees awarded in 2000. 
 
As the Lehigh Valley continued growing, PSLV responded by opening the Corporate Learning 
Center off Route 512 in Bethlehem. The Center housed the continuing education department 
and offered professional and corporate training throughout the Lehigh Valley service area. In 
2005, as Penn State was restructured, Penn State Lehigh Valley split from the Berks campus and 
became part of the University College. 
 
The campus soon outgrew its two locations, and in 2009, PSLV moved to its current home in 
Center Valley, PA. The new campus provided triple the square footage of the former Fogelsville 
campus, allowing the campus to expand its programming offerings for current and prospective 
students. Through a grant in the CCE department, the campus also operates a downtown 
technology center in Allentown, PA, to serve local residents and credit-seeking students. 
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LOCAL CONTEXT 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Penn State Lehigh Valley is situated within the Lehigh Valley, an area that is comprised of 
Lehigh and Northampton counties. The Lehigh Valley is approximately 75 minutes from New 
York and 45 minutes from Philadelphia. According to the Lehigh Valley Economic Development 
Corporation (LVEDC), there are 30 million people within a 100-mile radius of the Lehigh Valley, 
which is comprised of 62 interconnected municipalities of diverse communities with three 
major cities (Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton), 27 boroughs, and 32 townships.1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Due to the proximity of New  
Jersey to Lehigh and Northampton  
counties, the U.S. Census Bureau  
has defined a “PA-NJ Metropolitan 
Statistical Area” consisting of  
Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton,  
Carbon County (northeast of Lehigh  
and Northampton Counties), and 
Warren County, NJ (northwest of 
Lehigh and Northampton counties).  
This region is referred to as the  
Greater Lehigh Valley (total pop. 
821,173). The Lehigh Valley is also  
considered part of the “New York- 
Newark, NY-NJ-CT-PA Combined  
Statistical Area” (total pop. 23,362,099). 
One in every 15 Americans resides in  
this combined region.2  

                                                           
1 Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation, www.lehighvalley.org 
2 U.S. Census Bureau, www.census.gov, American FactFinder Geographies Search 

http://www.lehighvalley.org/
http://www.census.gov/
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POPULATION GROWTH 
The current population of the Lehigh Valley stands at 654,000 (Lehigh County: 355,000 and 
Northampton County: 299,000). From 2000-2010, the population in each county grew by 12%. 
Projections from the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission show that the region will continue to 
grow by 35% over the next three decades.  In particular, Lehigh County will increase by 11.5% 
per decade (+119,935 persons in three decades) and Northampton County will increase by 
11.9% (+106,238 persons in three decades). Other counties surrounding the Lehigh Valley 
(including Carbon, Bucks, Monroe and Montgomery counties in PA, and Warren County in NJ) 
have all also witnessed an increase in population over the past several years, and projections 
continue to show growth for these counties.3 
 

 
 
 

DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS: AGE AND RACE/ETHNICITY 
Along with the growth of the Lehigh Valley population, there are significant trends related to 
the demographics found in each county. The population’s age distribution within Lehigh and 
Northampton counties will change dramatically due to an aging baby boomer generation. All 
age levels will show an increase in population, however the two age groups with the highest 
increase will be the 70-74 year age group and the 75+ age group (each showcasing almost 100% 
increases). At the same time, Lehigh County will increase by more people due to a higher 
fertility rate, while Northampton County will increase due to net migration into the Lehigh 
Valley (due to its closer proximity to New York and New Jersey). 
  
At the same time, racial and ethnic groups continue to grow in the Lehigh Valley. Based on 2010 
U.S. Census numbers, the minority rate stood at 24% (28% Lehigh, 19% Northampton). In 2010, 

                                                           
3 Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, www.lvpc.org 
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Hispanics/Latinos represented the largest ethnic group at 15% (19% Lehigh County, 11% 
Northampton) followed by Blacks/African Americans at 5.5% (6% Lehigh, 5% Northampton) and 
Asians/Asian Americans at 2.5% (2.6% Lehigh County, 2.4% Northampton). According to the 
2012 American Community Survey updates, each of these groups showed additional increases 
in population to 17% Hispanic/Latino, 6% Black/African American, and 3% Asian/Asian 
American, amounting to an increased 28% minority rate in the Lehigh Valley.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT IN THE LEHIGH VALLEY 
Over 80% of Lehigh Valley residents age 25 and over are high school graduates, with 22% 
holding a bachelor’s and/or a graduate or professional degree. 16% of residents have taken 
college credits, but have not yet earned a degree, while 35% have graduated high school but 
never entered college. 
 

Educational Attainment: Age 25+ 
Total of Population: 392,295 
 

Less than 9th Grade 24,710 6.3% 
9th to 11th Grade no Diploma 50,004 12.7% 
High School Graduate (includes equivalency) 139,988 35.7% 
Some College, No Degree 62,859 16.0% 
Associate Degree 27,095 6.9% 
Bachelor's Degree 55,415 14.1% 
Graduate or Professional Degree 32,224 8.2% 
 
Source: Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation, Detailed Demographic Report, 
http://www.lehighvalley.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Detailed-Demographic.pdf 

 

                                                           
4 U.S. Census Bureau, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/index.html 
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HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS 
Along with changing demographics in regards to population figures, the National Center for 
Education Statistics (NCES) states that national enrollment projections show many public high 
schools across the country will witness a decrease in high school enrollments from 2010-
2011through the year 2020-2021. The largest decrease will be in the Northeast (-13%), followed 
by the Midwest (-6%). Meanwhile the South and West will see increases in enrollment (7% and 
4%, respectively).5 
 

Locally, in the Lehigh Valley, high school enrollments are projected to slightly decrease 
(although not as severe as the projected -13% in the Northeast). Based on NCES projections, the 
Lehigh Valley service area will witness a 1.5% decrease in high school enrollments over the next 
decade. The total projected high school enrollments (10th-12th grades) in 2020-2021 is set at 
21,448 for Lehigh Valley public schools combined, which is 319 less than in 2010-11. Six school 
districts with growth include: 

 
Lehigh County    Northampton County 

          
 East Penn             +10.6%          Easton Area      +4.6% 

           Parkland                         +6.3%          Wilson Area   +4.1% 
         Southern Lehigh            +5.4%          Northampton  +1.1%  
 
 
HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE LEHIGH VALLEY 
Competition for students looking for two and four-year degrees in the Lehigh Valley is strong 
among higher education institutions. Graduating high school students (and college graduates 
looking for advanced degrees) have 12 institutions to choose from in the Lehigh Valley and 
close surrounding areas, including six private colleges/universities, three state system/state-
related universities, two community colleges, and a university school of medicine. Together, 
these institutions enroll close to 50,000 students each year.6 These institutions are: 

o Cedar Crest College 
o DeSales University 
o East Stroudsburg University 
o Kutztown University 
o Lafayette College 
o Lehigh Carbon Community College 
o Lehigh University 
o Moravian College 
o Muhlenberg College 
o Northampton Community College 
o Penn State University – Lehigh Valley Campus 
o St. Luke’s University Hospital 

                                                           
5 National Center for Education Statistics, www.nces.ed.gov 
6 Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation, www.lehighvalley.org/resources 
 

http://www.cedarcrest.edu/
http://www.desales.edu/
http://www.esu.edu/
http://www.kutztown.edu/
http://www.lafayette.edu/
http://www.lccc.edu/
http://www4.lehigh.edu/
http://www.moravian.edu/
http://www.muhlenberg.edu/
http://www.northampton.edu/
http://www.lv.psu.edu/
http://www.nces.ed.gov/
http://www.lehighvalley.org/resources
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Collectively, the two main community colleges in the Lehigh Valley (Lehigh Carbon and 
Northampton), enroll close to 25,000 students annually. Three other nearby community 
colleges (Bucks County, Luzerne County, and Montgomery County in Pennsylvania; and Warren 
County in New Jersey) enroll an additional 38,000 students each year.7 
 
LEHIGH VALLEY WORKFORCE 
The job market in the Lehigh Valley shows steady growth, with projected increases in job 
openings continuing into the future. In 2012, Lehigh Valley jobs increased by 5,600 (+1.6%) 
from 2011, which represented an increase of 1.2% over the total PA rate of +0.4% growth in 
jobs.  The current labor force (based on February 2014 data) stands at 338,900. In recent years, 
economic development projects such as the Sands Casino in Bethlehem (Northampton County) 
have brought additional, diverse workers into the Lehigh Valley. These types of projects are 
expected to continue, as the Lehigh Valley focuses on city-based revitalization efforts, including 
a new hockey arena in downtown Allentown (Lehigh County). In fact, overall employment in the 
Lehigh Valley is expected to grow by 38%, with the addition of 131,000 jobs, between 2010-
2040.8 
 
Recently, the Lehigh Valley was recognized as the second best performing region for economic 
development in the United States by Site Selection, one of the most highly-read national 
magazines that covers corporate real estate and economic development, as part of its 
Governor’s Cup Awards rankings for 2013. According to the Lehigh Valley Economic 
Development Corporation, “This is the highest ranking the Lehigh Valley has ever received – up 
seven positions from last year. This marks the sixth consecutive year the Lehigh Valley has been 
ranked in the Top 10. The Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton metro area competes against other 
metro areas with populations that range between 200,000 and 1,000,000 people. A total of 46 
new and expanded corporate facility projects were completed in the Lehigh Valley last year. 
Lehigh Valley’s top-10 finish helped Pennsylvania rank fourth nationally.” 
 
TARGETED LEHIGH VALLEY INDUSTRIES AND HIGH PRIORITY OCCUPATIONS 
CareerLink Lehigh Valley has outlined the targeted industry clusters for employment growth in 
the Lehigh Valley:  

o Healthcare and Life Sciences 
o Diversified Manufacturing and Services 
o Business, Financial, and Professional Services 
o Information and Communication 
o Energy/Green Manufacturing and Services 

 
There are 45 high priority occupations projected to have a 5% or more increase in availability, 
with 23 of these being in the healthcare field. Other top occupational fields include: Supply 

                                                           
7 Community Colleges Enrollment Information, http://institutionalplanninglv.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/community-college-
enrollment-and-transfer-rates.pdf 
8 Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation, www.lehighvalley.org 
 
 

http://institutionalplanninglv.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/community-college-enrollment-and-transfer-rates.pdf
http://institutionalplanninglv.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/community-college-enrollment-and-transfer-rates.pdf
http://www.lehighvalley.org/
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Chain Management Personnel, Information and Communications Professionals, Engineers, and 
Technicians.9 
 
In a recent Employment 2040 Forecast by the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, it was stated 
that the Lehigh Valley has: 

“…several industries such as arts, healthcare and management of companies that added more 
jobs than the nation. This may suggest the Lehigh Valley has a niche in those industries. 
Employment growth in the Lehigh Valley will outpace employment growth nationally in future 
years. This suggests that the Lehigh Valley will remain an economically competitive region due to 
a variety of factors ranging from proximity to major markets, robust population growth, a 
growing labor force, and lower costs of production and labor in comparison to other markets.” 10 

 
 

 
Selected Top In-Demand Occupations in the Lehigh Valley 
 

Number of Online Job Ads, February 2014, 
within LV Workforce Investment Area 

Customer Service Representatives* 288 
Registered Nurses 217 
First-Line Supervisors of Retail Workers* 204 
Industrial Engineers* 198 
Sale Reps, Wholesale & Mfg (except Sci and Tech)* 197 
Supervisors/Managers of Office & Admin Support* 195 
Supervisors/Managers of Production & Operations* 161 
Computer User Support Specialists 150 
Insurance Sales Agents* 134 
Home Health Aides 112 
Marketing Managers 111 
Network and Computer Systems Administrators* 106 
Web Developers 105 
Social and Human Service Assistants 99 
Computer Systems Analysts* 99 
Sales Agents, Financial Services* 90 

 
*Denotes High Priority Occupation for PA 
Source: Center for Workforce Information and Analysis, www.paworkstats.pa.gov, Fast Facts for LVWIA 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
9 CareerLink Lehigh Valley, www.careerlinklehighvalley.org 
10 http://www.lvpc.org/pdf/economic/employmentForecast2040.pdf 
 

http://www.paworkstats.pa.gov/
http://www.careerlinklehighvalley.org/
http://www.lvpc.org/pdf/economic/employmentForecast2040.pdf
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GLOBAL CONTEXT 
Penn State Lehigh Valley recognizes that it operates within a larger global context that shapes 
the higher education landscape and provides both opportunities and challenges as the campus 
articulates its vision for the future. Each of these is factors that Penn State Lehigh Valley works 
to address continuously as it develops new initiatives in regards to recruitment, financial 
sustainability, assessment of policies, and the implementation of new programs and practices. 

 
HIGHER EDUCATION POLICY 
In a Higher Education Policy Brief from January 2013, The American Association of State 
Colleges and Universities outlined current higher education state policy issues.11 Included 
among these are:  
 

o Boosting Institutional Performance: strong emphasis on increasing college graduation rates and 
overall degree production 

 
o State Operating Support for Public Education: state reinvestment in public higher education that 

requires institutions to adjust their operations and revenue mix  
 

o Tuition Prices and Policy: strong focus on college affordability 
 

o College Readiness: reforming developmental education at the secondary level 
 

o Economic and Workforce Development: renewed focus on STEM majors and adult learners 

 
AMERICAN FRESHMEN: NATIONAL NORMS 
A recent publication from the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) at the Higher 
Education Research Institute at UCLA outlines the findings of the 48th annual CIRP Freshmen 
Survey in Fall 2013.12 The results come from over 165,000 first-time, full-time students who 
entered 243 U.S. four-year colleges and universities (31 PA and 2 in the Lehigh Valley). 
Highlights include: 
 

o Students are submitting more college applications: 55% applied to more than three other 
colleges in addition to their current institution. 

 
o Fewer students are enrolling in their first-choice institution: Just over 40% said being unable to 

afford their first-choice college was “very important” in deciding to enroll in another institution; 
Nearly 60% of students who were accepted to but turned down their first-choice institution 
enrolled elsewhere due to financial aid package offered by their current institution. 

 
o Student voices on social/political views one year after Obama’s re-election have become 

stronger: Support for gays’ and lesbian’s right to adopt went up by 6.8% from 2012 (to 83.3%); 
support for the idea that undocumented immigrants should be denied access to education went 

                                                           
11 http://www.aascu.org/policy/publications/policy-matters/topten2013.pdf 
12 http://www.heri.ucla.edu/monographs/TheAmericanFreshman2013.pdf 

 

http://www.aascu.org/policy/publications/policy-matters/topten2013.pdf
http://www.heri.ucla.edu/monographs/TheAmericanFreshman2013.pdf
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down by 16% from 2012 (to 41%); and now, more than 68% endorse the idea that wealthier 
people should pay a larger scale of taxes than they do now, compared to 64.5% in 2012. 

 
o Student’s high schools and neighborhoods are becoming increasingly diverse: From 2006 to 

2013, those indicating their high school was “mostly” or “completely” White decreased by 10.5 
percentage points (to 53.5%) while during the same period, those indicating their neighborhood 
was “mostly” or “completely” White decreased by almost 10 percentage points (to 63.6%). 

 
o Students have distinct ideas about the skills they have or do not have for a diverse workplace: 

Freshman believe they have the ability to work cooperatively with others and to tolerate others 
of different beliefs; however they scored themselves lowest on their openness to have their 
own views challenged and their ability to see the world from someone else’s perspective. 

 
o Certain careers are more highly sought-out:  Business continues to be the most popular (13% 

report it as a career aspiration), followed by medical doctor, surgeon, dentist, or orthodontist 
(11%), and health care support (9%)  

 

OTHER GLOBAL EDUCATION FACTORS 
 

 ONLINE EDUCATION 
For Penn State Lehigh Valley, the increase in online education (which ranked #7 in the higher 
education policy  top 10, mentioned above) has translated itself into an innovative teaching and 
learning practice at the campus called “Flex-Learning” which allows students to choose their method 
of instruction: completely online, completely in-class, or a hybrid model. The campus piloted its first 
year of this program with fifteen Flex courses and is using assessments to develop a more 
comprehensive Online Strategic Plan for 2014 and beyond. 

 

 SOCIAL MEDIA 
The world-wide prevalence of technology through social media remains a paramount way to stay 
connected to prospective students, current students, alumni, and community partners through 
Twitter campaigns, weekly Instagrams with the Chancellor, and Facebook updates. From June 2012 
to June 2013, the campus’ Twitter page followers grew by 384% and Instagram followers by 58%.  

 

 GLOBAL STUDY ABROAD 
Perhaps most significant in the global context is the emphasis that Penn State Lehigh Valley places 
on short-term, credit-infused study abroad programs. According to a report by the Institute of 
International Education (IIE), 283,332 U.S. students studied abroad for academic credit in 2011-12. 
This was a 3% increase from the prior year and is even more significant when compared to 144,000 
students back in 1999-2000. PSLV recognizes that in order for students to be competitive in the 
global marketplace, they must first be engaged citizens, focused on learning and service in various 
parts of the international world. Currently, approximately 10% of PSLV students complete a study 
abroad experience. In its recent Open Doors Data Report (2013), IIE recognized Penn State Lehigh 
Valley (the only PSU Commonwealth Campus acknowledged) for its undergraduate participation 
rates in study abroad for baccalaureate institutions in the U.S.13 

                                                           
13  http://www.iie.org/en/Research-and-Publications/Open-Doors/Data/US-Study-Abroad/Leading-Institutions-by-
Undergraduate-Participation/2011-12 

 

http://www.iie.org/en/Research-and-Publications/Open-Doors/Data/US-Study-Abroad/Leading-Institutions-by-Undergraduate-Participation/2011-12
http://www.iie.org/en/Research-and-Publications/Open-Doors/Data/US-Study-Abroad/Leading-Institutions-by-Undergraduate-Participation/2011-12
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PENN STATE LEHIGH VALLEY DESCRIPTION 

 
GROWTH 
Penn State Lehigh Valley has had a long tradition within the Lehigh Valley, being the oldest 
continually running campus outside University Park. In 2009, the campus relocated from 
Fogelsville, PA, to Center Valley, PA, where it tripled its square footage and gained a prime 
location in the Lehigh Valley. Today, PSLV is considered one of the growth campuses within the 
Penn State system. Campus enrollment has increased steadily over the past decade, with PSLV 
seeing an increase in enrollment of over 35% from 2004 to 2014. Campus enrollment currently 
stands at 925. Projections show that the campus could grow to approximately 1500 by 2020, 
provided PSLV remains competitive in the region with its academic offerings, facilities, 
scholarships, and intercollegiate opportunities for a diverse range of students.14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
See Appendix for Enrollment Prospectus.  

 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
The demographics of the current PSLV student body coincide closely with or exceed the 
demographics of the Lehigh Valley service area. 14% of PSLV students are Hispanic/Latino, 9% 
are Asian, and 4% are Black/African American. The percentage of students who classify 
themselves as White, non-Hispanic has seen decreases in the past several years, while the 
diversity percentage has risen. Currently, 34% of the study body is considered minority 
students- this represents a growth of 18.5% over the past decade.15 
 
According to a recent student survey, 51% of PSLV students consider themselves a first 
generation college student, defined as the first in their immediate family to attend college in 
the United States. 21% said that English is not their first language. 20% are adult students, and 
8% are veterans.16 

                                                           
14 PSLV Enrollment Prospectus 
15 Penn State EIS Database (Official Numbers) 
16 PSLV Student Satisfaction & Demographics Survey 2013 
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Penn State Lehigh Valley 
2013-14 OFFICIAL ENROLLMENT NUMBERS 

Total Number of Students 925 100% 

Undergraduate 889 96% 

Graduate (non-degree-seeking) 36 4% 

   

Male 509 55% 

Female 416 45% 

   

23 years and below 751 81% 

24 years and above 174 19% 

   

PA resident 878 95% 

Non-PA resident 47 5% 

   

White/Caucasian 612 66% 

Hispanic /Latino 129 14% 

Asian/Asian American 87 9% 

Black/African American 40 4% 

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 2 1% 

2 or more races 16 2% 

International 8 1% 

Not declared 30 3% 

   
First generation   

Figures based on 2013 Student 
Satisfaction and Demographics Survey. 

51% 

English is a second language 21% 

Veteran 8% 

Figures from EIS, Penn State University, Fall Official Enrollment, 2013-14 (except where noted). 

 
TRANSFER STUDENTS 
The campus actively recruits transfer students from nearby community colleges to complete 
their college degree at PSLV. In Fall 2013, 79 degree-seeking transfer students enrolled at PSLV. 
This was an increase of 61% (30 transfer students) from those who enrolled in Fall 2012.17 
 
RETENTION AND GRADUATION RATES 
Penn State Lehigh Valley’s official retention rate currently stands at 81.7% (for full-time 
bachelor’s seeking students). This rate has been increasing over the last number of years. 
According to Fall 2013 data, nearly 50% of PSLV students from 2012 remained at PSLV to 
continue their degree, while 20% transferred to University Park, and 3% to another PSU 
campus. 12% of the 2012 students graduated with their degree before Fall 2013.18 
 
 

                                                           
17 PSU Factbook, Common Data Set, 2012 and 2013, www.budget.psu.edu/factbook 
18 Retention Data Report, Office of Planning and Assessment (OPIA) at University Park, Released Spring 2014 

http://www.budget.psu.edu/factbook
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STUDENT ENROLLMENT: COUNTIES OF ORIGIN 
As high school enrollment numbers have started to slightly decline for many school districts in 
the nation, PSLV has begun to focus on schools that are projected to see enrollment growth 
over the next decade, including several districts in Lehigh County which are projected to 
increase between 5.5% and 11%. In recent years, the campus has expanded its reach to 
counties beyond Lehigh and Northampton. To date, approximately 21% of students come from 
counties outside the Lehigh Valley, the greatest numbers originating from Bucks, Montgomery, 
and Monroe counties. 5% of students are from out-of-state (many of these from NJ), while 1% 
are international students.19 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                           
19 Penn State EIS, 2013-2014, Official Numbers 

48% (442) 

1% (10) 

3% (25) 

31% (287) 

6% (57) 

3% (32) 

Other PA counties: Clarion (1 student), Lackawanna (1), Lebanon (1), Philadelphia (4),  
Pike (2), Schuylkill (2), York (1) 
 
Out-of-State: 
New Jersey: 2% (19), New York, California, Florida: 0.5% each state (3 each) 
Arizona, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, Ohio, and Texas (1 each) 
 
International (6) 

1% (12) 

PSLV 

% of total student body, # of students 
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
Penn State Lehigh Valley currently offers  
six degree completion programs:  

 Business 
 Childhood and Early Adolescent Education 
 Corporate Communication 
 Information Sciences and Technology 
 Psychology 
 Rehabilitation Human Services 

The campus anticipates adding Arts  
Administration and Health Policy Administration  
in 2014-15, followed by at least two more degrees  
in the coming years. 
 
The campus also offers an associate degree: 

 Business Administration 
 
Graduate credits are offered towards a Specialist  
Certificate in Teaching Writing and Literacy, as  
well as other graduate credit options through  
the Penn State Lehigh Valley Writing Project. 
 
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMING 
These programs are enhanced by a robust portfolio of corporate and industry partners who 
provide internships and real-world connections to classroom instruction, including Air Products 
and PPL (both Fortune 500 companies located in the Lehigh Valley). The Corporate and 
Community Education Department offers a range of credit and non-credit options, including a 
Licensed Practical Nursing Program. CCE also operates a downtown education center in 
Allentown, PA (the Penn State Center @ Overlook Park), which offers technology and workforce 
development training to community residents and local students.  
 

CAMPUS LIFE AND ATHLETICS 
Penn State Lehigh Valley provides students over 30 registered clubs and organizations, 
including Student Government Association, Lion Ambassadors, State of the Valley Newspaper, 
Diversity Committee, art and film clubs, a series of club sports, and student organizations based 
on PSLV degree programs. These activities allow students to interact socially with other 
students, to gain leadership and career-based skills, and to give back to the larger society 
through volunteer programs and charitable causes. The campus offers opportunities to 
compete in intercollegiate athletics in five team sports: Golf, Cross Country, Men’s Basketball, 
Women's Basketball and Volleyball. The athletic teams compete in the Penn State University 
Athletic Conference (PSUAC) with 13 other Penn State University campuses. Penn State Lehigh 
Valley is also a member of the United States Collegiate Athletic Association, a national 
organization that provides opportunities to compete for national championships, All-America, 
Academic All-America and player of the week honors. 

11%

8%

4%

4%

4%

3%

4%
62%

Business

Psychology

Early Childhood and Adolescent Education

Rehabilitation and Human Services

Corporate Communication

Information Science and Technology

Graduate-level

DUS

2013 Enrollments by PSLV Program

Source: EIS

http://www.theuscaa.com/landing/index
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NEEDS ANALYSIS BASED ON LOCAL AND GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
 

 

•The campus must continue to remain academically competitive by adding additional degree-
completion programs to recruit prospective students. Penn State Lehigh Valley is one of many 
higher education institutions within the Lehigh Valley, and this represents a strong factor of 
competition for associate or baccalaureate degree-seeking students. In the next two years, the 
campus has been slated to add Arts Administration, Health Policy Administration, Project 
Management/ Supply Chain Management, and Bio-behavioral Health. Upon receiving these 
programs, PSLV must continue to develop faculty expertise and connections to industry partners, 
while simultaneously focusing on the addition of other degrees, based on workforce need and 
student demand/interest. The campus projects it would see increased enrollments each year 
based on the addition of 2 programs in 2014, 2 in 2015, 1 in 2016, and 1 in 2017.

Programs

•The campus must continue to develop partnerships with our local community colleges.
Formalized articulation agreements with local community colleges will enhance natural pathways
from these schools to Penn State Lehigh Valley programs. The community colleges are natural
feeders for PSLV’s degree completion programs, provided appropriate articulation agreements
are in place to ease the transition into a Penn State academic program. Additionally, PSLV needs
to focus on partnerships with k-12 educational institutions to provide pathways to a PSLV
education, as well as developing relationships with international colleges and universities to
expand its global study abroad and international education programs.

Partnerships

•The campus will need to have the appropriate academic and co-curricular facilities in place to
attract students. These include additional labs and student study spaces to conduct research and
co-curricular projects, additional faculty and staff offices to support the growing infrastructure
associated with increased enrollment and degree programs, and athletic facilities and student
spaces to enhance the collegiate experience for a range of students from diverse backgrounds.

Facilities

•Due to the changing demographics of students, Penn State Lehigh Valley realizes the imperative
to continue developing support systems to aid in retention efforts, especially for non-traditional
and first generation students, and to shorten the time to graduation for all students. Funding for
entry to and retention at Penn State, as well as financial support for global student abroad and
other opportunties, are an important component of student support.

Student Support: Services and Scholarships

•Overall, Penn State Lehigh must continue to pride itself on teaching and research excellence,
viability and sustainability, and local and global citizenship offered through a student-centered,
supportive campus environment. In the 2013 Student Satisfaction Survey, PSLV students
described the campus in their own words. The five top-mentioned responses were: Awesome,
Diverse, Fun, Small, and Welcoming. It is Penn State Lehigh Valley’s vision to continue
maintaining these attributes while enhancing the academic excellence that will allow the campus
to “expand the footprint of a major university into its local service area” and beyond. (Dr. Madlyn
Hanes, Vice President for Commonwealth Campuses, 12/4/2014, meeting with campus
managers)

Maintaining Excellence
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STATEMENT ON 2008-13 CAMPUS STRATEGIC PLAN  
 
In 2007-8, the Penn State Lehigh Valley Campus underwent a comprehensive strategic planning 
process complete with SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analyses, 
community and alumni surveys, focus groups, and departmental feedback. Since its inception in 
2008, the Lehigh Valley Campus Strategic Plan has been used as a document to provide 
strategic initiatives and action items towards the achievement of stated goals and to inform 
campus planning decisions. 
 
In 2008, a Timeline for Implementation was created to outline the strategic initiatives that 
would be focused on each year. A color-coded copy of the plan (colors based on primary 
responsibility for each initiative) was given to each department for easy access and to make the 
plan more user-friendly. 
 
Since implementation of the Plan, progress towards the achievement of stated goals and 
individual strategic initiatives has been assessed and documented by the Office of Institutional 
Planning. Each year information and data has been collected from all campus departments via 
Progress Logs, which asked each department to meet, discuss the strategies for that 
semester/year, and to supply progress information to the Planning Office for compilation into 
one document. This information was supplemented with assessment data including official 
numbers from the PSU FactBook and EIS, enrollment statistics, Student Satisfaction and other 
survey findings, all-campus emails/list-serv messages, and other information collected by the 
Office of Institutional Planning for the campus.  
 
The campus had a total of 8 goals for 2008-13. All goals have been progressed, with most of the 
actions achieved. These goals served as a guide for the initial framing of the 2014-19 campus 
strategic plan. 
 
Goal 1: Meet or exceed the standards for a Penn State campus that serves a growing metropolitan  
              region while maintaining fiscal responsibility 
Goal 2: Continue to provide and develop programs to meet the demands of the dynamic global 
              environment 
Goal 3: Aggressively recruit and enhance the retention of quality students 
Goal 4: Enhance a student-centered environment by providing appropriate support services to meet the  
              needs of a growing and diverse population 
Goal 5: Increase outreach to the community to improve the quality of life in our local service areas 
Goal 6: Enhance our scholarly campus community 
Goal 7: Continue to focus our teaching, research, and service efforts towards public work that benefits 
             and preserves the common good of our democratic society 
Goal 8: Increase our number of community collaborations 

 
Progress Matrices and Goals Reports for each year are readily available for campus use on the 
PSLV Institutional Planning website at 
http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/2008-13-campus-strategic-plan/ 
 

http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/2008-13-campus-strategic-plan/
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CORE COUNCIL FOLLOW-UP 
 
The October 2011 letter from the Core Council contained 18 recommendations for the Penn 
State Lehigh Valley campus to provide feedback on, act upon, and assess. The campus 
responded in January 2012 with a list of strategies focused on a series of initiatives based on 
these recommendations. These included: 
 

 Increased retention and graduation rates 
 Shared administrative structures with other Commonwealth campuses 
 Addition of new and relevant programs 
 Reduction of developmental courses 
 Implementation of articulation agreements 
 Review of associate degree programs 
 Recruitment of under-represented minority groups 
 Policies for under-enrolled classes 
 Increase of tenure line and multi-year faculty, where appropriate 
 Development of online, hybrid, and blended courses/programs 
 Evaluation of Continuing Education’s infrastructure and programming 
 Recruitment of returning adult students  

 
The campus responded to the recommendations with a set of strategies designated by month, 
semester, year, or ongoing action based on the initiative. A Timeline for Implementation was 
developed to organize the process. 

 
Progress towards the recommendations has been regularly assessed by the campus since the 
inception of the Core Council letter, and information and data has been captured in a Core 
Council Progress Log, which is updated each year by the Office of Institutional Planning. All 
recommendations have been progressed; many have been completely achieved. The strategies 
contained within the log continue to be used in planning efforts, including the development of 
the 2014-19 campus strategic plan. 
 
The complete Core Council Progress Log can be accessed in the Appendix of this plan. 
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ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIC PLAN 2013-14 
 
In summer of 2012, the Enrollment Management Department of Penn State Lehigh Valley underwent a 
comprehensive strategic planning process in an effort to increase the enrollment, visibility, and 
collaborations of the campus. Enrollment trends and service area data were collected and analyzed, and 
a needs assessment was conducted. Based on this information, a series of goals and strategic initiatives 
were articulated. The plan was updated in summer 2013, resulting in the 2013-2014 Enrollment 
Management Strategic Plan. The document lays out an action plan for the ongoing work of the PSLV 
Enrollment Department and serves as a guide for the weekly meetings of the Enrollment Management 
Committee. 
 

Mission Statement 
 

The Penn State Lehigh Valley Enrollment Management Department will recruit, counsel, and enroll an 
academically-prepared, diverse student body through effective communication strategies, high-quality 
educational programming, student-centered services, and informed decision-making that integrates 
other campus departments to ensure collaboration and intentionality of enrollment policies and 
processes. 
 

 
Needs Assessment 

 
+Comprehensive Action Plan  
+Recruitment of Target Populations  
+Analysis of Current and Potential Offerings  
+Action within a Realistic Context  
+Collaboration and Support  
+Creativity, Innovation, and the Enthusiasm to Thrive and Grow 

 
 

Goals 
 
Goal 1: Increase campus enrollment  
 
Goal 2: Develop campus programming to reach and educate various members of the community  
 
Goal 3: Create a unified communications strategy that conveys clear, targeted information  
 
Goal 4: Continuously improve processes and policies to ensure intentionality and purposefulness 
 
 
The Enrollment Strategic Plan: http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/enrollment-management-
strategic-plan/ 

 
 

http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/enrollment-management-strategic-plan/
http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/enrollment-management-strategic-plan/
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FACULTY STATEMENT ON GOALS 
 
As a non-residential campus, we serve students who come to Penn State Lehigh Valley to receive a high-
quality education in a small supportive environment as a part of a major research university.  As faculty, 
we believe academic excellence is the top priority of the campus. Therefore, the faculty members want 
to work in partnership with the Campus Administration to institute the following strategic planning 
goals: 
 

1. Recruit academically-focused students with proven or potential ability to excel in this supportive 
environment 
 

2. Hire highly qualified full-time faculty, increase the number of multi-year faculty, and reduce the 
reliance on part-time faculty 

 
3. Promote the strengths of the academic environment by providing support for faculty research 

and professional development 
 

4. Ensure that decision-making committees reflect a shared governance  
 

5. Align innovative instructional approaches with evidence-based practice  
 

6. Increase support for Honors programs, internship experiences, and opportunities to study 
abroad  

 
7. Continue to cultivate a globally-oriented academic environment  

 
8. Add relevant majors and minors  
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ONLINE STRATEGIC PLAN 2013-14 
 

 
Penn State Lehigh Valley’s Online Strategic Plan embraces emerging teaching and learning theories to 
actively engage students in the learning process.  The plan includes initiatives of Penn State Outreach 

and Online Education as well as PSLV’s FlexLearning model of course delivery. 
 

 
VISION STATEMENT 

Penn State Lehigh Valley will respond to the needs of our students in the development and delivery of 
high quality, learner-centered courses and programs.  Penn State Lehigh Valley will deliver academic 
courses and programs in a multimodal format -- face-to-face, blended or hybrid, and online -- to 
maximize student learning. 
 

MISSION STATEMENT 
Penn State Lehigh Valley will effectively address the various and diverse learning needs of our twenty-
first century students through a comprehensive initiative which offers high quality, interactive, and 
engaging courses in a variety of flexible delivery modes.   
 

CORE VALUES 

• Offer high quality academic courses 
 
• Proactively and innovatively utilize emerging educational technologies in teaching and learning 
 
• Provide students with enhanced learning experiences through flexible delivery modes 
 
• Provide faculty development opportunities 
 
• Increase campus enrollment and improve student retention 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
The Online Strategic Plan: http://www2.lv.psu.edu/onlineplan/onlinelearningplan2014.pdf 

 
 
 
 

http://www2.lv.psu.edu/onlineplan/onlinelearningplan2014.pdf
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STUDENT AFFAIRS STRATEGIC PLAN 2013-14 
 

Vision 

The Office of Student Affairs will provide the highest quality educational programs and services that will 
challenge and support Penn State students as they become active and responsible individuals and 
members of their communities. 

Mission 

The mission of the Office of Student Affairs is to challenge students to achieve their educational, 
personal, and career goals while supporting the development of the whole student through the wellness 
model, social responsibility, and the creation of an inclusive environment. The Office of Student Affairs is 
committed to promoting experiential learning to provide a sense of belonging within the collegiate 
learning environment. 

Guiding Principles 

 Student-Centered Learning 
 Leadership 
 Diversity 
 Community Involvement and Service-Learning 
 Ethical Decision-Making 
 Character Development 

Core Values 

 Professionalism throughout individual work and team efforts 
 Open Communication and sharing of information 
 Consistency in communications and policies 
 Accountability through definition of expectations, meeting standards, and celebrating successes 
 Innovation by being a voice at the table and originating current and relevant ideas 
 Accessibility through policies that allow for a balanced openness with students 
 Positive Environment that encourages fun and builds team morale and personal well-being 
 Individual Professional Growth to become experts in the field and to maintain knowledgeable 

interactions with other staff members and campus departments 
 Collaboration as a team to ensure productivity and efficiency 
 Assessment to determine what is effective and to guide future work and focuses 

 
The Student Affairs Strategic Plan: http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/student-affairs/ 

 
 
 
 
 

http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/student-affairs/
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UNIVERSITY RELATIONS STRATEGIC PLAN 2013-14 
 

Mission Statement  

The Department of University Relations conducts strategic marketing and public relations for Penn State 
Lehigh Valley with the purpose of enhancing the reputation of the campus and promoting positive 
engagement with key internal and external audiences. The Department strives to uphold brand identity 

standards in publications, media and community relations, the website, and social media.  

Vision Statement  

To be a leader among Commonwealth Campuses in creating innovative and effective marketing and 
public relations strategies which promote the awesomeness* of the Lehigh Valley campus under the 
guiding principles of the University. 

*Awesomeness includes value, uniqueness, personality, opportunities, offerings, and possibilities. 

Guiding Principles 

 Communicating PSLV’s vision and goals to the internal community of faculty, staff, and students, 
and to the broader external community 

 Strengthening PSLV’s impact in the greater Lehigh Valley region and the Penn State system 
 Collaborating effectively as a unit and fostering collaboration throughout the campus and with 

our community 
 Aligning UR strategies and tactics to ensure consistency of brand and visual identity within the 

University system, emphasizing research, scholarship, and creative activities 

 
 
The University Relations Strategic Plan: http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/university-relations/ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/university-relations/
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CORPORATE AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION STATEMENT ON GOALS 
 
For 100 years, Continuing Education at Penn State Lehigh Valley, now referred to as Corporate and 
Community Education (CCE), has been opening doors for those who seek distinctive learning 
opportunities for professional and personal growth. The department guides students on their way to 
taking an academic course, completing an undergraduate degree, or upgrading their careers.  Through a 
network of professional consultants, CCE partners with businesses, organizations, and educators to 
tailor on-site programming geared toward specific goals and challenges. CCE also prides itself in the 
growing number of programs offered to youth and precollege students as well as to adults in the Arts 
Project and SAGE (Senior Adults Gaining Enrichment) programs. 
 
CCE at PSLV supports the following initiatives within the campus strategic plan: 

 
Academic Partnerships 

 Collaborate with other campus departments to prepare students as they transition to college 

 Partner with local employers to offer upper level credit courses on-site, in order to serve degree 
seekers at their workplace and expose students to real-world work environments 

 Expand educational enrichment programs, campus lectures, and special events to engage in 
outreach and meet the goals of lifelong learners 

 Develop programming to attract the pre-college market 

 Distinguish and strive to meet the needs of adult learners in access and programming 
 
Campus Partnerships  

 Develop effective marketing & communication plans for CCE 

 Serve as a training/professional development resource to the campus  

 Conduct ongoing program assessments to meet the demands of changing and emerging careers 
and dynamic service area needs 

 

Workforce Partnerships 

 Increase the number of connections between contracted training partners and career services 
by referring/introducing the two 

 Become a leader in accessibility, perhaps not only doing, but teaching others, as well 

 Expand visibility to engage new audiences, to increase business and professional partnerships, 
and to maintain competitiveness within the Lehigh Valley 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

http://www.lv.psu.edu/CE/credit.htm
http://www.lv.psu.edu/Admissions/adultadmitrequire.htm
http://www.lv.psu.edu/CE/profdev.htm
http://www.lv.psu.edu/CE/companies.htm
http://www2.lv.psu.edu/ce/lvwp/camps/
http://www.lv.psu.edu/CE/28395.htm
http://www.lv.psu.edu/CE/29057.htm
http://www.lv.psu.edu/CE/29057.htm
http://www.lv.psu.edu/CE/27308.htm
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VISIONING 

OUR ASPIRATIONS AS A HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Visioning Process 
The Articulated Vision 

Sub-Committee Action Plans 
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THE VISIONING PROCESS 
 
VISIONING COMMITTEE 
Utilizing the background information and analysis of the local and global contexts as a starting 
point, PSLV initiated a comprehensive process to articulate its short-term and long-term 
opportunities as part of the visioning framework. 
 

A Visioning Committee was formed with all members of the PSLV Advisory Board, as well as 
faculty/staff from a wide representation of departments. The goal was to encourage cross-
collaboration among community leaders, industry partners, and educational experts. The 
committee was charged by the Chancellor to look at forces shaping the current context in 
which PSLV operates, identify key marketable strengths of the campus, and outline resources 
and innovations that could enable the campus to continue to grow and thrive. 
 
MINI-RETREAT 
The process began with a Visioning Committee Mini-Retreat, facilitated by the campus’ 
Institutional Planner in coordination with the Office of Planning and Institutional Assessment 
(OPIA) at University Park. In a three-hour session, Mike Dooris, Executive Director of OPIA, and 
Betty Harper, Senior Planning and Research Associate, presented strategic planning information 
and assisted the committee in identifying opportunities and initiatives for the campus.  The top 
opportunities from the retreat were: Expansion of Degrees, Controlling Costs for Students, and 
Expansion of Facilities (particularly athletic facilities). These were followed by Enhancing 
Marketing Strengths and Providing Infrastructure to Support Students. 
 
See next pages for an outline of these opportunities. 
 
 

SUB-COMMITTEES OF THE ADVISORY BOARD: ACTION PLANS 
 
The three Sub-Committees of the Board (Student Engagement, Community Engagement, and 
Campus Planning) were each assigned a series of these initiatives, along with an action plan 
template to collect and organize feedback and data. Each sub-committee met at least three 
times to flesh out ideas and formulate their plans.  
 

Collectively, the three sub-committees came back together to share their refined opportunities 
and recommended strategic actions.  On the following pages is the compilation of these 
components within one Articulated Vision and subsequent action plans. Each of these plans has 
informed the development of campus goals and strategies to ensure a seamless transition from 
an articulated vision to practical campus-based implementation. 

 
 
See Appendix for full action plans. 
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Opportunities/Initiatives  
Articulated by Visioning Committee 

 
Sub-Committee of the Advisory 
Board: Leadership/Assignment 
 

Facilities/Growth  

 
Expand Facilities, including athletic 

 
Campus Planning 

 
Acquire Nearby Land 

 
Campus Planning 

 
Smart Growth 

 
Campus Planning 

 
Housing 
 

 
Campus Planning 

Enrollment Growth  

 
Expansion of Degree Programs/More 4-year Degrees 

 
Campus Planning 

 
Increase recruitment area 
 

 
Campus Planning 

Additional Course/Curriculum Offerings  

 
Schreyer Scholars 

 
Student Engagement 

 
Online Education Growth 
 

 
Student Engagement 

Costs/Development  

 
Control costs for students 

 
Community Engagement 

 
Scholarship funds 

 
Community Engagement 

 
Increase funding 
 

 
Community Engagement 

Staffing/Student Support  

 
Infrastructure to support more students 

 
Student Engagement 

 
Support underserved and non-traditional students 

 
Student Engagement 

 
Use of student data from focus groups 

 
Student Engagement 

Marketing  

 
Market to the South 

 
Community Engagement 

Highlight what is unique at PSLV 
(diversity, retention, first generation, environment) 

 
Community Engagement 
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Rebuild focus on academic excellence 

 
Student Engagement 

 
Professional web presence and clear common message 

 
Community Engagement 

 
Timely response to needs of community 
 

 
Community Engagement 

Local Education Environment  

 
Compete directly with LV colleges and universities 

 
Campus Planning 

 
Better communication with community colleges 

 
Community Engagement 

 
Articulation agreements with other schools 
 

 
Campus Planning 

Industry Infusion/Real-World  

 
Tap into Industry Internships and Alumni 

 
Community Engagement 

 
Embed real-world projects in classroom 

 
Community Engagement 

 
Economic development leadership 
 

 
Community Engagement 

Expansion of Industry Training  

 
Workforce development 

 
Community Engagement 

 
Capitalize on healthcare growth and changes 

 
Community Engagement 

 
Workforce Training 
 

 
Community Engagement 

Globalization  

 
Create a global community of learners and international experiences 

 
Campus Planning 

 
Strengthen link between curriculum and global issues/trends 

 
Campus Planning 

 
Become international student hub 

 
Campus Planning 

 
Build faculty strengths 
 

 
Campus Planning 

Alumni  

 
Reach out to PSLV Alumni 
 

 
Community Engagement 
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Based on the work of the Visioning Committee and the three sub-committees  

of the Advisory Board, the following vision was created: 
 

ARTICULATED VISION FOR PENN STATE LEHIGH VALLEY FOR 5-10 YEARS 

 
 
 
 

Penn State Lehigh Valley will offer an integrated Penn State 

collegiate experience for all students which focuses on academic 

excellence in and out of the classroom. The campus will develop a 

strong, marketed portfolio of academic offerings and support 

services to attract high quality students and faculty members of 

diverse backgrounds who can bring varying academic perspectives to 

Penn State Lehigh Valley. There will be an enhanced focus on 

innovative teaching, research, and service to continue the strong 

Penn State tradition for the entire campus community (faculty, staff, 

students, alumni, community members and stakeholders). Penn 

State Lehigh Valley will pursue creative development opportunities, 

utilizing its significant connections with industry and alumni, while 

simultaneously serving as an economic engine for the Lehigh Valley 

by providing highly-skilled students who remain in the area and can 

contribute to the local workforce and economy. The campus, in order 

to be competitive among many Lehigh Valley colleges and 

universities, will need to provide adequate facilities for basic 

infrastructure, academics, and athletics, all of which may require 

campus expansion in the future. The ultimate goal of Penn State 

Lehigh Valley will be to create well-rounded, well-prepared citizens 

who can contribute to their local and global societies. 
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GUIDING STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT THE ARTICULATED VISION OVERVIEW 
 
+ Continue to investigate options for new programs by researching the local/global context in 
which PSLV operates, including Lehigh Valley competition among other universities/colleges 
and connection with community colleges 
 
+ Promote teaching excellence to support academic rigor and enable student success 
  
+ Increase academic opportunities for research and scholarly activity by enhancing faculty 
research, investigating Honors Program and Schreyer’s Scholars opportunities, increasing 
research labs and lab-based grants, and adding quiet study spaces for students 
 
+ Develop effective communication strategies and marketing campaigns to inform the public of 
PSLV offerings and value  
 
+ Expand co-curricular and athletic opportunities through the reallocation of spaces, the 
addition of specific spaces, and possible expansion of the campus 
  
+ Continue to provide leadership opportunities for students through internships, connections 
with industry partners, and credit-infused academic collaborations 
  
+ Identify creative ways to raise development funds to support student programs and services, 
including scholarships for students in need 
 
+ Support and stimulate the local Lehigh Valley economy by providing career pathways through 
targeted workforce and community partnerships 
 
+ Focus on high impact educational practices, such global study abroad programs embedded in 
credit-based courses and online learning 
 
+ Expand emphasis on leveraging diversity and creating an inclusive environment where 
students and faculty/staff are culturally competent and ethically-minded 
 
+ Continue to assess and evaluate the campus’ progress to ensure continuous quality 
improvement through student focus groups, data collection, surveys, etc. 
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OVERVIEWS OF ARTICULATED OPPORTUNITIES BY SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
 

 CAMPUS PLANNING SUB-COMMITTEE OF THE ADVISORY BOARD 
 

Penn State Lehigh Valley, as a growth campus within the university system, is situated within a 

competitive region among other higher education institutions. It is a priority of the campus to 

maintain its high PSU-based standards, while offering both traditional collegiate and innovative 

forward-thinking services, programs, and facilities to current and prospective students. In the 

immediate short-range, the campus should focus on small changes that can have big impacts, 

such as re-inventing the use of current spaces to accommodate the needs of a growing campus. 

However, with the addition of several degree completion programs over the next few years, the 

campus will undoubtedly face the positive challenge of serving additional students (which 

translates into the need for additional faculty offices, additional classrooms, and additional 

spaces for student services and activities). Due to this, the campus must focus on continually 

investigating the need to expand its capacity. While expansion of the current building may be 

desirable in the future, this assessment includes considering the expansion of the campus 

through a variety of means, such as acquiring additional land and/or available properties in 

locations near to the campus. Each opportunity should be evaluated based on its return on 

investment, including identifying short, mid, and long-range plans. Yet, it is important that PSLV 

(with the support of UP) act quickly in most situations due to the dynamic nature of the real 

estate market and the limited availability of prime locations within proximity to the campus. In 

the future, community use of expanded facilities may present opportunities to increase the 

exposure of PSLV and its offerings, as well as to supplement income/revenue through 

contracted agreements. Overall, time is of the essence to be strategic and innovative. PSLV 

needs to be well-prepared with a detailed master plan so the campus can work with UP to seize 

significant opportunities as they arise. 

 

 STUDENT ENGAGEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE OF THE ADVISORY BOARD 
 

The focus on both academic excellence and student support services should be of major focus 

for PSLV over the next 5+ years. PSLV should utilize its significant connections with Schreyer 

Scholars and the Honors College in marketing campaigns and at targeted events, such as 

orientation programs for both students and parents, to enhance the educational reputation of 

PSLV. Efforts aimed at ensuring student success once students are on campus are increasingly 

important. The campus should leverage the considerable efforts that already being 

implemented and continue to promote the services offered to students, including an expanded 
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emphasis on counseling and healthcare services. It is crucial to note that students enter PSLV 

with unique financial situations, and many have financial hardships that make a college 

education difficult to pursue. Scholarships are very important (both as recruitment and 

retention tools), and financial literacy and education programs are also critical components to 

help students become more independent and make well-informed decisions as they move 

beyond college. High impact educational practices (including online education and professional 

development for faculty/staff around creative approaches to learning) should be considered 

high priorities as the campus strives to remain innovative within the higher education arena. 

PSLV is well-poised to continue developing recruitment pathways to a PSLV education, 

particularly through dual enrollment programming. The highly successful models of the Health 

and Engineering Programs should be leveraged to design new programs in key 

educational/workforce areas. PSLV has a significant opportunity to continue marketing its 

growing global study abroad programs and to expand to new areas of travel in order to prepare 

student with the global competencies needed to enter the 21st century society and workforce. 

 

 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE OF THE ADVISORY BOARD 
 

The focus on institutional advancement, particularly in the areas of development, marketing, 

and engagement with business and industry, should remain a key focus for Penn State Lehigh 

Valley as a means for supporting the growing campus and sustaining its viability. There is a 

significant need to capitalize on the strong relationships already established with business, 

industry, and alumni through the Office of Alumni and Corporate Relations and the Department 

of Corporate and Community Education. This would most appropriately and effectively be 

handled by filling the Director of Development position at the campus. Without this position 

and a dedicated commitment to development, the connections to potential scholarship funds, 

linkages to alumni support, and partnerships with key donors cannot realistically be leveraged 

to their full potential.  In the meantime, however, PSLV needs to be creative in the ways in 

which it effectively markets the campus’ programs, strengths, and innovations. This includes 

fostering ongoing partnerships with community colleges, particularly through articulation 

agreements, internship connections, and increased community and business rentals of PSLV 

facilities, all of which showcase the campus’ dynamic offerings. Connections to new 

corporations coming into the Lehigh Valley and an increased awareness of local workforce 

needs are important as PSLV continues to develop programming based on student interest and 

employer demand. Healthcare programming represents a strong educational need in the Lehigh 

Valley, and PSLV should capitalize on the recent changes in the health care arena with the 

Affordable Care Act. The campus has the great potential to become an economic partner with 

other agencies in the Lehigh Valley and should continue to grow its alumni support within the 

economic arena to ensure strong connections back to the local community.  
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PLANNING FOR EXCELLENCE 

Campus Goals 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note on the Development of Campus Goals 
Goal 1 
Goal 2 
Goal 3 
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Note on the Development of Campus Goals 
 
The development of campus goals and the compilation of the strategies and action items to progress 
these goals were achieved based on information from a variety of sources, including: 
 
- Town Hall Meeting of Faculty and Staff (Appendix) 
- Articulated Visioning Process through the Advisory Board’s Visioning Committee (Visioning Section) 

- Meetings of Senior and Academic Managers 
- Strategic Planning Committee Meetings  
- Student Feedback Sessions and Student Satisfaction Survey Data (Appendix and Diversity Plan) 
- Alumni Planning Retreat 
- Faculty Statement on Goals (Progress Section) 
- Departmental and Committee Meetings 
- Strategic Initiatives in 2008-13 Campus Strategic Plan (Progress Section) 
- Strategic Initiatives in Departmental Campus Strategic Plans (Progress Section) 

 
The campus goals were designed around the new campus tagline for strategic planning for 2014-19: 
One Campus, Part of One University, Within Larger Society 
 

o Each goal describes one of the components of the tagline and outlines a variety of strategic 
initiatives and action plans to achieve the goal. 

 
o Timelines are designated for each action. 

 
o Primary leadership for each action is denoted. 

 
o Resources needed to progress each strategic initiative are described at the bottom of each 

strategy chart.  
 

o A cost/benefit analysis was conducted for each strategy. Cost categories include: Minimal, 
Medium, and High (based on total monetary cost to the campus). 

 
 
Campus Showcases 
Contained within each goal section are three showcases of current signature practices to highlight 
significant aspects in the support of each goal. These aspects are built upon in the strategies and actions 
of the new 2014-19 Strategic Plan.  
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CAMPUS GOALS 
 
 

One Campus, Part of One University, Within Larger Society 
 
One Campus 

 
Goal 1: 
Enhance academic excellence to provide students with an integrated 
collegiate experience 
 
Part of One University 

 
Goal 2:  
Operate as a viable and sustainable campus within the larger university 
system 
 
Within Larger Society 
 

Goal 3:  
Serve as a leader in our local and global societies through engaged 
citizenship and professional, academic collaborations 
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Goal 1: 

Enhance academic excellence to provide students with an 
integrated collegiate experience 
 
 
DESCRIPTION: 

o Innovative Teaching and Learning 
o Faculty/Student Research 
o Support Services 
o Programs, Leadership Opportunities 
o Pathways to a PSU Education 
o Appropriate Resources and Spaces for Success 

 
 
 
Campus Showcases:  

 Innovative Instructional Practices 

 Retention Program 

 International Education 
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+ INNOVATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES + 
 
Current Best Practices, Strategies, and/or Models:  
 

 Unique blending of online learning with community-based projects designed to address public 
issues and concerns- Over the last three years, over forty students have enrolled in Foundations in Civic 

and Community Engagement. Initially, students research an issue, volunteer at an agency involved with 
this problem, and then develop a project to address this public need. Prior projects have included 
organizing a Fair Trade Expo, researching and developing dissemination materials (brochures, pamphlets), 
creating videos, offering formal presentations and writing for publication on such issues as improving K-12 
education, poverty, homelessness, hunger, mental health, obesity, pollution, and agriculture. 
 

 Robotics using Lego Mindstorm – Students must use 3D printed and a CNC milled parts to program a 

robot to autonomously navigate a maze, find a ball and return to the start - Use an engineering 
development methodology to develop customer needs, specs, concept and a prototype. Entire project 
conducted as a company trying to develop a product.  
 

 Service learning collaboration with McKinley Elementary, a school that serves a socioeconomically 

disadvantaged community. Through this initiative, Education students registered for the Literacy and the 
Arts Block tutor struggling readers while learning how to implement the instructional strategies learned in 
their coursework. 

 

 Working with Career Services to incorporate Interview Strategies and Mock Interviews- 
Students are required to seek out and interview professionals in their career fields of interest to learn 
about the nature of jobs/work environments and to begin to network. (CAS100A) 

 

 Development of WebQuests, which are online, inquiry-based, instructional units that seek to capitalize 

on the power of the internet, while mitigating the potential pitfalls of web searches. This is part of the 
reading methods course for pre-service teachers. Access to these websites/WebQuests is available 
through http://www.lv.psu.edu/Academics/Degrees/27469.htm.  

 
 Use of a variety of presentation technologies such as Prezi, iMovie, and Screencastamatic; Use of a 

variety of polling technologies such as Poll Everywhere, Clickers and Plickers (SS ED 430W) 
 

 Web-based, service-learning, embedded study abroad course that examines teaching English as a 

foreign language (EFL) and provides Penn State students with the opportunity to work with Mexican 
students in various schools in Guanajuato, Mexico, who are learning English. 

 

 Embedded courses with travel resulting in student video presentations based on academic aspect 

of the course (English 201H; Comparative Literature 153H, Comparative Literature--travel to Brussells, 
Paris, Rome and London)  

 
 Learning Community (Prison Project) involved nine courses across campuses (Berks & LV), guest 

lecturers, and student panel presentations.  

 
 Strategies in Art included development and presentation of portfolios, group mural constructions, 

detailed descriptive writings, and multiple media exposure and technique development in drawing, 
painting & printmaking  

 

http://www.lv.psu.edu/Academics/Degrees/27469.htm
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+ RETENTION PROGRAM + 
 
Current Best Practices, Strategies, and/or Models:  
 
Penn State Lehigh Valley’s pilot retention program was called iSUCCEED. It was designed to enable 
students to achieve success through individualized support for those who are struggling academically 
and to help these students utilize support resources on our campus. Highlights include: 
 

 One on one weekly meetings with students that focus on study skills, time management skills, 
note-taking skills, and utilizing syllabi and study calendars 

 Promotes the use of campus resources and helps connect students to those resources 
 Helps open lines of communication between students and faculty 
 Promotes campus involvement from students and faculty involvement with students 
 Study skill workshops both in the classroom and online 
 The pilot program enrolled 26 students- 13 male and 13 female 
 6 students were White; 20 were Black/African American 
 20 of the 26 students were first-year freshmen 

 
The retention program links to the Learning Center resources: 

 A variety of options are provided to students in order to obtain tutoring in a manner that best 
suits their needs.  Students may select between: professional or peer tutors, face-to-face or 
online tutoring, and drop-in hours or prearranged appointments 

 Peer tutors are required to complete 10 hours of tutor training 
 An increasing amount of assistive technology is being utilized by students with disabilities at 

home and in the classroom 
 
Future Practices, Strategies, and Projects in the next 1-5 years: 
 

 Development of retention software to track and manage student retention 
 Campus events hosted by Retention program, such as motivational speakers and study groups 

on specific retention topics 
 Incorporating academic success coaching techniques into individualized retention meetings 
 Along with faculty and staff referrals also having drop-in iSUCCEED hours during common hour 
 Target is 50 students for second year of the program 
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+ INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION + 
 
Current Best Practices, Strategies, and/or Models:  
 

 Teaching International 
The Teaching International program at Penn State Lehigh Valley is a campus-wide academic initiative 
modeled after the program at Penn State Greater Allegheny. Teaching International's goals include: 

•  internationalizing the curriculum to ensure students acquire the knowledge and skills needed in an 
interdependent world  
•  strengthening the intellectual climate at the campus through the exploration of common themes of 
global significance and the study of various countries and regions of the world  
•  connecting the education of students with broader debates on global economic, social, cultural trends  
•  promoting civic engagement at the intersection of local and global communities.  

Teaching International at Penn State University has developed into a model of global education anchored in 
curriculum innovation, student-centered research and teaching, and engaged global citizenship. Course 
lectures, class projects, field trips, public debates, service learning activities, theatrical productions, films, and 
guest lectures are some of the methods used to help students learn about the world.  Enhanced learning 
opportunities and academic dialogue among students, faculty and staff, strengthens the international 
competencies of students, and fostered collaborative efforts between the campus and various community 
groups and academic institutions.  Teaching International at Penn State Lehigh Valley aims to enhance our 
own campus dynamics and community.    
 

 Global Study Abroad 
Penn State Lehigh Valley continues to expand the number of credit-imbedded, short-term study abroad 
opportunities available to students. In 2013-14, these experiences, led by Penn State Lehigh Valley faculty, 
involved more than 75 students: 

o Lima, Peru: March 7-16, 2014  
A Latin American International Business and Spanish language and cultural study abroad in conjunction 
with students and faculty from Universidad Peruana de Ciencias Aplicadas (UPC)  
Courses: Span 001, Span 003, Span 100, Span 100A; I B 303 (International Business Operations), MKTG 
445 (Global Marketing)  

o Guanajuato, Mexico: March 6-15, 2014  
Exploration of the environment, ecology and economics of the region in conjunction with students from 
the University of Guanajuato  
Courses: CIVCM 211 (Foundations in Civic and Community Engagement), BIOL 297 (The Ecology and 
Agriculture of Guanajuato, Mexico), WL ED 400 (Foundations of Language in Second Language Teaching)  

o Honors Trip to London, England: March 6-13, 2014  
Course: ENG 201 (What is Literature?)  

o CHANCE Panama Practicum: Summer 2014: June 7-22, 2014 
A collaboration with the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (STRI) focusing on global climate change  

o CHANCE China Practicum: Summer 2015: Info to come out in Summer 2014 
 A collaboration with Jiangnan University, Wuxi, China, that focuses on the world's vanishing fresh water 
supply 

 

Future Practices, Strategies, and Projects in the next 1-5 years: 
 

 Investigate the addition of an international education/study abroad coordinator to coordinate 
education efforts, market programs and assist students, manage travel details, assess programs, etc. 

 Increase the number study abroad student participants by expanding opportunities and offering 
scholarship funding to help offset costs 
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Goal 2:  

Operate as a viable and sustainable campus within the 
larger university system 
 
 
DESCRIPTION: 

o Fiscally Responsible Practices 
o Enrollment and Local Landscape Monitoring 
o Effective Marketing and Communication Plans 
o Professional Development for Faculty/Staff 
o Resource Sharing 
o Assessment Practices 

 
 
 
 
Campus Showcases: 

 -Enrollment Strategies 

 -Marketing Practices 

 -Institutional Planning Website and Blog 
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+ ENROLLMENT STRATEGIES + 
 
Current Best Practices, Strategies, and/or Models:  
 
Focused Planning 

 Created Enrollment Strategic Plan, outlining four goals with measurable objectives for each goal 
to increase enrollment and retention at PSLV 

 Facilitated weekly team meetings to discuss strategies, plans and upcoming programs and to 
assess progress towards stated goals 

Innovative Enrollment Programs 
 Held Preview Penn State program for accepted students to attend class and meet with faculty, 

staff and students and Countdown to Campus for offered students with educational sessions 
and special interest sessions 

 Implemented innovative practices into the programming including interactive tours, videos, 
special guest speakers 

  Created incentive plan to incorporate Penn State trivia, knowledge and payment. Included iPad 
giveaways, sweatshirts, TOMS shoes, and umbrellas 

 Attend and present at high school parent nights twice each year 
 Provide training for intercollegiate athletic coaches to better understand policies, procedures 

and practices to recruit high academic quality student athletes 
Creative Communication Strategies 

 Communicated monthly with prospective student through Constant Contact newsletters 
 Created strong social media presence with information and incentives to take the next step in 

the admissions process 
 Created consistent messages for print, programming and publicity. Messages included Explore 

your options; Experience Penn State; Decide on Penn State Lehigh Valley. In addition, we 
focused our messages to include the opportunity for high quality academics, undergraduate 
research, service, networking and global experiences 

 Conducted phonathon with Lion Ambassadors to contact offered students about questions; 
students made 250 calls 

 Worked with University Relations to create digital billboard campaign to live tweet during 
commencement and post acceptance photos 

 Developed recruiting videos to send to prospective students 
Expansion of Dual Enrollment  

 Continued to assist with dual enrollment recruitment and selection; reviewed applications with 
Lehigh Valley Health Network and LCTI to select candidates (several programs include Emerging 
Health and Emerging Engineering) 

 Established a new dual enrollment program in Arts Leadership with Parkland School District 
 
Future Practices, Strategies, and Projects in the next 1-5 years: 
 

 Focus on recruitment of special populations including first-generation, adult learners, athletes 
 Increase international students when/if off-campus housing is made available 
 Increase transfer enrollment through articulation agreements with community colleges 
 Develop dual advising/admissions program with community colleges within the service area 
 Increase dual enrollment program offerings for local high schools 
 Increase scholarship funding available to students 
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+ MARKETING PRACTICES + 

 
Current Best Practices, Strategies, and/or Models:  
 

 Marketing Campaigns 
o THOUGHTFUL – Complete messages – example is our 4 week billboard campaign 

 Week 1 – Awareness, PSULV is located in the Lehigh Valley 
 Week 2 – Celebration of accepted students, builds on campus awareness and 

includes information about 4 year degrees available at campus 
 Week 3 – Celebration of graduating students – countdown to #psulvgrad, live 

tweeting and Instagramming on the day of commencement 
 Week 4 – Celebration of all students – jobs and internships, award winners, 

leaders, general awesomeness of the PSULV community 
o RELATIVE – Match current trends with delivery – social media, signage at local sports 

venues, high school football  programs, Lion Bench at ArtsQuest, email marketing using 
ConstantContact, videos created on campus (ex. “We’re saving a seat for you.”) 

o INNOVATIVE – Utilizing more technology, hashtags, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram 
 

 Social Media 
o Engaging Voice  

 Very conversational and authentic 
 Humor is often used 

o Active presence and responses in a timely manner 
 Responses required daily, often within 1-2 hours; retweet comments from 

others, boosting their positive experience with @PSULehighValley 
o Successful hashtag campaigns 

 #ifoundthelion, #psulvgrad, #psulvtravels 
 #ChristmasCityUSA (In partnership with the City of Bethlehem; highlighted in 

the Morning Call: http://ow.ly/rFqcm)  

o Engaging with campus community 

 Continually work across different departments, clubs, and faculty/staff to make 

sure all areas of PSU-LV are well represented on social media 

o Engaging Influencers which draws attention to our campus 

 Jeffrey Tambor was very active using our #PSULVGRAD hashtag 

 First Lady (FLOTUS) was engaged via Twitter re: study abroad  

 Penn State influencers, such as University Park and PSU-LV accounts, retweet, 

converse, and engage with our social media outlets often 

 Community connections on social media have broadened our reach significantly 

o Compiling Analytics 

 Use of Hootsuite to compile analytics; Review of analytics to tweak work/ideas 

Future Practices, Strategies, and Projects in the next 1-5 years: 
 

 Streamline the website to include relevant, timely content on homepage  
 Create an interactive, downloadable alumni magazine 
 Present at University Park for all campuses on Social Media Best Practices 

http://ow.ly/rFqcm
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+ INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING WEBSITE AND BLOG + 

 
Current Best Practices, Strategies, and/or Models:  
 
The PSLV Institutional Planning website was created to inform the campus community about Institutional Planning 
projects, news, and updates. It also serves as a receptacle for various planning resources, reports, surveys, and data 
collections. The website is updated and maintained by the Campus Office of Institutional Planning. 
www.pslvplanning.com 

 
The website offers the campus individual tabs of information for use by campus administration, 
faculty, staff, students, alumni, Advisory Board members, and the general public interested in data and 
reports related to PSLV. Information is updated regularly. 
 

 Campus Strategic Plans- Links are provided to current strategic plans, including both campus-
level and departmental plans, and updated progress matrixes and reports. 

 Enrollment Data- Official enrollment numbers and breakdowns of the student population by 
various characteristics, retention and graduation data, and other enrollment information is 
readily shared for benchmarking and tracking purposes. 

 Service Area Demographics- Local Lehigh Valley population figures and projections, high school 
graduation data, and workforce development statistics are shared via a range of local, state, and 
national resources. 

 Surveys- A compilation of data highlight reports, including satisfaction and interest surveys, are 
available for campus use.  

 Planning Resources- Links are provided to grant resources and other planning websites. 
 Fast Facts about PSLV- A user-friendly, one page overview is available for quick reference 

regarding PSLV’s current figures and data. 
 
The website’s homepage also functions as a blogging site, where each month the Office of Institutional 
Planning updates the campus about current information and news related to national, state, and local 
planning efforts and research. A monthly email is sent to all faculty and staff via the campus list-serv 
outlining the new additions to the blog. These include: 
 

 Planning News from the Office of Institutional Planning and Assessment at University Park 
 Articles of Interest for Higher Education Professionals, available via the Association for 

Institutional Research (AIR) 
 Localized Reports from the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, Lehigh Valley Workforce 

Investment Board, and the Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation, and others 
 
Future Practices, Strategies, and Projects in the next 1-5 years (please bullet): 
 

 Continue to enhance the content and functionality of the website through regular updates 
 Create a website tab to showcase a detailed assessment continuum that integrates a schedule 

for campus-wide surveys, strategic planning progress reports, and other assessment measures 
 Track the readership of the blogging function through daily and monthly log-ons; evaluate which 

news items capture the largest audiences in an effort continue offering relevant information 
 Find creative ways to “advertise” the large amount of data and reports available to the campus 

community beyond the current monthly email campaign 

 

http://www.pslvplanning.com/
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Goal 3: 

Serve as a leader in our local and global societies 
through engaged citizenship and professional, 
academic collaborations 

  
DESCRIPTION: 

o Collaboration with Business/Industry/Alumni 
o Connection with Community Colleges, Other Institutions 
o Education of Local Communities 
o Economic Engine, Workforce Development 
o Change Agent 

 

 
Campus Showcases: 

 Art Gallery 

 Penn State Center @ Overlook Park 

 Industry Partnerships 
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+ ART GALLERY + 
 
Current Best Practices, Strategies, and/or Models:  
 
The Art Gallery was established in 2010 at the campus of Penn State Lehigh Valley.  It brings fine art programming 
to the academic community and stimulates an awareness and appreciation for the visual arts.  The Art Gallery also 
seeks to make art accessible to the campus and the greater Lehigh Valley communities by positioning Penn State 
Lehigh Valley as an institution that promotes nurturing and fostering of the arts to benefit everyone.  

 
Professional management 

 The Gallery is professionally managed by a credentialed director and is located in a designated 
secured space with museum quality attributes. 

 Four to six exhibitions are curated each year featuring professional and student artists. 
 Exhibitions are promoted through social media, email services, campus website, printed 

materials, and regional public listings. 
Exhibition themes and academic life on campus 

 Exhibition themes expose diverse approaches to art-making either by the sensibility of the artist 
or by juxtaposing a variety of artists together to show variations on a theme. 

 Exhibition themes reflect the interests, histories and imagination of the campus and the Lehigh 
Valley community. 

 Exhibiting artists offer instructional workshops to individual class and/or open campus events. 
 Faculty are encouraged to include exhibitions in their course curriculum. 
 Faculty are encouraged to bring classes to the gallery for exhibition talks and tours as they relate 

to their subjects. 
 Campus academic resources are leveraged to enhance exhibition themes (ie: Library-“Words as 

Images” exhibition, Engineering’s 3D printer and Multimedia Innovation Center’s Video 
production-  “100th Anniversary of the 8th St Bridge” exhibition, etc.). 

 Technology helps to promote exhibition themes through the use of iPads and other media in the 
gallery. 

Sustainable practices through community support 
 Grant proposals are written to encourage not only the funding to support the needs of the 

gallery but also to encourage the Lehigh Valley community to participate in the life of the 
campus. 

 “Friends of the Gallery” was established to encourage community financial support of the 
gallery. 

 Gallery director serves on regional art organization boards and keeps PSLV art gallery involved 
with the artistic community. 

 

Future Practices, Strategies, and Projects in the next 1-5 years: 
 

 Serve as an on-campus student internship for ARTSA 
 Explore creative themes for exhibitions that contribute to the campus’ academic and civic 

interests 
 Prepare materials that encourage instructors to embrace the exhibition as a teaching resource 
 Continue to use technology to increase multimedia and interactive opportunities 
 Seek out additional grant opportunities and  community support 
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+ THE PENN STATE CENTER @ OVERLOOK PARK +  
 

Current Best Practices, Strategies, and/or Models:  
 
Penn State Lehigh Valley’s newest outreach venue is located at 445 Hanover Avenue in Allentown.  This 

Neighborhood Networks Center, directed by Penn State Lehigh Valley’s Department of Corporate and Community 

Education, was created in collaboration with The Allentown Housing Authority and allows for Workforce 

Development through greater access to technology for the Allentown area. The Penn State Center also offers 

corporate lab rentals and software training for area businesses. The Penn State Center @ Overlook Park is now 

home to our Health Education Center which features delivery of our Practical Nurse Program, a high quality non-

credit certificate program, delivered through a part-time, 18-month evening and weekend curriculum, to prepare 

individuals with the knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes essential for practical nursing practice. 

 Collaborative Funding Model: Following a rich history of community outreach and collaboration, 

PSULV CCE partners with the Allentown Housing Authority to maintain and fulfill the mission of the 

Neighborhood Networks Center grant which founded the Center, namely  to establish multi-service 

community technology centers that bring digital opportunity and lifelong learning to residents living 

in HUD housing. Through the Center, PSULV CCE provides opportunities for low- and moderate-

income individuals and families to learn computer technology and to succeed in the workforce, as 

well as to provide the ability to network with others. 

 Workforce Development: Resume building, career exploration, Microsoft Office, and other 

technology trainings are offered by CCE at the Center.  Additionally, a partnership with The Literacy 

Center of the Lehigh Valley has enabled the Center to support career literacy training to help the 

residents of the Lehigh Valley improve their lives, the lives of their families, and their community by 

improving their literacy skills. Also, the Practical Nurse program, Open Lab, technology workshops 

and tutorials, and test proctoring are among the services provided during evening hours accessible 

to working adults. 

 Pathway to College and Career Readiness Program (PCCRP): Funded by a grant from the Lehigh 

Valley Workforce Investment Board, the PCCRP is a comprehensive program that addresses the 

academic needs and employment skills development of low-income, in-school high school students. 

The program aims to provide: dedicated educational encouragement for youth to remain in school; 

academic enrichment activities and positive mentor relationships; exposure to dual credit 

opportunities in communication; progress on to the next grade level on time; and attainment of a 

high school diploma.   

 Community Connections: PSULV CCE serves as stewards of the Center through community 

connections such as participation at National Night Out events and Career Fairs hosted at the 

facility. 

Future Practices, Strategies, and Projects in the next 1-5 years: 

 Future plans include the addition of Allied Health-related training programs to diversify training 

opportunities for adults in the field of healthcare as well as continuous pursuit of grant funding to 

sustain the NNC mission and provide outreach in the realm of workforce development. 
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 + INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS + 

 

Current Best Practices, Strategies, and/or Models:  
 

 Pathway for Corporate Engagement Model:  This model leverages a needs analysis and 
opportunity-based approach to corporate engagement, where a need is identified, either at the 
campus level (connect curriculum to career, build familiarity of Penn State degrees with industry 
partners) or with the employer (interested in mentoring and/or recruiting students). Potential 
collaborative solutions are brainstormed, a pathway/timeline is created and project teams are 
identified. Initiatives are executed, debriefed upon and tweaked for the next round of 
engagement. 
 

 Examples of Current Best Practices within the Corporate Engagement Model: 
 

Real-World Projects with PPL and ArtsQuest: This initiative helps students in the IST, Corporate 
Communications, and Business majors connect to area industry partners through the incorporation of 
real-world projects embedded into their courses. These projects provide students with relevant industry 
examples to problem solve and connect curriculum to careers, offer students industry experience to add 
to their resumes, and facilitates informal mentoring and networking opportunities with 
corporate/community partners who may be recruiting for internships and jobs. 

 
Industry Lecture Series with PPL, Air Products, Johnson & Johnson, and Lehigh Valley Health Network:  
This initiative is hosted by a specific class (2013-2014 it was MIS 204 and IST 220) and introduces 
students to industry experts who speak on emerging trends within their industries. These series are also 
informal recruiting opportunities for industry partners as they can both share how their company 
approaches the industry trends they are lecturing on and save time at the end of the lecture to accept 
resumes and talk with students about current openings within their organization. These lectures are 
often video-captured for future use within other classes.  
 
Panel Discussions:  This initiative is hosted by a class (Fall-EDTHP 115/Spring-CMPSC 101) to introduce 
students to several different positions that can be pursued with their degree. The program can feature 
one larger employer or a variety of employers (Fall-Family Connections, Community Services for 
Children, PSU CCE, Saucon Valley School District/Spring-Air Products). The panel discussion is moderated 
and then followed by an informal meal with panelists to allow time for mentoring and networking. 
   
Future Practices, Strategies, and Projects in the next 1-5 years: 
 

 CNED280/555N:  This new initiative will be piloted in the fall 2014 semester and will provide 20 
students from the Eastern Alliance campuses with an online option for career development and 
professional networking. Levering current industry articles, PSU’s online Career Guide, and 
industry partner videos providing career tips, this 1-credit class will introduce students to 
resume and cover letter development, building a professional online profile (LinkedIn), interview 
skills, and will connect them over the last three classes to industry mentors like Johnson & 
Johnson, Air Products, PPL, Comcast/NBC, Accenture, Enterprise, to help students prepare for an 
interview, conduct a Skype interview with the industry partner, and establish “next steps” in 
their career planning. 
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OUTLINING THE PLAN 
Strategies and Action Items 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Areas of Leadership 
Set of Strategies and Actions for each goal 
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Areas of Leadership for Strategies and Actions 
 
(Admin): Campus Administration* 
 
(Academic): Academic Affairs, Faculty, and Faculty Senate 
 
(Alumni): Alumni Relations, Alumni Society, and Blue & White Society 
 
(Business): Business Services, Human Resources, Registration, and Financial Services 
 
(CCE): Community and Corporate Education, Career Services, and Overlook Park  
 
(Enrollment): Enrollment Management and Financial Aid 
 
(Arts): DeLong Art Gallery, Markowitz Music Room, and Multimedia Innovation Center 
 
(Planning): Office of Institutional Planning 
 
(Library): Campus Library 
 
(Safety): Campus Safety and Security 
 
(Student): Student Affairs, Athletic, Health and Wellness, and Counseling 
 
(Support): Academic Support Services, Advising, and the Learning Center 
 
(IT): Information Technology and Instructional Design 
 
(UR): University Relations 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Also includes leadership of Diversity Committee, Green Team, and Ethics 



1.1 Embrace innovative teaching and learning 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Align innovative instructional approaches with evidenced-based 
practices 

Course Syllabi, Faculty Activity Reports 
Student Satisfaction Survey 

Ongoing 
2014-15, 2016-17 

Academic 

 2. Develop a Collaboration for Teaching Excellence for faculty to 
share with and learn from each other 

 Partnership with Schreyer’s College 
Implementation of Collaboration 
Faculty Reviews of Collaboration 

2014-15 
2015-16 

Each year after 

 
Academic 

 3. Incorporate current and emerging technologies to remain ahead 
of the educational curve 

Multimedia Innovation Center (MIC) Reports 
Instructional Design Sessions 

Faculty Activity Reports 
Student Satisfaction Survey 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 

2014-15, 16-17 

 
Academic,  

Tech 

 4. Focus on high impact educational practices/engaged scholarship 
integrated in the first year experience, course curriculum, and co-
curricular programs 

Course Syllabi 
Learning Outcomes 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 

Academic, 
Student, 
Support 

 5. Expand the Honors Program enrollment and resources Honors Panels offered at high schools 
Enhancement of Honors website 

2015-16 
2015-16 

Academic 

 6. Develop and implement a comprehensive online course strategy 
aligned with university standards and plans 

Online Strategic Plan 
Plan Progress Reports 

2014-15 
Each year after 

Academic 

 7. Expand campus lectures and presentations for a variety of 
audiences 

Lectures, Presentations, Symposiums Ongoing Academic, CCE 

 8. Support faculty members to attend conferences each year on 
university and college evidence-based teaching and learning 

Faculty attendance at conferences 2014-15 
 

Admin, 
Academic 

 9. Expand opportunities in the arts via the DeLong Art Gallery Art Gallery Reports 
 

Ongoing Arts 

 10. Continue to develop innovative programs through Corporate 
and Community Education for a range of populations in the local 
community 

Workforce Development Program Reports 
Pre-College Programs 

Dual Enrollment Programs 

Ongoing CCE, 
Enrollment 

  
Main Resources Needed:  Faculty and staff commitment to innovative practices; Funding for faculty conference travel and for new technologies; Possible 
funding for start-up costs for new initiatives 
Cost: Minimal   Benefit Factor: Innovative practices will keep Penn State Lehigh Valley ahead of the academic curve by supporting its mission of academic 
excellence in teaching, research, and service. 
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1.2 Enhance faculty and student research opportunities 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Promote and support faculty research in publications, journals, and 
other venues 

Marketing of research/practices Ongoing UR, Academic 

 2. Create opportunities for faculty to apply for additional research 
and development grants through established campus procedures 

Budget Reports 
Campus External Grants Liaison 

Ongoing 
2014-15 

Admin, 
Academic 

 3. Review and refine the appropriate campus budget for research Budget Reports Ongoing Admin 

 4. Continue to support faculty conference travel to the greatest 
extent within the campus budget 

 
Budget Reports 

 
Ongoing 

 
Admin 

 5. Offer opportunities for student research, including collaboration 
with faculty on research projects 

 
Student Research Positions 

 
Ongoing 

 
Academic 

 6. Enhance faculty and student use of library resources and services 
to assist in effective research efforts 

 
Library Reports 

 
Ongoing 

 
Library 

 7. Further develop labs for on-campus research Building Plans 
Master Plan 

 
2015-16 

Admin 

 8. Identify or create an open lab space for cross-discipline student 
research 

 
Building Plans 

 
2015-16 

Admin, 
Academic 

 9. Enhance the research focus in study abroad opportunities through 
embedded coursework 

 
Student Abroad Reports 

 
Ongoing 

 
Academic 

 10. Enhance the focus on sustainable practices within research fields Green Team Reports 
Sustainability Survey (in F/S Survey) 

 
2015-16 

Academic 

 11. Offer an annual research symposium connected to alumni and 
community members 

Annual Symposium Each spring 
semester 

Academic 
Alumni 

 12. Explore ways to use the campus grounds as “living labs” Green Team Reports 2017-18 Admin, Academic, 
(Green Team) 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Faculty commitment to integration of research practices into coursework; Funding for research, travel, and publication; Allocated 
spaces for research; Possible funding for start-up costs for new sustainability initiatives 
Cost: Medium  Benefit Factor: Penn State Lehigh Valley will capitalize on being a campus within a major research institution. 
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1.3 Provide a strong infrastructure of support services for students that facilitates personal and professional 
       growth 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Continue the development of a successful academic advising 
program supported by faculty and staff 

Advising Evaluations 
Student Satisfaction Survey 

Each year 
2014-15 

Support 

 2. Offer support services for a range of student populations  Services for Veterans 
Services for Underprepared and ESL 

Services for Athletes 

2014-15 
2015-16 
2016-17 

Support, 
Student 

 3. Continue to offer structured tutoring and support through the 
Learning Center (Math, Writing, and Science Centers) 

Usage numbers and patterns  
Ongoing 

 
Support 

 4. Create advocacy for Adult Learners with specialized services and 
programming 

Adult Learner Enrollment Coordinator 
Adult Learner Seminar 
Adult Learner Council 

2014-15 
2015-16 
2016-17 

CCE, 
Enrollment, 

Support 

 5. Offer a retention program based on a successful piloted model Increased student participation and completion 2014-15 Support 

 6. Investigate additional ways to utilize the technology at the 
Overlook Park site to enhance support services for current students 

Overlook Park reports 
 

2015-16 CCE 

 7. Offer non-credit preparation courses based on Math 4 and English 
15 through the Lion Academy (for newly enrolled PSLV students) 

Pilot Program 
Expansion of Program (Enrollment, Services) 

2014-15 
Each year after 

Academic, 
Support 

 8. Enhance counseling and health services for all students, with a 
focus on the wellness model 

Counseling Reports, Campus Nurse Reports 
Wellness Programs 

Student Satisfaction Survey 

Ongoing 
 

2014-15, 16-17 

 
Student 

 9. Remain aware and compliant of ADA laws in order to provide the 
most appropriate services to students with a range of diagnoses on 
the diversity spectrum 

ADA Campus Officer 
Learning Center Sessions for 

faculty/staff/students 

Ongoing 
 

Each year 

 
Support 

 10. Build information literacy skills for lifelong learning through use of 
the campus library 

Library Reports 
Student Satisfaction Survey 

Ongoing 
2014-15 

Library 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Staff commitment to develop new programs; Faculty support of new programs; Funding to support additional resources for learning 
support and wellness components 
Cost: Minimal  Benefit Factor: Focusing on effective student support services greatly enhances the retention of current students. 
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1.4 Design programming to engage students and offer opportunities for leadership, life, and social skills 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Maintain the quality of current clubs and organizations Club and Organization By-Laws 
Student Satisfaction Survey 

Ongoing 
2014-15, 16-17 

Student 

 2. Offer opportunities that build students’ effective communication 
and presentation skills 

Course Syllabi, including HDFS 287W 
Hot Topics Programming 

Ongoing 
Each semester 

Academic, 
Student 

 3. Continue to support the first-year experience through New 
Student Orientation and Welcome Day 

 
NSO Survey 

 
Each fall semester 

Support, Student 

 4. Ensure learning outcomes are in place for co-curricular programs Learning Outcomes  2014-15, 
 then Ongoing 

Academic 

 5. Review objectives and outcomes for all HDFS 287W courses to 
ensure alignment according to University policy 

Course Syllabi 2015-16, then 
Ongoing 

Academic 

 6. Teach students critical thinking skills to aid in ethical decision-
making 

 
Program Outcomes and Reviews 

Ongoing Academic, 
Student 

 7. Continue to provide students opportunities to identify and 
develop their leadership style through conference and workshop 
participation. 

 
Conference Attendance 

Student Satisfaction Survey 

 
Each year 

2014-15, 16-17 

 
Student 

 8. Promote global awareness and multicultural competency in 
diversity-based programming 

Diversity Offerings 
Student Satisfaction Survey 

Faculty/Staff Survey 

Ongoing 
2014-15, 16-17 
2015-16, 17-18 

 
Student 

 9. Provide a focus on financial literacy programs Financial Aid Programs 
Financial Responsibility Session 

Ongoing 
2015-16 

Student 

 10. Maintain and expand athletic programs and fitness center 
offerings 

Athletic Reports 
Fitness Center Reports 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 

Student 

 11. Offer students a range of social-based, recreational programs to 
encourage positive campus climate and peer development 

Campus-based Student Programs 
Student Satisfaction Survey 

Ongoing 
2014-15, 16-17 

 

Student 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Funding to support orientation programs (speakers, activities, etc.); Student Activity Fee funding; Faculty and staff involvement in 
programs to show support of initiatives; Funding to upgrade the fitness center and athletic resources, as needed 
Cost: Minimal to Medium  Benefit Factor: Student programming helps to create an integrated collegiate experience, which is important at a commuter campus. 
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1.5 Recruit academically-focused students by enhancing existing pathways to a PSLV education and articulating 
       new ones 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Further develop pre-college and youth programs to recruit pre-
college students 

Programs and Participants 
Program Evaluations 

Ongoing Enrollment, CCE 

 2. Continue to design high school recruitment programs for a diverse 
range of populations 

Enrollment figures 
Programs 

Ongoing Enrollment 

 3. Identify ways to work directly with high school clubs and 
organizations to link students to PSLV degree programs 

Enrollment figures 2015-16 Enrollment, 
Academic 

 4. Invite additional faculty members to present at community college 
sessions 

Enrollment figures 
Faculty Activity Reports 

2015-16 Enrollment, 
Academic 

 5. Provide focused attention on transfer students Finalization of articulation agreements 
Established office hours at local c.c. 

2014-15 
2014-15 

Enrollment 

 6. Recruit scholar-athletes with an emphasis on academics as an 
integral part of athletic participation 

Enrollment figures 2016-17 Enrollment, 
Student 

 7. Use innovative approaches to accommodate working adult 
students 

Credit certs. linked to degree programs 
Social Media Cert (Corp. Comm.) 

 
2015-16 

 
Academic, CCE 

 8. Expand dual enrollment into other fields based on the models of 
Health and Engineering 

Arts and Leadership  Dual Enrollment 
Others 

2014--15 Enrollment, CCE 

 9. Explore new non-credit avenues that could open a door for new 
PSU students or program participants 

Bridge Program 
Others 

2014-15 
Ongoing 

CCE, Academic 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Staff commitment to develop and implement programs; Faculty involvement; Partnerships with local high schools and community 
colleges; Funding to support programs, visits and workshops 
Cost: Minimal   Benefit Factor: Targeted programs for pre-college, traditional, transfer, and adult students are an imperative for enrollment growth. 
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1.6 Provide appropriate facilities and spaces for student success and continued campus growth 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Meet or exceed the standards for a quality Penn State 
campus 

Student Satisfaction Survey 
Faculty/Staff Survey 

2014-15, 16-17 
2015-16 

Admin 

 2. Focus on the creative use and reallocation of spaces for 
academics and student life initiatives 

MRM Utilization Reports Ongoing Admin 

 3. Ensure students have options for both quiet study spaces 
and collaborative spaces to enhance work and research  

Signage for classroom availability 
Library Reports 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 

Student Affairs 
Library 

 4. Provide regular upgrades to campus technology and 
software in campus labs and classrooms and on faculty/staff 
computers 

Technology Upgrade Plan Ongoing IT 

 5. Continue to examine the expansion of building access hours 
and use of facilities related to campus growth 

MRM Utilization Reports Ongoing Admin, 
Academic 

 6. Apply for University funding, when appropriate, for campus 
upgrades  

University Classroom Improvement Fund (UCIF) 
Facility Resource Committee (FRC) 

University Access Committee (UAC) 
Commonwealth Campus Beautification Projects (CCBP) 

 
As applicable 

 
Admin, 

Business  

 7. Partner with University Park in the development of a 
campus Master Plan 

 
Building Plans/Master Plan 

 
2016-17 

 
Admin 

 8. Investigate the addition of athletic and recreation facilities 
to remain competitive and attract prospective students 

 
Building Plans/Master Plan 

 
2016-17 

 
Admin 

 9. Conduct ongoing investigations of expanding the campus to 
accommodate new programs and increased enrollment 

 
Building Plans/Master Plan 

 
2017-18 

 
Admin 

 10. Continue seeking housing options in the Lehigh Valley for 
commuting students 

 
Building Plans/Master Plan 

 
Ongoing 

 
Admin 

 
Main Resources Needed:  New spaces and allocation of current spaces; Funding for technology upgrades and software; Administration and staff time to 
investigate and apply for funding; Partnership with UP and Office of Physical Plant; Ongoing research of service area and available opportunities 
Cost:  Medium to High  Benefit Factor: Upgrading and/or expanding the campus will lead to more competitive facilities and increased space to accommodate 
growing enrollments.  
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1.7 Enhance global education and international opportunities 

 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Further develop opportunities for the campus community to learn 
about global and multicultural issues  

Campus lectures and symposiums 
Diversity Committee Offerings 

Ongoing Academic 
(Diversity Comm.) 

 2. Continue to develop the Teaching International initiative  Expanded offerings 
Increased faculty participation 

Ongoing Academic 

 3. Expand the significance and reach of global study abroad programs Increased student participation 
Additional international sites 

Ongoing Academic 

 4. Establish better coordination of global education, including 
marketing to students and assistance with travel details  

Global education reports  2015-16 Admin 

 5. Identify funding incentives/scholarships for students to attend 
global study abroad programs 

Funding 
Scholarship Committee Reports 

2016-17 Admin, 
Enrollment 

(Financial Aid) 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Funding for global programs and coordination; Identification of scholarships 
Cost:  Medium   Benefit Factor:  International travel and global awareness are high impact educational practices that literally “open up the world” for students. 
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2.1 Remain a fiscally responsible campus 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Maintain a focus on development for the campus Donor Information 
Development Director 

Ongoing 
2014-15 

Admin 

 2. Seek scholarships and financial aid for students Financial Aid Reports 
Scholarship Committee Reports 

Ongoing Enrollment 
(Financial Aid) 

 3. Institute periodic reviews of academic programs to ensure viability  
and financial stability 

Program Reviews 2015-16 
2017-18 

Academic, 
Planning 

 4. Support initiatives to become more sustainable in our campus 
practices and policies 

Recycling/Garbage Management 
Business Practices 

Others, defined by Green Team  

2015-16 
2016-17 
Ongoing 

Admin  
(Green Team) 

 5. Secure grants that can jumpstart new projects or support the cost 
of current initiatives 

Renewal of NNC and CTELL 
Securement of grant funds 

2014-15 
Ongoing 

CCE, Academic, 
Admin 

 6. Raise funds to support campus upgrades and capital expansion Capital Campaign 
Donor Information 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 

Admin 

 7. Continue measuring the capacity for expansion  (facilities, 
programs, and personnel) through adequate reviews of financial 
availabilities 

 
Budget Reports 

 
Ongoing 

 
Admin, 

Business 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Staff investigation of funding opportunities and cost-saving strategies; Time spent on grant applications, capital campaigns, and with 
donors; Ongoing dedication to program and budgetary reviews  
Cost: Minimal  Benefit Factor: Maintaining fiscal responsibility is an effective, sustainable business practice. 
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2.2 Continue to monitor enrollment, retention, and service area data in order to continue growth patterns 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Regularly use enrollment and retention data to design future 
growth 

Enrollment and Retention Data 
Enrollment Strategic Plan 

Ongoing Enrollment, 
Planning 

 2. Utilize a projection schematic to guide recruitment and admission 
targets 

Projection Schematic Ongoing Enrollment, 
Planning 

 3. Monitor retention patterns among various groups of students Retention Data Ongoing Planning 

 4. Continue weekly meetings of the Enrollment Management 
Committee to share and refine enrollment strategies 

 
Meeting notes 

 
Ongoing 

 
Enrollment 

 5. Gather findings and reports from local planning agencies to inform 
enrollment and retention efforts 

LV Population and Diversity Trends Ongoing Planning 

 6. Seek to acquire relevant majors aligned to workforce demands in 
our region 

WIB Reports, PA State Data Center Info 
Addition of Health Policy Administration 

Addition of Arts Administration 
Addition of Bio-Behavioral Health 

Addition of Supply Chain Management 
Others 

Ongoing 
2014-15 
2014-15 
2015-16 
2016-17 
Ongoing 

Academic, 
Planning 

 7. Focus on the collection and housing of higher education impact 
practices, data, and information  for campus usage  

PSLV Institutional Planning Website Ongoing Planning 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Staff commitment to gathering and analyzing data; Reports and resources from service area planning entities; Partnerships with UP 
in new program acquisition; Time dedicated to planning website updating 
Cost:  Minimal Benefit Factor: Monitoring data and trends is a valuable component for the assessment of current initiatives and the analysis of future needs. 
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2.3 Design effective external marketing campaigns and internal communication tools 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Continue to evaluate and refine effective marketing practices, 
including exploring emerging and innovative practices 

University Relations Strategic Plan Reports Ongoing UR 

 2. Develop local, targeted marketing plans that promote the strengths 
of the campus 

University Relations Strategic Plan Reports 
Increased applications/enrollment 

Ongoing UR, Enrollment 

 3. Continue to grow PSLV’s current social media presence and identify 
possibilities with new social media outlets 

Social Media activity reports 
Student Satisfaction Survey 

Ongoing 
2014-15, 16-17 

UR, Enrollment 

 4. Integrate new advertising campaigns across all platforms (print, 
digital, video, etc.) 

Web Snippets 
Digital Billboard Campaign 

Television commercials 

Ongoing UR 

 5. Make the PSLV website a more useful tool Hiring of web content manager 
Accessibility Compliance 
Use of Google Analytics 

2014-15 
2014-15 
Ongoing 

UR, CCE 

 6. Further develop strategies for communication with the media to 
showcase faculty expertise on academic and community matters 

Media Connections 
List of faculty experts on topics 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 

UR, Academic 

 7. Ensure safety and security practices are well communicated, 
understood, and followed  throughout the campus community 

Safety and Security Reports 
Campus Postings 

Use of emergency text alert system 
Clery Act and Mandated Reporter Training 

Emergency Response Plan 

Ongoing Safety, 
Business, UR 

 8. Continue to share campus-wide information via various channels Weekly campus e-newsletter 
Tradition Magazine, State of the Valley 

Faculty Senate and Staff Advisory updates 

Ongoing 
Each semester 

Ongoing 

Admin, UR, 
Academic 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Funding for marketing and advertising costs; Analysis of competitor advertising and surveying of local landscape to refine marketing 
practices; Funding for safety and security measures; Sharing of information and resources throughout the campus community 
Cost: Medium to High   Benefit Factor: Communication channels, both external and internal, enable processes to run more efficiently and will achieve more 
consistent, effective results. 
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2.4 Build a community of professionals to maintain and support the high workplace standards of PSLV 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Sustain the hiring of high-quality faculty and staff with a range of 
diverse experiences and those from under-represented groups 

Search committee protocols Ongoing Admin, Business 

 2. Adhere to the expectations of balance among tenured, fixed-term, 
and adjunct faculty 

Faculty employee numbers and positions Ongoing Admin, Business 

 3. Continue to hire quality instructors for CE non-credit offerings Use of already established lists and 
protocols 

Ongoing CCE, Business 

 4. Refine orientation programs to better meet the needs of new 
employees 

Program Design 
Updates to Program 

2014-15 
2015-16 

Business 

 5. Develop targeted professional development programming for 
faculty and staff 

Diversity Committee Speak Up, Break Down  
Technology Series at Overlook Park 

Online Strategic Plan 

2014-15 
2015-16 

Admin (Diversity 
Comm.), CCE, 

Academic 

 6. Develop an Administrative Fellows Program on campus Development of Program 
Implementation of Program 

2016-17 
2017-18 

Admin 

 7. Encourage professional respect through campus climate initiatives Diversity Committee Initiatives 
Staff Advisory Council Initiatives 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 

Admin (Staff 
Council and 

Women’s Comm.) 

 8.Ensure equity and shared governance in decision-making 
committees and academic disciplines 

 
Faculty/Staff Survey 

 
2015-16, 17-18 

Admin, 
Academic 

 9. Continue to use the Academic Management Committee and 
appropriate Faculty Senate Committees to provide advice and 
counsel on academic matters 

Bi-weekly Academic Management meetings 
and minutes 

Ongoing Academic 

 10. Continue the Staff Advisory Council to serve as a liaison between 
staff and administration 

Semester-ly meetings and minutes Ongoing Admin 

 11. Ensure diverse representation on the Campus Advisory Board and 
other advisory councils 

Recruitment and membership reports Ongoing Admin 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Funding for new faculty and staff positions, as needed; Funding for professional development speakers and sessions; Administration, 
faculty and staff commitment to a quality workplace environment; Partnerships with community members to represent the diversity of the service area 
Cost: Minimal to Medium  Benefit Factor: A diverse, high quality workforce that shares in decision-making processes and regularly seeks out professional 
development will enhance the campus’ effectiveness and success. 
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2.5 Distinguish our strengths within the University system and partner with other Commonwealth Campuses  
      and UP 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Continue our commitment to the 2+2 model with other campuses 
and University Park 

Enrollment figures Ongoing Academic  

 2. Coordinate efforts, such as the Eastern Alliance, to share resources 
and expertise with other PSU campuses 

Course Collaborations Ongoing Academic 

 3. Share innovative teaching and learning initiatives with other 
campuses 

PSU Campus Collaborations Ongoing Academic 

 4. Continue partnerships with the World Campus and the e-Learning 
Cooperative 

Number of courses with each partnership 
Enrollment Figures 

Ongoing Academic 

 5. Encourage a regional approach to PSLV study abroad programs Study Abroad Reports Ongoing Academic 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Partnerships with other campuses and university initiatives; Funding to support new initiatives and study abroad  
Cost: Minimal  Benefit Factor: Collaborations within the University system can lead to innovative project partnerships, resource-sharing, and increased 
enrollment growth for the campus. 
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2.6 Utilize evidence-based assessment practices to ensure continuous quality improvement 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Continue periodic program reviews and ensure programs to meet 
established quality standards 

Formal reviews conducted every two years 
Cost-Benefit Analysis of Programs 

2015-16 
2017-18 

Academic 

 2. Align instructional practices and assessments with course 
outcomes 

Learning Outcomes Ongoing Academic 

 3. Ensure measureable outcomes are established and assessed for 
initiatives and projects 

Performance Measures in Departmental Plans 
 

Ongoing Admin, Academic, 
Planning 

 4. Use data from program assessments to improve teaching skills 
and inform program development 

Program Assessments Ongoing Academic 
CCE 

 5. Track participants in PSLV offerings (non-credit and credit) who 
subsequently enroll at PSLV 

Use of PSU ID to track conversion rates for SAT 
Review, Youth Programs, Dual Enrollment, etc. 

2015-16, then 
each year after 

CCE, Enrollment 

 6. Utilize assessment tools to enhance quality and productivity 
among faculty and staff 

SRTEs 
SRDPs 

Ongoing Admin, Academic 

 7. Monitor institutional effectiveness of campus committees Faculty/Staff Survey 
Committee Reports 

2015-16, 17-18 
 

Admin, Academic, 
Planning 

 8. Establish a system to organize assessment efforts Survey Protocol and Assessment Continuum Ongoing Planning 

 9. Track progress of the 2014-19 campus plan, including diversity, 
sustainability, and ethics components 

Strategic Plan Progress Matrix  Each year Planning 

 
Main Resources Needed: Administration, faculty, and staff commitment to utilizing assessment methods and findings; Tools to gather data and information 
(survey software, assessments, etc.); Presentation tools to showcase findings and highlights 
Cost:  Minimal Benefit Factor: Ongoing evaluation and assessment provides valuable information needed to ensure greater efficiency and effectiveness in 
practices and policies. 
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3.1 Provide seamless transition from academic programs to the workforce 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Link Career Services with Corporate and Community Education to 
better connect students to industry partners  

Industry Partner Data 
Industry collaborations with credit courses  

2014-15  
 

CCE, Academic 

 2. Enhance career-based events for students Career Preparation Sessions 
Career Symposium 

2014-15 
2015-16 

CCE 

 3. Review and refine the development of internship programs Additional internship sites 
Increased student participants 

2015-16 
2015-16 

CCE, Academic 

 4. Ensure students are prepared to enter the workforce by ensuring 
alignment with learning outcomes and demands of the workforce 

Learning Outcomes Ongoing Academic 

 5. Track students’ career and educational pathways following 
graduation from PSLV 

Exit Survey 
Alumni Survey/Reports 

2014-15 CCE, Planning 

 6. Leverage alumni connections to assist in career preparation and 
career mentoring programs 

Connections to Nittany Networking 2015-16 Alumni, CCE 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Partnerships/Collaborations with industry partners for internship sites and connections to the classroom; Connections with alumni 
and additional alumni involvement; Possible funding to hold career-based events for students and industry partners 
Cost: Minimal  Benefit Factor: Connections to career preparation and real world events ease the transition into the workforce for students, enabling them to 
further succeed upon graduation, while also raising the exposure of PSLV programs and students within the local community/economy. 
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3.2 Pursue ongoing connections with local and global educational institutions 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Continue to build partnerships in K-12 schools with students, 
teachers, and administrators 

High School Recruitment Programs  
Lehigh Valley Writing Project Reports 

Elementary Education Program Reports 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 

Enrollment, 
CCE, Academic,   

 2. Enhance connections with local community colleges and other 
college partners 

Transfer Student Enrollment Trends 
Programs offered at local comm. colleges 

Faculty connections 
Partnership Programs 

Ongoing 
2014-15 
2015-16 
2017-18 

Enrollment 
Academic 

 3. Develop partnerships with global, multicultural universities Study Abroad Reports 
Technology innovations to connect classrooms 

Fulbright Scholars 

Ongoing 
2015-16 
2016-17 

Academic 

 4. Connect with sustainability experts to enhance campus 
sustainability initiatives  

Consultation/Knowledge-Building (Sustainability 
Institute, Ag Extension, RenewLV) 

Project Partnership 

2014-15, 2015-16 
 

2016-17 

Admin 
(Green Team) 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Partnerships with local educational institutions; Funding to support technology to connect classrooms and study abroad 
opportunities; Commitment and time to seek grant funding for international travel; Funding for possible sustainability initiatives 
Cost: Minimal to Medium  Benefit Factor: Connections with local and global institutions enhance the academic quality of PSLV courses and programs. 
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3.3 Further develop opportunities by the campus that enhance the education of our local communities 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Support engaged scholarship opportunities in courses and 
academic programs 

Course Syllabi 
Program Reviews 

Ongoing 
2015-16, 17-18 

Academic 

 2. Bring fine arts to the community through the DeLong Art Gallery 
and Markowitz Music Room 

Art Gallery Exhibits 
The Arts Project 

On-Campus Music Lessons 
Community Music Recitals and Programs 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 

Arts,  
Admin 

 3. Offer educational non-credit options for a range of populations to 
engage in outreach and meet the goals of lifelong learners 

Youth Camps 
SAT Review 

Senior Adults Gaining Enrichment (SAGE) 
6 and 7 Lectures 

Each summer 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 

CCE 

 4. Seek grant support to offer programs aimed at developing the skills 
of various segments of the local community 

AHA/NNC Grant 
CTELL Grant 

Others 

2014-15 
2014-15 
Ongoing 

CCE,  
Academic 

 5. Connect with alumni to expand linkages between alumni and 
campus programming 

Alumni Society Membership 
Blue and White Society Membership 

Alumni Involvement in campus activities 

2015-16 
2015-16 
Ongoing 

Alumni 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Faculty commitment to integrating engaged scholarship opportunities; Connections with the community; Time and commitment to 
applying for grants; Connections with alumni 
Cost: Minimal  Benefit Factor: Connections with the local community and alumni allow PSLV to share expertise and resources, contributing to the general 
education of the local service area. 
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3.4 Serve as an economic engine for the Penn State Lehigh Valley service 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Continue to investigate degree programs that meet the needs of 
the local workforce 

Consultations/Partnerships with local 
workforce agencies 

Ongoing Admin,  
Academic 

 2. Continue to develop the Overlook Park site as a community 
workforce development resource 

Allied Health programming 
WIB programming 

Others 

2014-15 
2014-15 
Ongoing 

CCE 

 3. Offer non-credit courses for local companies and industries to 
educate various segments (management, administrative, etc.) of the 
workplace 

Project Management, SHRM 
Others 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 

CCE 

 4. Utilize the PSLV Advisory Board to build capacity and partnerships 
in the local service area 

Advisory Board Sub-Committee action plans Ongoing Admin 

 5. Encourage faculty and staff to serve on local community 
committees and boards to share resources and expertise 

Participation on boards/committees 2015-16 Admin,  
Academic 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Connections with local planning agencies; Connections with community members, business, and industry; Support from and 
consultation with Advisory Board members; Faculty and staff time to serve on committees 
Cost: Minimal  Benefit Factor: PSLV’s mission as part of a land-grant institution includes connecting with and serving the local economy to help ensure its 
stability and continued growth. 
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3.5 Uphold the campus’ commitment to serving as an agent of change and advocate for the common good 
 

Actions Performance Indicators & Assessment Tools Timeframe Leadership 

    

 1. Expand the campus’ commitment to charitable causes Women’s Commissions Programs 
Clothing/Food Drives 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 

Admin,  
Academic 

 2. Continue to emphasize faculty, staff, and student participation in 
community service activities 

Alternative Spring Break 
Community Service Events 

Each spring  
Ongoing 

Admin, 
Student 

 3. Share the experiences and knowledge gained through global study 
abroad experiences 

Global Programs Symposium 
Alumni/Community Participation 

Once a year 
Ongoing 

Academic 

 4. Support the commitment of the campus Green Team to share the 
importance of sustainability for current and future generations 

Sustainability Strategic Plan  
Green Team Reports 

Ongoing Admin 
(Green Team) 

 5. Support the commitment of the Diversity Committee to recognize 
and celebrate the multiple definitions of diversity on campus and in 
the world around us 

Diversity Strategic Plan 
Diversity Committee Reports 

Ongoing Admin 
(Diversity Comm.) 

 6. Commit to a series of ethical practices to ensure integrity and 
value-based decision-making as a campus and larger community 
member  

Ethics Strategic Plan 
Human Resources & Safety/Security Reports 

Ongoing Admin, Business, 
Safety 

 
Main Resources Needed:  Faculty and staff commitment to charity and community service; Staff and faculty time to serve on various committees; Funding to 
support efforts of the Green Team and Diversity Committee (speakers, materials, etc.); Commitment to upholding ethics mandates and policies 
Cost: Minimal  Benefit Factor: As a campus of a major teaching and research university, PSLV has a strong responsibility to give back to its community and 
“make life better” for current and future generations. 
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ASSESSING 
EVALUATING AND MEASURING OUR  

PROGRESS AND PROGRAMS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Performance Measures by Goal 
Assessment Continuum 

Discussion of Learning Outcomes & Program Reviews 
Learning Outcomes for Co-Curricular Programs 
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Goal 1: Enhance academic excellence to provide students with  
an integrated collegiate experience 

 

Performance Indicators 
(Tools) 

Performance Measures  
(Targets) 

Year to Assess 
(Timeframe) 

   

 
Course Syllabi & 

Course Work 

-Mention of evidence-based and high impact practices* in 
course syllabi each year  
-Evidence of communication and presentation skills 
development in syllabi, including HDFS 287W 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Review each year after 

 
Learning Outcomes & 

Program Reviews 

-High impact practices* and engaged scholarship** 
opportunities integrated into course outcomes for all 
degree-based programs (reflected in Program Reviews) 
-Creation of learning outcomes for co-curricular programs 
-Consistent outcomes for all HDFS 287W courses 
-Critical thinking skills/ethical-decision-making are a 
component of all programs  

Benchmark to 2013-14 Reviews 
Review in 2015-16, 2017-18 
2014-15 
2015-16 
Each year 

 
Faculty Activity Reports & 

Faculty Survey Data 

-Evidence of innovative practices, including use of emerging 
technologies 
-Evidence of high impact practices/engaged scholarship 
integrated into coursework 
-Increased faculty participation in community college info 
sessions/panels linked to courses and programs 

Each year as FAR completed 
 
Faculty Survey: 2015-16 & 2017-18 
Benchmark in 2014-15 
Each year after 

Online Strategic Plan 
Reports and Assessments 

-Increased satisfaction level of students via survey tool 
-Increased faculty numbers teaching online/hybrid courses 
-Analysis of student grades to ensure effectiveness/quality 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Each year after 

Faculty Conference 
Attendance 

-At least 2 conference attendees supported by campus 
budget each year (plan in place to select and fund) 

Begin 2014-15 
Each year after 

 
Campus 

Lectures/Symposiums 
Information and 

International Linkages 
 

-Evidence of diversity and global issues within events 
-Quality of programming/speakers assessed via program 
evaluations 
-Annual Research Symposium held 
-Annual Global/Study Abroad Symposium held 
-Increased participation of alumni and community members 
-Increased faculty involvement in Teaching International 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Each year after 

 
 

Student Programs 
Participant Data 

 

-Increased student participation in clubs/organizations, Hot 
Topics, social/recreational programs, and other programs 
-Student participation in annual leadership conferences and 
leadership workshops 
-Increased knowledge from global/diversity-based programs 
via evaluations at end of each program 
-Maintain athletic programs and fitness center offerings  
-Financial literacy programs offered, including financial 
responsibility session, with Advisory Board participation 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Each year after 
 
 
 
 
 
2015-16 

 
Student Satisfaction  

Survey Data 

Maintain or increase satisfaction levels with: 
-Technology use on campus 
-Innovation in the classroom (collect specific examples) 
-Advising/Support Services/Library/Wellness 
-Clubs and Organizations/Programs 
-Standards of a quality campus 
 

Benchmark to 2012-13 Survey 
2014-15 
2016-17 
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Partnership with  

Schreyer’s College 

-Design of a Collaboration for Teaching Excellence 
-Implementation 
-Use and review by faculty 

2014-15 
2015-16 
Each year after 

 
Honors Program Reports 

-Increased panels at local high schools 
-Enhancement and increased traffic to Honors website (via 
Google Analytics) 

Benchmark in 2014-15, including 
historical data 
2015-16 and ongoing 

 
Art Gallery Reports 

-Increased collaborations with faculty and students in 
credit-based courses 
-Increased community visitors  
-Increased exhibitions 

Benchmark in 2014-15, including 
historical data 
Each year after 

 
Multimedia Innovation 

Center (MIC), Instructional 
Design, and Technology 

Reports 

-Increased use of MIC by faculty, staff, and students (# of 
visitors, # of projects/initiatives, # of course collaborations) 
-Increased use of ID services/resources by faculty, staff, and 
students (# of visitors, # of projects/initiatives, # of courses 
collaborated with) 
-Regular updating of technology/software via a technology 
upgrade plan 

Benchmark 2014-15, including 
historical data 
2015-16 and ongoing 
 
 
 
Ongoing 

Library Usage Reports -Increased library use by students and faculty for research 
and class collaborations with the library 
-Additional resources/services/spaces offered by the library 
to assist students, faculty, staff  

Benchmark 2014-15, including 
historical data 
2015-16 and ongoing 

Study Abroad Reports  
& Data 

-Evidence of research focuses in embedded coursework 
-Increased student participation 
-Increased international host sites for study abroad 
-Coordination of global education 
-Allocation of scholarships for travel abroad students 

Benchmark in 2014-15, including 
historical data, each year after 
 
2015-16 
2016-17 

Support Services 
 Reports & Data 

 

-Increased services through and usage of the Learning 
Center (including Math, Writing, and Science Centers) 
-Increased participation in retention program, from 25 to 50 
-Implementation of Lion Academy (10 participants first year) 

Benchmark in 2014-15, 
Each year after 
2015-16 

Targeted Services Data 
 for Special Populations 

(Focus by Year) 
 

-Assignment of Adult Learners Enrollment Coordinator 
-Implementation of Adult Learner Seminar 
-Formation of Adult Learner Council 
-Targeted focus on Veteran Students 
-Targeted focus on Underprepared and ESL Students 
-Targeted focus on Student-Athletes 

2014-15 
2015-16 
2016-17 
2014-15 
2015-16 
2016-17 

Health, Wellness & ADA 
Services Reports 

-Increased contacts with students 
-One health and wellness event (speaker/activity) held each 
month for students and faculty/staff, including sexual 
assault training 
-Contract with psychiatrist to come to campus one time per 
month to address diagnoses/medication issues 

Benchmark in 2014-15, each year 
after 
 
 
2015-2016 

 
Pre-College & Workforce 

Development Program Data 

-Increased participants/students enrolled in CCE programs 
-Additional programs offered to local service area 
-Addition of non-credit preparation/bridge courses for paid 
accept students/prospective college students 
-Reports from Overlook Park 

Benchmark in 2014-15, including 
historical data 
Each year after 

 
Budget Reports 

-Budget for faculty research (# faculty involved, # projects) 
-Budget for faculty conference travel 
-Budget for student research positions 
-Review of financial availabilities for expansion purposes 
-External grants liaison position filled 

Benchmark in 2014-15, each year 
after 
 
2014-15 
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Meeting Room Manager 
(MRM) Utilization Reports 

-Evidence of the creative use of spaces on campus 
-Determination of need for increased hours of building 
access 

Each year 
 

Building Plans/Master Plan -Signage for use of classrooms/open times for quiet study 
times 
-Creation of an open lab space for cross-discipline student 
research 
-Development of labs for on-campus research 
-List of off-campus housing options for students 
-Addition of athletic and recreation facilities, if approved 
-Expansion of campus, if approved 

2014-15 
 
2015-16 
 
2015-16 
Each year 
2016-17 
2017-18 

Green Team Reports -Integration of sustainable research/practices in coursework 
via Faculty/Staff Survey (Sustainability Section) 

Survey in 2015-16 
Survey in 2017-18 

Enrollment Figures -Increased campus enrollment due to high school 
recruitment programs, info sessions linked to degree 
programs, and bridge programs 
-Increased transfer enrollment due to completion of 
articulation degrees and programs targeting transfer 
students 
-Increased scholar-athlete enrollments due to targeted 
programming and appropriate facilities 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Each year after 
 
 
 
 

Non-Traditional 
Programming Data 

-Addition of dual enrollment programs 
-Creation of bridge program 
-Creation of credit certificates linked to degree programs 
(Tracking of enrollment and conversion rates for each) 

2014-15 
2014-15 
2015-16 
 

University Funding for 
Campus Upgrades 

 

-Application to (and potential awarding of) University 
Classroom Improvement Fund, Facility Resource 
Committee, Commonwealth Campus Beautification Plan, 
and University Access Committee 

Review each year for appropriate 
submission 

 
* High impact educational practices include First-Year Seminars and Experiences, Common Intellectual 
Experiences, Learning Communities, Writing Intensive Courses, Collaborative Assignments and Projects, 
Undergraduate Research, Diversity/Global Learning, Service Learning/Community-Based Learning, Internships, and 
Capstone Courses and Projects.  
Association of American Colleges and Universities, http://www.aacu.org/leap/hip.cfm 
 
 
** At Penn State, engaged scholarship is defined as out-of-classroom academic experiences that complement in-
classroom learning. Members of the University community are working on ways to elevate the role of engaged 
scholarship in undergraduate education and to create more opportunities for students to have such experiences. 
Examples of engaged scholarship experiences include: undergraduate research, study abroad, study away, 
embedded travel courses, community-based learning, service learning, internships, and capstone experiences. 
Engaged Scholarship at Penn State University, http://www.engagedscholarship.psu.edu/about-2/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.aacu.org/leap/hip.cfm
http://www.engagedscholarship.psu.edu/about-2/
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Goal 2: Operate as a viable and sustainable campus 
 within the larger university system 

 

Performance Indicators 
(Tools) 

Performance Measures 
 (Targets) 

Year to Assess 
(Timeframe) 

   

 
Development Reports 

-Hiring of a development director  
-Increased donor lists 
-Achievement of Capital Campaign goal 

2014-15 
2016-17 
TBD 

 
Financial Aid &  

Scholarship Reports 

-Increased scholarship funding for students 
-Tracking of conversion rates of students awarded 
scholarships who enroll at PSLV 

Benchmark in 2014-5, then 
ongoing for funds and conversion 
rates 

 
Enrollment &  

Retention Tracking 
 

-Use of data in creation of Enrollment Management 
Strategic Plan and for future growth plans 
-Creation and use of an Enrollment Projection Schematic 
-Increase in enrollment by approximately 7% each year 
-Maintenance or increase in the current rate (of 81%) 
-Retention tracking of population sub-sets 

Use of Historical Data to 
benchmark trends; pulling of 
Official Numbers each fall; 
New EM Plan each fall; 
7% growth starting 2015-16 
Ongoing retention tracking 

Service Area Data 
 

-Regular pulling of economic data for the Lehigh Valley 
-Compilation of Lehigh Valley population figures, including 
diversity indicators 
-Acquisition of new majors aligned to workforce needs  

Each year 
Each year 
 
As needed and applicable 

Planning Website 
 

-Ongoing collection of higher education impact 
studies/strategies and data 
-Maintenance and enhancement of PSLV Institutional 
Planning website via monthly updates 
-Monthly planning newsletter to faculty/staff list-serv 

Each year 
 
Each year 
 
Each year 

 
Grant Funding  

-Continuation of current grants 
-Acquisition of new grants; maintenance or increase in 
funding levels 

Benchmark 2014-15, including 
historical data 
Each year after 

University Relations 
Strategic Plan Reports 

-Updates to UR Plan each year 
-Evidence of local, targeted marketing plans across all 
platforms 
-Evidence of successful campaigns by increased web traffic, 
increased applications, qualitative references 

Summer to fall each year 
Each year 
Each year 
2015-16 

 
Google Analytics 

 

-Increased website traffic 
-Tracking of connections between marketing pieces and 
traffic to specific webpages 

Benchmark 2014-15, each year 
after 
 

Social Media 
 Activity Reports 

-Increased numbers of followers for current accounts 
-Creation of new accounts 
-Tracking of effective campaigns 

Benchmark 2014-15, each year 
after 
 

 
Campus Website 

Reports/Data 

-Hiring of web content manager 
-Offering of accessibility training to all employees 
-All materials on the PSLV website meet accessibility 
standards 
-Use of Google Analytics to continue tracking use of website 

2014-15 
2014-15 
2015-16 
 
2015-16 

Campus 
Communication Channels  

 
 

-Weekly campus newsletter with pertinent information is 
distributed via the faculty/staff list-serv 
-Faculty Senate and Staff Advisory updates are shared with 
appropriate campus employees in timely manner 

Each year 
 
Each year 
Each year 
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and Safety/Security Reports 

-Tradition Magazine is distributed to campus employees 
each semester  
-At least 75% of campus employees signed up for PSU text 
alert system 
-100% of required employees complete Mandated Reporter 
Training 
-Emergency Response Plan is in place 
-Safety and Security releases timely emails and postings 

Each year 
Each year 
Each year 
 
Each year 
 
Each year 
Each year 

 
Hiring Protocols & 

Practices 
 

-Search Committee protocols are in place and used for new  
faculty and staff hiring 
-Diversity elements and balance among faculty positions are 
included in hiring protocols 
-Evidence of use of already established lists of approved 
instructors 

Each year 

 
Faculty/Staff Professional 

Development Opportunities 
 

-Continued design of new employee orientation programs 
-1 offering of Speak Up, Break Down series by Diversity 
Committee for faculty and staff each year 
-Offering of sustainability sessions by Green Team 
-Offering of Online Courses training 
-Offering of Technology training sessions at Overlook Park  
-Creation/Implementation of Administrative Fellows 
Program 
-Offering of climate and respect offerings, programs, 
projects through Staff Advisory Council and Diversity 
Committee 

Each year 
2014-15, ongoing 
 
2014-15, ongoing 
2014-15, ongoing 
2015-16, ongoing 
2016-17, 2017-18 
 
2014-15, ongoing 

 
Collaborations- Community 
College and Other Colleges 

-Evidence of 2+2 collaborations 
-Evidence of Eastern Alliance collaboration 
-Number of courses through World Campus/e-Learning 
-Study Abroad Reports (increase in regional numbers) 

Benchmark in 2014-15, 
Each year after 

 
Governance & Decision-

Making Reports  
 

-Evidence of shared governance in committees via 
Faculty/Staff Survey  
-Collection of minutes from Senior Management, Academic 
Management, Faculty Senate, and Staff Advisory Council 
meetings for review, as needed 
-Evidence of diverse representation on boards and councils 

2015-16 
2017-18 
Each year 
 
 
Each year 

 
Faculty/Staff Survey 

 

Includes Satisfaction and Feedback related to: 
-Academic Excellence 
-Diversity, Climate 
-Sustainability 
-Ethics 
-Policies and Practices 
-Communication Channels 
-Effectiveness of Committees 
-Community Service 
-Others 

2015-16 
2017-18 

 
Green Team Reports 

 Evidence of sustainable practices initiatives on campus: 
-Knowledge building on campus through sessions, surveys 
-Garbage Inventory/Waste Management 
-Business Practices 
-Others 
 
 

 
2014-15 
2015-16 
2016-17 
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Assessment Practices and 

Reporting Measures 
 
 
 
 
 

-Program Reviews conducted every two years 
-Evidence of Learning Outcomes for all programs 
-Analysis of Cost/Benefit of degree programs  
-Evidence of performance measures in all departmental 
strategic plans 
-Program evaluations used in CCE programming and co-
curricular programs 
-Conversion rate tracking for PSLV offerings to PSLV 
admission/enrollment (Dual Enrollment, SAT Review, 
Campus, etc.) 
-Use of Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness (SRTE) and 
Staff Review and Development Plan (SRDP) 
-Creation and use of Assessment Continuum and Survey 
Protocol 
-Creation and use of Strategic Plan Progress matrices for 
campus plan, diversity plan, sustainability plan, and ethics 
plan 

Benchmark from 2013-14, reviews 
in 2015-16 and 2017-18 
 
Each year 
 
Each year 
 
Benchmark 2014-15, each year 
after 
Each year 
Each year 
 
Each year 
 
Each year 
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Goal 3: Serve as a leader in our local and global societies through  
engaged citizenship and professional, academic collaborations 

 

Performance Indicators 
(Tools) 

Performance Measures  
(Targets) 

Year to Assess 
(Timeframe) 

   

Internship Data 
 

-Increase in internship sites and program/workforce areas 
-Evaluation of internship experience by student and host 
-Increased student participation 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Review each year after 

Industry Partnership Data 
 

-Increase in the number of partnerships with credit-based 
courses 
-Number of industry partners who participate in/present at 
PSLV career fairs, programs, etc. 
-Number of PSLV students who obtain a job at an industry 
partner site  

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Review each year after 

Career-Based 
Sessions/Programming 

Reports 

-Number of contact (or contact hours) spent with students 
in career advising 
-Annual career fair held 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Review each year after 

Learning Outcomes 
 

-Evidence of alignment of learning outcomes with needs of 
the workforce (use of workforce data to align) 

2014-15, each year after 

Exit/Graduation Survey 
 

-Assessment of student career and educational pathways 
following PSLV graduation; initial response rate target: 45% 

2014-15, each year after 

 
Nittany Networking Reports 

-Increased student use of network 
-Increased LV alumni participation in network 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Review each year after 

 
K-12 Programming Reports 

-Ongoing College Academies with local high schools (based 
on Southern Lehigh model) 
-Ongoing teacher education programs (credit and non-
credit) through the Lehigh Valley Writing Project 
-Number of students enrolled as student teachers in local 
school; quality of experience via evaluations 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Review each year after 

 
Community College and 

Other College Partnership 
Data 

-Tracking of transfer numbers into PSLV 
-Tracking of community college enrollments/graduates from 
associate degree programs who could be prospective 
students for PSLV degree programs 
-Finalization of articulation agreements 
-Increased number of connections with community colleges, 
including contact hours on-site, number of sessions offered 
at community colleges, and the number of faculty 
presenting in community college classes 
-Evidence of partnerships with local 4-year institutions for 
student programming, courses, projects, conferences, etc. 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Review each year after 
 
 
2014-15 
2015-16 
 
 
 
2017-18 

 
International Education 

Data 

-Evidence of partnerships with global universities/colleges 
-Increased numbers of students participating in study 
abroad and increased number of host sites 
-Holding of annual Global Symposium 
-Evidence of technology innovations to connect to global 
classrooms 
-Awarding of Fulbright Scholars to PSLV faculty 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Review each year after 
 
Each year 
2015-16 
 
2016-17 
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Connections to 

Sustainability Experts 

-Evidence of consultations and knowledge-building with the 
Sustainability Institute at UP, Penn State Agricultural 
Extension, and RenewLV (in the Lehigh Valley) 
-Creation of sustainability project for the campus based on 
consultations 

2014-15 
 
 
2015-16 
 

 
Program Reviews 

-Evidence of engaged scholarship opportunities integrated 
into courses** (see under Goal 1) 

Benchmark to 2013-14 Reviews 
Review in 2015-16 and 2017-18 

 
Arts Education 

Reports 

-Increased participation of community members in DeLong 
Art Gallery exhibits 
-Continuation of the Arts Project for community members 
-Ongoing offering of music lessons for local community in 
Markowitz Music Room 
-Offering of music recitals to the general community 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Each year after 
 

Lifelong 
Learner Programs 

-Evidence of Youth Camps, SAT Review, SAGE, etc. 
-Increased offerings and/or participants to increase capacity 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Each year after 

 
Community Grants 

-Continuation of Neighborhood Network Center 
Grant/connection with Allentown Housing Authority at 
Overlook Park site for residents 
-Continuation of CTELL grant or other education-based 
grant for ESL/ELL educators 
-Grant funds for other community education programs 

2014-15, 
Each year after 
 

 
Alumni Data 

-Increased Alumni Society Membership 
-Increased Blue and White Society Membership 
-Increased alumni Involvement in campus activities/councils 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Each year after 
 

 
Workforce Development 

Connections 

-Evidence of consultation and partnerships with Lehigh 
Valley Workforce Investment Board, Lehigh Valley Planning 
Commission, and Lehigh Valley Economic Development 
Corporation 
-Continuation and enhancement of Allied Health 
programming at Overlook Park site 
-Evidence of WIB programming or other workforce-
preparation funding 

2014-15,  
Each year after 

 
Advisory Board Reports & 

Sub-Committee Plans 

-Evidence of capacity-building and connections with the 
local economy and economic entities 
-Initiatives/projects measured by progress logs 

2014-15,  
Each year after 

 
Participation Rates on 

Community 
Boards/Committees 

-Evidence of participation of administration, faculty and 
staff on community-based boards and committees; 
increased participation over several years 

Benchmark in 2014-15 
Each year after 
 

 
Community Service 

Information 

-Evidence of clothing and food drives 
-Ongoing participation in Alternative Spring Break 
-Faculty/staff commitment to community service via 
Faculty/Staff survey 

2014-15, 
Each year after 
 
2015-16, 2017-18 

 
Diversity, Sustainability, & 

Ethics Strategic Plan 
Reports 

 

-Progress made towards initiatives in these plans, assessed 
via progress matrices 
-Evidence of ongoing commitment to advocating for the 
common good through knowledge-building and campus 
projects/initiatives  

Each year 
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Penn State Lehigh Valley 

Assessment, Survey, and Progress Measurement Continuum 2014-15 
   Surveys      Strategic Plan Assessments     Faculty/Staff Reviews    Program Reviews 

 
 
 

 
Fall  

Semester 

 
September 

-2014-2015 Strategic Plan Initiatives outlined to campus community (All Campus Day) 
-Focus on Benchmarking in 2014-15  
-Review of Learning Outcomes in Degree Programs 

 
1st year of plan 

 
October 

 
-Prospective Student Survey 

 
Every 2 years 

 
November 

 
-Review of Advisory Board Sub-Committee Action Plans and Progress 

 
TBD 

 
December 

-First Year Experience Student Survey (FYE) 
-SRTE’s (Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness) 
-Collection of Strategic Progress Logs from departments 

Every year 
Each semester 
Each semester 

 
 
 
 

Spring 
Semester 

 
January 

 
-Strategic Planning Update at All Campus Day 

 
Each year, as needed 

 
February 

 
-Update of Degree Program Learning Outcomes  

 
Year prior to review 

 
March 

 
-TBD 

 
TBD 

 
April 

-Student Satisfaction & Demographics Survey (all students) 
-SRTE’s (Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness) 

Every two years 
Each semester 

 
 

 
Summer 

 
May 

-Exit (Graduation) Survey 
-Collection of Strategic Plan Progress Logs from departments 

Every year 

 
June & July 

-Compilation of Strategic Plan Logs and 2014-15 Status Report 
-Staff Review and Development Process (SRDP) for all full-time employees 

New report each year 
Each year 

 
August 

 
-Review of Assessment Continuum and updates for upcoming year 

 
Each year 

 
Ongoing Assessments 

and Progress Measurement 
 

-Data Collection related to enrollment, retention, local demographics, and national data 
-2014-19 Campus Strategic Plan Progress Log                                                   
-Campus Diversity, Sustainability, and Ethics Strategic Plan Progress Logs 
-Enrollment Strategic Plan Progress Log and other departmental plan logs 
-Others, as determined by campus administration and faculty/staff 

 
Throughout each year 

*This continuum is a guide to administering assessments and surveys. Changes to this plan may occur based on altering timelines, survey development, 
response rates, etc. 
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Penn State Lehigh Valley 

Assessment, Survey, and Progress Measurement Continuum 2015-16 
   Surveys      Strategic Plan Assessments     Faculty/Staff Reviews    Program Reviews 

 
 
 

 
Fall  

Semester 

 
September 

 
-2015-16 Strategic Plan Initiatives outlined to campus community (All Campus Day) 
-Focus on progressing initiatives beyond 2014-15 benchmarks 

 
2nd year of plan 
 

 
October 

 
-Alumni Survey 

 
Every 3 years 

 
November 

 
-Advising Survey for all full time-faculty 

 
Every 2 years 

 
December 

-First Year Experience Student Survey (FYE) 
-SRTE’s (Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness) 
-Collection of Strategic Progress Logs from departments  

Every year 
Each semester 
Each semester 

 
 
 
 

Spring 
Semester 

 
January 

-Strategic Planning Update at All Campus Day 
-Faculty & Staff Survey 

Each year, as needed 
Every 3 years 

 
February 

 
-Academic Degree Program Reviews  

 
Every 2 years 

 
March 

 
-Staff Review and Development Process (SRDP) for all full-time  employees  

 
Every year 

 
April 

 
-SRTE’s (Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness) 

 
Each semester  

 
 
 

Summer 

 
May 

-Exit (Graduation) Survey 
-Collection of Strategic Plan Progress Logs from departments 

Every year 
Each semester 

 
June & July 

 
-Compilation of Strategic Plan Logs and 2015-16 Status Report 

New report each year 

 
August 

 
-Review of Assessment Continuum and updates for upcoming year 

 
Each year 

 
Ongoing Assessments 

and Progress Measurement 
 

-Data Collection related to enrollment, retention, local demographics, and national data 
-2014-19 Campus Strategic Plan Progress Log                                                   
-Campus Diversity, Sustainability, and Ethics Strategic Plan Progress Logs 
-Enrollment Strategic Plan Progress Log and other departmental plan logs 
-Others, as determined by campus administration and faculty/staff 

 
Throughout each year 

*This continuum is a guide to administering assessments and surveys. Changes to this plan may occur based on altering timelines, survey development, 
response rates, etc.
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Discussion of Learning Outcomes and Program Reviews 
 
The Penn State Lehigh Valley campus has six bachelor degree-completion programs:  

o Business, Childhood and Early Adolescent Education 
o Corporate Communication 
o Information Sciences and Technology 
o Psychology 
o Rehabilitation and Human Services 

 
We anticipate the addition of Arts Administration and Health Policy Administration in 2014-15 and Bio-
Behavioral Health and Supply Chain Management in 2015-16. Following these, additional programs may 
be considered based on community needs and campus capacity. 
 
Academic Program Coordinators and their teams of faculty, working in conjunction with the Director of 
Academic Affairs, have worked to develop learning outcomes for their respective programs adhering to 
the objectives and guidelines from University Park, and/or their applicable College, for each program of 
study. These outcome guidelines are made available on the PSLV website. 
 
It is the responsibility of the campus’ Academic Management Committee and the Director of Academic 
Affairs to hold periodic reviews of the learning outcome objectives in order to assess student progress 
and achievement, as well as alignment with industry needs in each field of study to ensure students are 
adequately prepared to enter the workforce. 
 
In 2013, the Campus Office of Institutional Planning instituted a new review process supported by the 
Chancellor and DAA. This included data collection related to each program (total enrollments, projected 
enrollments, and breakdowns by gender and ethnicity for each program).  Academic coordinators were 
asked to work with their departments to complete a Program Review Template containing 8 sections: 
 
-Background Information 
-Faculty 
-Learning Outcomes  
-Student Advising 
-Internships, Careers, and Alumni 
-Marketable Strengths 
-Areas for Improvement  
-Future Projections 
 
A follow-up to these reviews is scheduled for September 2014, in which the Academic Management 
Committee will meet to discuss and update learning outcomes and additional program information. 
 
The next review cycle will occur in 2015-16 and again in 2017-18. Reviews are compiled by the Office of 
Institutional Planning and held by the Director of Academic Affairs.    
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Co-Curricular Learning Outcomes 
 
PROGRAMS: 
Students will: 

 
Cultural 
Experience new thinking  
Understand others better 
Appreciate differences 
 
Service 
Think beyond self 
Experience what it means to help another person 
Give back to their communities 
 
Educational 
Understand the differences in the topics 
Know the laws and regulations of different topics 
Know the resources that are available to assist with experiences 
See the connection to their academic fields of study 
Participate in mandated programs 
Make safe decisions 
 
Leadership 
Understand process of making a decision 
Communicate effectively with a variety of people 
Learn to delegate responsibilities 
Learn to inspire others 
Build confidence in self  
Focus on common goal for well-being of group rather than individual 
 
First Year 
Be introduced to programs and services  
Build sense of belonging to campus 
Build relationships with others 
Become comfortable with new environment 
 
Social 
Build sense of belonging to the campus 
Build a network of peers 
Create opportunities for de-stressing and better decision-making 
 
Intercollegiate  
Build teamwork skills 
Accept roles needed in best interest of group 
Determine what needs to be done for the group 
Deal with stressful situations 
Integrate all skills learned into a choice activity 
Commit to others through time and energy 
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Intramurals 
Participate in physical activities 
Get to know others on campus 
Try new things 
Develop a sense of community  

 
SERVICES 
 
Veteran/Adult/International 
Experience success in academic career 
Assist with veteran government processes  
Build support to network in adjusting to college life 
 
Counseling 
Develop understanding of self 
Manage crisis with coping strategies 
Resolve conflict with appropriate steps 
Obtain a better understanding of own situation 
Connect to resources available in community 
 
Health 
Build knowledge of responsible health decision-making 
Recognize that services are accessible 
Know what services can be accessed 
Know several options for treatment 
Access facts and information to make good personal decisions 
 
Clubs/Organizations 
Experience opportunities for leadership 
Work as a team member 
Get involved in the larger community 
Handle money responsibly 
Follow policies and rules of PSU 
Consider all aspects of events- articulate plan for implementation 
Assess risks during event and take responsibility during events to correct any risk 
 
Housing 
Locate resources for off-campus housing 
Assume responsibility for housing 
Problem solve by identifying positive and negative consequences of choices 
 
Fitness 
Participate in exercise programs 
Understand proper procedures for fitness and nutrition 
Use equipment and body appropriately 
Access specific programs for fitness improvement 
Assess and monitor personal fitness/health goals 
 
Conduct 
Access knowledge of the code of conduct 
Know process for accepting or contesting responsibility during a misdemeanor 
Complete expectations any sanctions 
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CORRESPONDING CAMPUS PLANS 

ETHICS, DIVERSITY, SUSTAINABILITY 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ethics and Integrity Strategic Plan 

Diversity Strategic Plan 
Sustainability Strategic Plan 
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Ethics and Integrity 
at Penn State Lehigh Valley 

 
 

Definitions 
 
Ethics-Code of morality: a system of moral principles governing the appropriate conduct for a person or 
group 
Integrity-Possession of firm principles: the quality of possessing and steadfastly adhering to high moral 
principles or professional standards 
 

Ethics and Integrity Mission Statement 
 

Penn State Lehigh Valley, as a campus of the Pennsylvania State University, will provide a professional, 
academic environment based on the principles of honesty, equity, confidentiality, and safety. We are 
committed to encouraging all members of our community to seek and state the truth as they see it 
without fear of repercussion or persecution. We will uphold a series of values and actions in order to 
achieve this mission for the common good of our students, our colleagues, our academic institution, and 
the society in which we live and operate. 

 

Values 
Respect      Inclusion     Character     Privacy     Security     Citizenship 

 

Statements 
 
With respect to students, we will 
-Foster an educational environment that encourages students to learn, grow, and question the world around them 
-Provide student access to a world-renowned and respected education 
-Ensure educational resources are made available in a fair and equitable manner 
-Invite and encourage students to share their feedback with campus managers and administrators 
-Provide opportunities for students to participate in campus planning efforts and governance 
-Ensure students are respected as valuable contributors to the campus community 
-Protect students from capricious judgment  
-Provide safety and security measures that are easily understood and readily upheld 
-Ensure fair protocols are in place to deal with complaints, civil/criminal actions, and judicial proceedings   
 
As colleagues, we will 
-Enhance a climate of mutual support, trust, and inclusion that allows us to respect each other’s viewpoints and 
ideas 
-Ensure open lines of communication between departments, faculty members, staff members, and administration 
-Understand the need for confidentiality and privacy, when needed and appropriate 
-Abide by written policies and procedures 
-Encourage colleagues to achieve their full potential through formal professional development opportunities and 
less formal discussions and dialogue 
-Remain fair and objective in the professional assessment of each other’s work and insights 
-Maintain a professional atmosphere which does not make colleagues feel uncomfortable or threatened in regards 
to gender, race/ethnicity, sexual identity, or other potential differentiating identifiers  
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As members of an academic institution, we will 
-Reinforce the interests of the university and campus, including visions, missions, and goals, in the work we do 
each day 
-Uphold the notion of academic excellence and the ongoing pursuit of learning for all learners 
-Provide a safe and secure environment for the entire campus community, regardless of age or 
employee/enrollment status 
-Abstain from favoritism and nepotism in hiring and promotion practices 
-Avoid situations that could result in conflicts of interest or breaches of confidentiality 
-Respect the stated policies and practices of the environment in which we operate 
-Utilize resources wisely and efficiently to ensure equity and sustainability 

 
As members of society, we will 
-Stay abreast of changes in the larger educational arena to remain a quality educational institution 
-Contribute to the greater good by sharing quality, well-evidenced research findings beyond the classroom 
-Present equitable, reliable, and balanced information to the public 
-Remain aware of and respond to the needs, customs, and perceptions of peoples from different cultural and 
educational backgrounds  
-Promote sustainable practices for the betterment of our local and global societies 
-Serve as a model of an organization that protects human dignity and personal freedoms 
 
 

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY RESOURCES FOR PENN STATE LEHIGH VALLEY 
 
ACADEMICS 
Academic Integrity Policy, http://www.psu.edu/dept/oue/aappm/G-9.html 
Faculty Senate Governance, http://www.senate.psu.edu/senate.html 
 
RESEARCH 
Research Protections, IRB, Penn State Research Policies: http://www.research.psu.edu/orp/humans 
 
STUDENT CONDUCT AND SERVICES  
The Office of Student Conduct, http://studentaffairs.psu.edu/conduct/ 
Code of Conduct, http://studentaffairs.psu.edu/conduct/codeofconduct/ 
Title IX, http://www.psu.edu/dept/title-ix/ 
 
ATHLETICS 
PSU Athletic Handbook (pages 16-20), 
http://www.athletics.psu.edu/teamsports/documents/TeamSportHandbook13.pdf 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES/BUSINESS OFFICE 
GURU (General University Reference Utility) Policies, http://guru.psu.edu/policies/ 
 
SAFETY AND SECURITY 
Safety and Security at PSU-LV, http://www.lv.psu.edu/Information/Safety/safety.htm 
Clery Act and Reports, http://www.clery.psu.edu/ 
 
YOUTH PROGRAMS 
Reporting Suspected Abuse or Crimes, http://www.universityethics.psu.edu/ 
Youth Program Policies, http://www.universityethics.psu.edu/UniversityEthics/Units/YouthPrograms/youth-
policies.cfm 

 

http://www.psu.edu/dept/oue/aappm/G-9.html
http://www.senate.psu.edu/senate.html
http://www.research.psu.edu/orp/humans
http://studentaffairs.psu.edu/conduct/
http://studentaffairs.psu.edu/conduct/codeofconduct/
http://www.psu.edu/dept/title-ix/
http://www.athletics.psu.edu/teamsports/documents/TeamSportHandbook13.pdf
http://guru.psu.edu/policies/
http://www.lv.psu.edu/Information/Safety/safety.htm
http://www.clery.psu.edu/
http://www.universityethics.psu.edu/
http://www.universityethics.psu.edu/UniversityEthics/Units/YouthPrograms/youth-policies.cfm
http://www.universityethics.psu.edu/UniversityEthics/Units/YouthPrograms/youth-policies.cfm
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STRATEGIES FOR ENSURING ETHICS AND INTEGRITY 
AT PENN STATE LEHIGH VALLEY 

 
Strategy 1: Ensure ethics policies are easily accessible and understood by faculty, staff, and students 

Action 1: Ensure resources are readily available to faculty, staff, and students on the campus website and visibly 
displayed throughout the campus 
Action 2: Integrate ethics policy discussion into New Student Orientation and New Employee orientation 
Action 3: Ensure there are regular updates from HR/Business Office regarding new policies and that these are 
shared with the campus community via email list-servs and workshops, if necessary 
Action 4: Continue to inform the campus community on the process of filing violations or behaviors with the 
appropriate offices 
 

Strategy 2: Ensure all faculty, staff, and students are adhering to stated policies 

Action 1: Ensure all required employees complete the yearly Mandated Reporter training and campus security 
authorities complete annual Clery Act training 
Action 2: Utilize the Business Office’s connections with Human Resources as University Park to invite featured 
speakers to the campus to discuss new policies and practices 
Action 3: Provide regular updates to faculty about Academic Integrity Policies through the Faculty Senate and 
Faculty Affairs Committees 
Action 4: Follow proper protocols for the review of allegations of student code of conduct violations 
Action 5: Incorporate the concept of ethics and integrity practices into SRDPs and FARs 
 

Strategy 3: Offer courses and programming to students to reinforce ethical decision-making strategies 

Action 1: Ensure all First Year Seminar courses introduce the concepts of ethics and integrity 
Action 2: Offer courses that contain ethics and integrity components, evidenced through Learning Outcomes  
Action 3: Offer students a range of co-curricular programming that highlights ethics and integrity  
Action 4: Include ethical and integrity-based decision-making strategies in the set of PSLV’s Co-Curricular Learning 
Outcomes 
Action 5: Provide prevention education on drugs and alcohol 
Action 6: Increase programming on domestic and dating violence, sexual harassment and misconduct, and stalking 

 

Strategy 4: Offer professional development programs and training workshops for faculty and staff 

centered on ethics and integrity 

Action 1: Utilize the new series implemented by the Diversity Committee (Speak Up, Break Down) to build upon 
the concepts of ethics and integrity in the diversity realm 
Action 2: Set up forums for faculty to share ways in which they are imbedding ethics/integrity discussions into their 
curriculum 
Action 3: Offer sessions on Mandated Reporter, Cleary Act, Title IX and other crime reporting mandates through 
the Office of Safety and Security, Student Affairs, and the Business Office 
Action 4: Continue to create a campus environment that upholds integrity and ethics as part of a welcoming 
campus climate 
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THE PENN STATE LEHIGH VALLEY DIVERSITY STRATEGIC PLAN 
2014-19 
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Penn State Lehigh Valley  
Diversity Mission Statement 

 
We are dedicated to creating an inclusive environment that affirms the dignity, value, voice, and 
uniqueness of each member of our campus community. We will also support the campus diversity 
strategic plan, and focus on the appreciation and respect for individual and cultural differences. We will 
provide, promote, and increase opportunities for the open exchange of different beliefs, experiences, and 
points of view through educational programming and outreach.  
 
The mission of the Penn State Lehigh Valley Diversity Committee is to foster respect and promote the 
diversity of our students, faculty, staff, alumni, and the community at large. The committee welcomes, 
encourages, and supports all diverse programming efforts on the campus and will regularly assess the 
quality and effectiveness of our commitment to providing an inclusive environment. We will strive for 
continuous improvement and quality of inclusion and diversity.  
  
PSULV Diversity Committee and Planning Team: 
Stephanie Jones, Chair, Assistant Director of Student Affairs 
Leyna Belinsky, Coordinator of Student Life 
Marta DaSilva, Academic Adviser and CCE Coordinator 
Ron Delong, Instructor in Art 
Kristy Hove, Institutional Planner 
Ann Lalik, Director of Gallery and Arts Programming 
Denise Ogden, Professor of Marketing 

 
Planning Principles for Diversity at PSULV 

 
 Provide access to students who have a desire to pursue a Penn State education, regardless of 

gender, race, sexual orientation, learning style, income level, or any other diverse factors 
 Ensure integrity in the work we do in and out of the classroom 
 Create learning and sharing environments to continue increasing our knowledge and actions 

related to diversity 
 Create a welcoming campus environment to enhance the academic and workplace experiences 

for the entire campus community  
 Track and benchmark data and trends for continuous quality improvement 
 

 
The 2010-15 Diversity Strategic Plan 

 
Penn State Lehigh Valley remained committed to diversity throughout the implementation of the 2010-
2015 Campus Diversity Strategic Plan. Progress was assessed and documented via progress logs, 
including a Progress Matrix for 2010 and 2011 and a Core Council Progress Log for 2012 and 2013. 
 
Specific actions are highlighted within the Recent Progress Sections under each Challenge within the 
new Diversity Strategic Plan for 2014-19. 
 
Additional information about our progress can be found at: http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/diversity/ 

http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/diversity/
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Diversity Inventories for Strategic Planning 
 

* Faculty and Staff Questionnaire * 
In Spring 2014, as part of the strategic planning process, all faculty and staff were invited to share 
information and data as part of a Penn State Lehigh Valley Diversity Inventory conducted via an online 
survey tool by the Campus Office of Institutional Planning. The inventory addressed three main factors 
related to diversity: 

o Diversity in curriculum 
o Diversity-based practices and policies 
o Ideas for further integrating diversity on campus 

Findings 
59 faculty and staff shared responses (30 f/29s) 
 
87% of faculty say they integrate diversity into curriculum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
65% of faculty and staff say that their departments employ diversity practices and/or policies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Diversity is a core component of the LLED methods courses I teach 

 Multi-cultural aspects of life and learning with the various cultures that currently exist within the population of students I 
teach. 

 Specifically HDFS, but also whenever possible in any other course I teach. 

 CAS100A Cultural Background Speeches and classwork on Perception and Stereotyping 

 Most of my courses address diversity etiquette and ethics 

 We encourage open discussion about culture, heritage, perspectives on America, college, and the future of the workforce. 

 I celebrate the unique opinions and/or cultural inputs of those in my classroom or in the environment that surround my 
classroom. 

 PSYCH 238 and PSYCH 490 through understanding diversity in personality and behavior disorders 

 ART 017- students are encouraged to express themselves through their art work and respect and embrace the uniqueness 
of their fellow students 

 These concepts are part of the content in all College of Education courses. 

 ENGL 15--I have assigned texts which foster an awareness of human diversity. 

 Econ 102 and Econ 104. We discuss the impact of public economic policy as it relates to various groups within society. 

 In all of my classes, I include literature by women, by authors of diverse ethnic backgrounds. 

 KIN 180 - talking about diversity and sport; PHIL 003 - talking about diversity with respect to philosophical beliefs 

 

 Working with diverse local, state, national, and international partners 

 Our department creates diversity programming for the campus community. 

 We endeavor to showcase diversity in our marketing materials; highlight and promote stories of diversity on campus 

 welcoming environment, international perspectives, and global awareness practices 

 welcoming environment, special considerations for testing, recruiting minorities, developing international embedded-
course experiences 

 We are actively seeking to increase female enrollment in the IT majors. 

 Mainly supporting an active Campus Diversity committee comprised of staff and faculty as well as support of various 
student clubs and groups who represent diverse populations 

 We create a welcoming campus environment. 

 My department provides a space for local non-profit - both big and small - with a place to host events. Many of these non-
profits service under represented and diverse groups within our community. 

 There is signage in our workspace embracing diversity 

 Many of our retention strategies are designed to meet the needs of our diverse student population. 

 I believe that members of my department have created a welcoming campus environment. 

 Honoring and supporting intellectual pursuits by students. Our campus Honors program also helps recruit high-quality 
high school students. 
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Ideas for further embracing diversity on campus: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Student Focus Group * 
In conjunction with the faculty/staff inventory, students were also asked to share their views on campus 
diversity via a Spring 2014 Diversity Student Focus Group. The session addressed main factors related to 
questions on the 2013 Student Satisfaction and Demographics Survey. 
 
1. PSULV is a welcoming and supportive environment for minority students. 

 Yes, very welcoming, no fights and there is harmony between students. 

 Not open for Allies and members of LGBTA 

 Each year, PSULV is becoming more diverse. 
2. PSULV is a welcoming environment for students with disabilities. 

 Yes, but could do things better 

 The chair set-ups (Room 302) are not easily accessible for students with a disability. 

 The administration should move handicap parking to where Fac/Staff is because currently the handicap 
parking is too far. 

 The athletic fields are not accessible for students with disabilities. 

 Recruit more diverse high quality students 

 I think the campus does a good job of embracing diversity. Student life has many different programs that make all feel a 
part of the campus. 

 PSLV is quite diverse already and I am not aware of all campus practices that are currently devoted to this topic. 

 Define and offer examples of what embracing diversity means in the University setting. Build in diversity sessions at all 
campus meetings, conference sessions, etc. 

 Additional professional development for faculty and staff 

 Continue hiring practices that are reflective of our student population 

 PSU LV might invite and extend outside organizations to present and otherwise engage students about the offerings they 
organizations support. 

 Create some events that educate the overall population about the ethnicities among students and faculty at our campus. 

 I feel like we have a very diverse student body, but our faculty and staff could be more representative of that same level 
of diversity. 

 Be more open to the real diversity 

 Offer more diversity programs on campus geared toward faculty and staff to better educate them on the subject. 

 We should take the time to celebrate more religions around campus. There is no recognition of any holidays. 

 Encourage clubs and organizations that promote diversity on campus 

 Actually, I think PSU LV has done an admirable job with this. 

 Continue to expand on diverse academic disciplines and programs that reflect our community and our world 

 I actually think PSU-LV is a very diverse campus. I enjoy seeing different nationalities and ethnicities in my classes and 
around campus. 

 Invest in recruiting diverse staff and faculty by advertising jobs on InsideHigherEd and the Chronicle 

 As a faculty advisor, it seems that more support could be provided for our international students. Perhaps they could be 
paired with a local family? 

 Supporting the Diversity Committee's aims and goals and to keep them on the radar. Establish a mentoring-leadership 
program for under-represented faculty / or staff. Encourage student leaders from under-represented groups; not the 
usual students. 
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3. PSULV is a welcoming and supportive environment for adult students. 

 Adult Learners are far and few between. 

 Adult Learners have same interests. 

 Adult Learners are inspirational for young students because they take education more seriously. 

 There are more Adult Learners at night. 
4. PSULV is a welcoming and supportive environment for LGBT students. 

 LGBT students don’t feel that welcomed to come out here. And it is uncomfortable for a lot of them to 
express who they are. 

6. Staff at PSULV demonstrate a commitment to diversity on campus. 

 No diversity, PSULV is keeping staff that are white, but not minorities 

 More female staff than males 
7. Faculty at PSULV demonstrate a commitment to diversity on campus. 

 Faculty are diverse. 

 Math & Engineering = 3 different Nationalities  

 2/3 STEM are male. 

 Mostly female professors 
8. Regardless of gender, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, or ability, every student has an equal opportunity to 
succeed at PSULV. 

 There are more female students here, but it’s also very diverse here.  
 

 

Diversity Assessment and Benchmarking 
 
The campus has utilized a variety of tools to assess diversity on campus. These include: 

 
* Faculty/Staff Climate Survey (2012) * 
 

* Student Satisfaction & Demographics Survey (2013) * 
 
Refer to Challenge 2- Signature Initiative/Best Practice (in action plan) for complete survey details. 
 

* Diversity Program Evaluations * 
Program evaluations are conducted for all professional development sessions with faculty and staff, as 
well as all diversity-based programs for students. 
 
The most recent evaluation was conducted following Dr. Terrell Jones’ (Vice Provost for Educational 
Equity) visit to the campus as a kick-off to the Diversity Committee’s new Speak Up, Break Down series.  

 100% of respondents agreed that the presentation by Dr. Jones increased their understanding of 
the concerns and issues associated with stereotypes. 

- 100% agreed that they can use the information in interactions with faculty, staff, and students. 
 
Ideas for additional sessions included: 

 Keeping up the momentum of this session; implementing shared ideas 

 Continue working with others outside own department 

 Continue to involve campus administration in sessions 
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Campus Data and Statistics Related to Diversity 
 
The Penn State Lehigh Valley campus regularly collects, tracks, and analyzes data related to campus 
diversity and its local service area.  This information is shared in weekly Enrollment Management 
meetings, with Senior and Academic Managers, in Faculty Senate meetings, with the Advisory Board, 
and in other faculty/staff forums (such as the Diversity Committee) for regular use in planning and 
assessment efforts. Data reports, survey findings, and local service area statistics are updated and 
housed on the Institutional Planning website at www.pslvplanning.com. These include: 
 

o Student Enrollment Information 
                             Trends over time: Gender, Race, Age, Veteran Status, First Generation, Residency, etc. 

o Faculty/Staff Gender/Race Breakdowns 
o Retention and Graduation data 
o Local service area population breakdowns 
o Resources related to higher education best practices  

 

Diversity Data Highlights 
 

Category Data Source Refer to Additional 
Information in this plan 

2013-14 Enrollment Trends 
Male/Female 

White/Caucasian 
Hispanic/Latino 

Asian/Asian American 
Black/African American 

2 or more races 
International 

Total Non-White Percentage 
 

First generation 
English as a second language 

 

 
55%/45% 

66% 
14% 
9% 
4% 
2% 
1% 

34% 
 

51% 
21% 

 
EIS Tables and iTwo 
Official Enrollment 

Tables 
 

 
 

 
2013 Student 
Satisfaction & 
Demographics 

Survey 

 
Appendix, 

Detailed Enrollment Trends 
Table for Past Decade 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

66%

14%

9%

5%

4% 2%

White

Hispanic

Asian

African American

Other/International

Two or more races

2013 Enrollments 
by Race/Ethnicity

http://www.pslvplanning.com/
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2013-14 Adult Student 
Indicators 

Age 24 and above 
Have children 

Have other dependents 
Veteran  

Take evening classes 
Bachelor of Science sought 

 

 
 

19% 
23% 
8% 

19% 
35% 
56% 

 
 

Adult Learner 
Profile 2013-14, 

Outreach Analytics 
& Reporting 

(includes summer) 

 

 
 

Appendix 

Ethnicity of Service Area  (LV) 
Total Minority Percentage 

Hispanic/Latino 
African American/Black 

Asian/Asian America 

 

 
28% 
17% 
6% 
3% 

 
U.S. Census Bureau, 

Lehigh and 
Northampton 
County Data 

 
 

Page 12-13 
and Core Council Log in 

Appendix 
 

  

Retention Rates 
Official Rate, 2013-14 

Adult (by age) 
Low Income/First Generation 

 
81.1% 
73%* 
79% 

*includes non-degree-seeking 
graduate students 

 
Fall 2012-2013 

Retention Report, 
OPIA at PSU 

 
Page 20 

and Core Council Log in 
Appendix 

 

Faculty and Staff Breakdowns 
104 Full-Time Employees 

Faculty/Staff 
Male/Female 

Hispanic/Latino 
Asian 

Black/African American 
White/Cacasian 

Unknown 
Age 20-49 
Age 50-64 
Age 65+ 

 
 

41%/59% 
37%/63% 

4% 
5% 
3% 

87% 
1% 

47% 
43% 
10% 

 
 

iTwo Official Human 
Resources Table, 

Fall 2013 

 
 
 

N/A 

 
 

Undergraduate Degree 
Program  

 
 
Business 
Corporate Communication 
Elementary Education 
Information Science & Technology 
Psychology 
Rehabilitation & Human Services 

Enrollment by Gender 
 
 
 

36%F   64%M 
81%F   19%M 
90%F   10%M 

                9%F   91%M 
63%F   37%M 
75%F   25%M 

Enrollment by 
Race/Ethnicity 
(non-white %) 

 
33% 
90% 
10% 
55% 
27% 
50% 

Source 
 
 

EIS Tables,  
Official Enrollment 

 
*for degree completion 

programs offered at PSLV 

2012-13 figures 
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Diversity Initiatives Integrated into the 2014-19 Strategic Plan 

 
 
Woven throughout the 2014-19 Campus Strategic Plan are a variety of initiatives and action items that 
progress the Framework to Foster Diversity Challenges. Below are those actions, denoted with the 
Challenge to which they are aligned. More specific actions are contained within the 2014-19 Diversity 
Strategic Plan that follows. 
 
 
1.3.2 Offer support services for a range of student populations (Challenge 3) 
 
1.3.4 Create advocacy for Adult Learners with specialized services and programming (Challenge 3) 
 
1.3.5 Offer a retention program based on a successful piloted model (Challenge 3) 
 
1.3.9 Remain aware and compliant of ADA laws in order to provide the most appropriate services to students with 
a ranges of diagnoses on the diversity spectrum (Challenge 3) 
 
1.4.8 Promote global awareness and multicultural competency in diversity-based programming (Challenge 5) 
 
1.5.2 Continue to design high school recruitment programs for a diverse range of populations (Challenge 3) 

 
1.5.7 Use innovative approaches to accommodate working adult students (Challenge 3) 
 
1.7.1 Further develop opportunities for the campus community to learn about global and multicultural issues 
(Challenge 1) 
 
1.7.2 Continue to develop the Teaching International initiative (Challenges 1 and 5) 
 
1.7.5 Identify funding incentives/scholarships for students to attend global study abroad programs (Challenge 7) 
 
2.1.2 Seek scholarships and financial aid for students (Challenges 3 and 7) 
 
2.2.3 Monitor retention patterns among various groups of students (Challenges 3 and 7) 
 
2.4.1 Sustain the hiring of high-quality faculty and staff with a range of diverse experiences and those from under-
represented groups (Challenge 4) 

 
2.4.5 Develop targeted professional development programming for faculty and staff (Challenge 4) 
 
2.4.6 Develop an Administrative Fellows Program on campus (Challenge 4) 
 
2.4.7 Encourage professional respect through campus climate initiatives (Challenge 2) 
 
2.4.11 Ensure diverse representation on the Campus Advisory Board and others councils (Challenge 6) 
 
2.5.6 Encourage faculty and staff to participate on or contribute to University-wide committees, boards, and 
initiatives (Challenge 6) 
 
2.6.9 Track progress of the 2014-19 campus plan, including diversity, sustainability, and ethics components 
(Challenge 7) 
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3.2.3 Develop partnerships with global, multicultural universities (Challenge 5) 
 
3.3.2 Bring fine arts to the community through the DeLong Art Gallery and Markowitz Music Room (Challenges 1 
and 2) 
 
3.3.4 Seek grant support to offer programs aimed at developing the skills of various segments of the local 
community (Challenge 3) 
 
3.4.4 Utilize the PSLV Advisory Board to build capacity and partnerships in the local service area (Challenge 7) 
 
3.4.5 Encourage faculty and staff to serve on local community committees and boards to share resources and 
expertise (Challenge 7) 
 
3.5.1 Support the commitment of the Diversity Committee to recognize and celebrate the multiple definitions of 
diversity on campus and in the world around us (Challenge 1)



Challenge 1: Developing a Shared and Inclusive Understanding of Diversity 

RECENT PROGRESS 
 

 September 2012: The campus reformed and revamped the Diversity Committee in September 2012 comprised of faculty and staff from various departments.  
 

 Fall 2012: The committee updated the Diversity Website (http://www.lv.psu.edu/StudentLife/27197.htm) in Fall 2012 with resources and a new mission 
statement. 

 

 January 24, 2013: The Diversity Committee offered a Diversity Seminar and Discussion for faculty and staff. Dr. Denise Ogden, presented, “An Introduction to 
Diversity and Dimensions of Diversity: I’ve got a feeling we’re not in Kansas anymore.” The presentation was followed by a panel of diverse students who were 
asked to share their diverse backgrounds and experiences as Penn State Lehigh Valley students. 

 

 February 27, 2013: Dr. Terrence Roberts, one of the original ‘Little Rock Nine’ presented “Lessons from Little Rock” to the campus community. About 170 
faculty, staff, and students attended this program.  

 

 March 28, 2013: A panel for students titled, “Life is Tough, Even for Faculty and Staff” was offered featuring PSULV faculty and staff members: Leyna Belinsky, 
Ron Delong, and Dr. Ana Figueroa.  
 

 The Gallery at PSULV offered two significant  exhibits focused on diversity: 
o Words as Images (August 26- October 11, 2013): This exhibition featured a group of artists who often rely on text to create visual images. The words 

are presented in a visual context encouraging the viewer to look closer into the image and probe their meaning. The grouping of the work from the 
artists demonstrates diversity of expression and variety of voice even within a somewhat narrow context off those who use words as images.  

o Words as Images Mural: Voices of Penn State LV: This exhibition featured a mural using text and images. Artists Naomi Grossman and Michael Albert 
conduct the making of the mural at different dates throughout the exhibition. Campus faculty had the opportunity to contribute to the mural with 
their classes. A time released photographic project highlighted the completion to show the progression of the project from start to finish.  

 

 The PSULV Google Earth project was updated in the Spring of 2013. The project now has 56 countries represented to showcase a visual image of the 
international roots of our students, faculty, and staff. In 2007/8, 2011, and 2013, members of the campus community were asked to share where they were 
born and the birthplaces of their parents. A total of nearly 400 people responded, and the resulting data can be seen on a virtual spinning Google Earth globe 
at  http://www.lv.psu.edu/studentlife/27219.htm 
 

 The campus has actively engaged in credit-embedded study abroad programs and the Teaching International initiative (see Challenge 5’s progress section) 

 
 
 

http://www.lv.psu.edu/StudentLife/27197.htm
http://www.lv.psu.edu/studentlife/27219.htm
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NEW EFFORTS 
                                                      

Strategic Initiatives                                                                                                                                                 Timeframe Leadership 

 
1. Continue regular meetings of the Diversity Committee to share ideas/knowledge and to plan 
upcoming events 
 
2. Regularly update the Diversity website to ensure it is a user-friendly, efficient resource for the 
campus community 
 
3. Continue to develop the Speak up, Break Down Professional Development series (piloted in Spring 
2014 with a focus on stereotyping) to share various diversity topics with faculty and staff  
 
4. Continue “Hot Topics” programs/conversations with students 
 
5. Investigate the use of Whistling Vivaldi as a common reading among faculty and staff and/or 
included within the First Year Experiences courses  
 
6. Focus on the expansion of Global Study Abroad programs, including attracting additional students, 
growing study abroad locations, and increasing scholarships for student travel 
 
7. Continue to enhance the Campus Speakers Series to include global and multicultural focuses 
 
8. Offer an annual Global Symposium to highlight study abroad opportunities and to showcase 
students’ in-class learning of multicultural and diverse topics 
 
9. Continue to grow the exposure and capacity of the DeLong Art Gallery to share unique, diverse 
perspectives through art exhibits and linkages to course curriculum 
  

 
Ongoing 
 
 
2014-15, once new web 
manager hired 
 
 
A new focus each year, 
2014-2019 
 
1 per semester 
 
2014-15 
 
 
 
2015-16 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
Once each year, in fall 
 
 
New exhibits each year 

 
Admin, Diversity 

Committee 
 

UR 
 
 
 

Diversity Committee 
 

Student Affairs 
 

Academic, Diversity 
Committee 

 
 
 

Academic 
 
 

Academic 
 

Academic 
 

 
Art Gallery 

Measures of Success 
 
 

 Schedule of and minutes from Diversity Committee meetings 

 Evidence of updated Diversity website 
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 Tracking of number of participants at each program (faculty/staff and students) to show increased participation 

 Program evaluation results from diversity programs to enhance quality and better meet participant needs 

 Growth of study abroad programming, including increased participants, programs, and scholarship funds 

 Tracking of visitors to Delong Art Gallery; Number of community and course-based collaborations   
 

Signature Initiative/Best Practice 
 

 
DeLong Art Gallery (integration of Diversity into art to reach large audiences) 
 
As described in the Recent Progress above, the Art Gallery continues to bring fine arts to the campus and surrounding community and introduces various 
representations of diversity through exhibitions and visiting artists. In addition to the Words as Images art programs, the Gallery celebrated the 100th Anniversary of the 
8th Street Bridge and The PSU Master of Fine Arts (MFAs) Alumni Exhibit. 
  
Fall 2013                                                                         Spring 2014 
Words as Images: 722 participants                           PSU MFAs: 760 
100th anniversary of the 8th St Bridge: 808 
 
Over the next five years the gallery at Penn State Lehigh Valley will continue to bring exhibitions to the campus that promote excellence in the arts, community 
engagement, academic opportunities, and connections to diversity components.  Listed are a number of exhibitions that are in the planning for the coming year.  As 
each will identify, the exhibition will bring to the campus additional activities that are designed to explore the diverse methodologies that be enhanced through the arts 
for college students and community participants.   A new offering this year will attempt to provide campus faculty with intentional and specific ways that they can 
incorporate the gallery exhibits into their syllabi whether they are art related courses or not.  Reports of the number of gallery visitors, course interactions and event 
participants will be recorded. 
 
Greg Weaver:  Urban American Folk Artist 
August 30 - December 15, 2014 
A celebration of the life and work of Greg Weaver, PSU Alumnus and Allentown Celebrity. Weaver became known for his large-scale abstracted cows, referring to his 
work as "urban American folk art.”  He died at a young age in 1994 due to complications from diabetes.  Planning for loss of sight, he trained himself to paint by seeing 
with his hands.  This work inspired many and continues to motivate artists today, 20 years after his untimely death.  This exhibition will bring to light a number of 
diverse approaches to expression as they were explored by a man who was facing loss of vision.  Because he was a well-known artist in this region an event will be 
planned to sell his work at the conclusion of the exhibition.  The proceeds will support students of the campus. 
 
Seymour Lipton: An American Sculptor 
January 20- April 30, 2015 
Reception: event or lecture by Dr. Lori Verderame author of Seymour Lipton: An American Sculptor.  
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Seymour Lipton was an American abstract expressionist sculptor. He was a member of the New York School who gained widespread recognition in the 1950s. He 
initially trained as a dentist but focused on sculpture from 1932 (work loaned from the Palmer Museum). An art appraisal event featuring author and art dealer Dr. Lori 
Verderame will accompany this exhibition and will thematically tie into the new Arts Administration Major that will be implemented next year.  
 
Summer Student Shows 
IDEA: Inter-District Experience in the Arts  
May 5- June 20, 2015 
A collaborative art exhibition by the AP Portfolio art students from Palisades and Southern Lehigh High Schools. 
Penn State Lehigh Valley Student Exhibition 
June 30 - August 15, 2015 
This exhibition features student work created in the various studio art courses at Penn State Lehigh Valley.    
 
Fall Semester 2015: 
Printmakers Society of the Lehigh Valley Invitational Exhibition 
August 25- December 15, 2015 
Six artists who are members of the Printmakers Society of the Lehigh Valley will be invited to exhibit their work.   
 
These artists will visit the printmaking class to offer demonstrations that will be offered during the fall semester offering students insight into the diverse approaches of 
this art form. 
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Challenge 2: Creating a Welcoming Campus Environment 

RECENT PROGRESS 
 

 A Campus Climate and Organizational Culture Committee was formed in Fall 2011 and ran through Spring 2013. The committee initiated the Faculty/Staff 
Climate Survey in Spring 2012 (see next bullet) and ran a series of Pawsitivity Focus Groups for faculty and staff to raise issues and feedback related to climate 
and diversity on campus. After completing its work, the Climate Committee dissolved so that members could join the Diversity Committee and Staff Advisory 
Council, where more focused work could continue in 2013-14 and beyond. 

 

 The Faculty/Staff Climate Survey was launched in January 2012 to gauge faculty and staff perceptions related to faculty/staff interactions, communication 
channels, welcoming campus events, professional development, and diversity on campus.  The survey will be administered again in 2015-16. 
 

 The 2013 Student Satisfaction and Demographics Survey was administered in March 2013. The survey was used to gauge students’ feedback related to various 
services and programs on campus, including diversity factors and sense of belonging.  

 

 Hot Topics were held each month- Hot topics is a diversity discussion for students where current social diversity issues are discussed and students are 
encouraged to voice their opinions. Each month about 25 students participate in this event.  
 

 The Veteran’s Club was chartered in the Fall of 2012. The purpose of this organization is to ensure PSULV veteran students are acclimated to civilian/student 
life and to ensure veterans feel welcome on campus.  

 

 The Allies Club provided programming to the campus community on LGBTA issues, including most recently a panel titled, “Queer Encounters: LBGTAQ issues 
around the world” on February 25, 2014. The PSULV’s Allies club received their charter from SGA in September 2011. The purpose of the Allies club is to 
provide students with the safety and support of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, questioning, intersex, and straight ally individuals. 
 

 The renovation of the 2nd floor student lounge has created additional space for diversity programming and an intimate atmosphere for cultural performers: 
o October 15, 2013- Matt Glowacki: “Diversity According to Family Guy & South Park” Glowacki, who was born without legs in 1973, is a 

competitive athlete focused on promoting achievement and excellence in all areas of life, including competitive sports, the corporate world, and 
the community. He believes animated comedies can be instrumental in teaching and reinforcing morals and values of young adults. 

o February 11, 2014- OddRodd- Poet in recognition of Black History Month. Rod began speaking at rehabilitation centers, churches and schools 
where he focused on what can be achieved through hard work and determination despite difficulties and obstacles. In 2007 he began to organize 
educational fundraisers to raise awareness of non-profit organizations and in doing so, founded Eric's Life, Inc. in honor of his late brother. In 
2009 he became a children's book author and recording artist with the release of the book, "Buddy and Bird" and his CD, "The Art of Plain 
English." 

 

 The annual Faculty Staff vs. Student Softball game began in the spring of 2012 as a way to engage faculty, staff, and students in a fun, recreational activity. 
Each year, about 80 members of the campus community participate.  
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NEW EFFORTS 
                                                      

Strategic Initiatives                                                                                                                                                 Timeframe Leadership 

 
1. Maintain or increase the satisfaction of faculty/staff and students with campus services, programs, 
and diversity factors (sense of belonging, climate, etc.) 
 
2. Continue to offer events, such as Hot Topics, to allow students to discuss and offer feedback related 
to diversity issues 
 
3. Invite speakers and presenters to campus that share various perspectives of diversity and enhance 
the campus climate 
 
4. Continue to grow the Veterans Club and Allies Club with increased participants and programming 
 
5. Establish a LGBTA campus contact/resource person to connect to University resources and provide 
support services for the LBGTA campus community 
 
6. Develop an Adult Learner Honors Society through Alpha Sigma Lamda to celebrate the scholarship 
and leadership of our adult students 
 
7. Establish additional campus traditions to involve faculty and staff in campus fellowship and social 
events 
 

 
Ongoing 
 
 
Each month 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
2014-15 
 
 
 
Recruitment in 2014 
 

 
Ongoing 

 
Admin, Diversity 

Committee 
 

Student Affairs 
 
 

Academic, Diversity 
Committee 

 
 

Student Affairs 
 

Student Affairs 
 
 
 

Student Affairs, CCE 
 
Admin (Women’s 
Commission, Staff 
Advisory Council), 
Diversity Committee 

Measures of Success 
 

 Increase in satisfaction levels of faculty/staff and students related to a “welcoming campus environment” as measured by the 2014-15 Student 
Satisfaction & Demographics Survey and the 2015-16 Faculty/Staff Climate Survey 

 Evidence of a diverse range of programs and speakers for campus community learning and involvement 

 Increase in participants in Veterans and Allies Clubs 

 Establishment of LBGTA resource person 

 Implementation of Adult Learners Honor Society; tracking of participant numbers 

 Offering of campus traditions/social offerings through programs and events such as the annual Faculty/Staff Softball Game, the Holiday Gala, 
the Spring Potluck, and others; track numbers at events 
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Signature Initiative/Best Practice 
 
 

Assessment measures have enabled the campus to effectively benchmark and track important data related to satisfaction, inclusion, and sense of belonging among 
faculty, staff, and students. This has allowed campus administration and departments to ensure continuous quality improvement of its programs and services, gain 
feedback about the interest in and need for new initiatives, and the ways in which the campus can increase its welcome-ness for all campus constituents.  
 
* Faculty/Staff Climate Survey (2012) * 
The 2012 Faculty and Staff Climate Survey was developed as an action tool for “helping the campus assess its current climate and culture in regards to the professional 
lives of faculty and staff, the organizational structure of the campus, and diversity perspectives….Responses, in aggregate form, will aid in the creation of professional 
development opportunities, in the review of organizational processes and structures, and in the evaluation of progress towards the campus strategic plan and diversity 
plan.” (from the survey invitation).  98 responses were recorded; 55% response rate 
 

 87% of faculty and staff feel welcome on campus, and 91% feel that their colleagues interact positively with them.  

 88% say that PSLV encourages and celebrates diversity on campus.  

 90% say that regardless of gender, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, or ability, every student has an equal opportunity to succeed, and 91% agree that the 
campus climate is conducive to teaching/learning. 

 74% are satisfied with the overall sense of community at PSLV. 

 63% agree that there is a need for more professional development opportunities that deal with diversity issues. 
 
The full survey report is available at: http://institutionalplanninglv.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/survey-executive-summary-and-highlight-report.pdf 
 
* Student Satisfaction & Demographics Survey (2013) *  
The objective of the 2013 Penn State Lehigh Valley Student Satisfaction and Demographics Survey was to collect information regarding the current student body’s 
satisfaction pertaining to a range of student factors, programs, and services. It also aimed to collect demographic and educational status information about the current 
student body.  202 responses, 21% 

 96% agree that PSLV has a diverse student body 

 95% agree that PSLV welcomes and celebrates diversity  

 95% agree that both faculty and staff interact positively with them 

 82% are happy being a PSLV student  

 85% of current students would recommend PSLV to a prospective college student 

 78% feel that they belong at PSLV 
 

Filtered data reports were created for various student sub-groups, including Hispanic/Latino, Veteran, and First Generation. 
The full report is available at: http://institutionalplanninglv.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/student-satisfaction-survey-data-overview-repor11.pdf 
 
The Student Satisfaction and Demographics Survey will be administered again in 2014-15, and the Faculty/Staff Climate Survey in 2015-16 

http://institutionalplanninglv.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/survey-executive-summary-and-highlight-report.pdf
http://institutionalplanninglv.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/student-satisfaction-survey-data-overview-repor11.pdf
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Challenge 3: Recruiting and Retaining a Diverse Student Body 

RECENT PROGRESS 
 

Due to a number of targeted programs and strategies, the enrollment of diverse students at Penn State Lehigh Valley has grown. Similarly, the official retention rate of 
the campus has also increased over the past number of years. These increases are due to a number of factors, including: 
 

 Increased enrollment planning, including the development of a Campus Enrollment Strategic Plan that outlines 4 main goals for increasing enrollment and 
retention, along with a range of strategies to achieve these goals. A series of strategies were developed to deal specifically with diverse populations. See 
Signature/Best Practice section below for additional information. Ongoing assessment of the progress towards initiatives in the EM Plan, including a progress 
log that is used for continuous quality improvement 
 

 Weekly meetings of the Enrollment Management Team (includes Chancellor, DAA, Enrollment Director and Assistant Director, Institutional Planner, Director of 
University Relations, Social Media Coordinator, Financial Aid Coordinator, Registrar, Director of Corporate and Community Education, and the Director of 
Online Programs). These meetings begin with a look at our current enrollment figures (compared to historical figures from the previous year), updates from 
each department as related to enrollment strategies, and sharing of higher education resources and data pertinent to campus enrollment discussions. 

 

 Specialized enrollment events and programs were designed. See page 48 of this plan for a comprehensive look at enrollment strategies. 
 

 Articulation agreements are in their final University approval process. This should ease the recruitment of community college students into PSLV programs. 
 

 Continuing Education successfully graduated 18 high school students from the College and Career Readiness Program, which is funded by a grant through the 
Lehigh Valley Workforce Investment Board and supported by the Allentown Housing Authority. The program provides inner-city, academically-prepared youth 
with PSU college credits to jumpstart their entry into a PSLV/PSU education. The students come from a wide range of racial and cultural backgrounds. 

  

 A new retention program was piloted in 2013-14. It was designed to enable students to achieve success through individualized support for those who are 
struggling academically and to help these students utilize support resources on campus. The program included one-on-one weekly meetings with students that 
focused on study skills, time management skills, note-taking skills, utilizing syllabi and study calendars. Online components were also utilized. The pilot 
program enrolled 26 students- 13 male and 13 female. 6 students were White; 20 were Black/African American. 20 of the 26 students were first-year 
freshmen. A version of the program will be continued in Fall 2014 through the new Lion Academy. 

 
Increased enrollment of diverse population:                                                                                          
Percentage of students who are non-white within the student body (EIS)                                          
2013-14:  34%                                                                                                                                                 
2012-13:  32%                                                                                                                                                 
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2011-12:  27.5%                                                                                                                                              
2010-11:  25.4%                                                                                                                                              
 
Increased retention rate: 
Official rate (EIS)  
2013-14: 81.1% 
2012-13: 80.7%, met Core Council goal of 80% 
2011-12: 76.2% 
2010-11: 71.9% 

 

NEW EFFORTS 
                                                      

Strategic Initiatives                                                                                                                                                 Timeframe Leadership 

 
1. Continue to increase the percentage rate of diverse students on campus 
 
2. Hold ongoing weekly enrollment meetings to share strategies and develop new and innovative  
approaches towards recruitment and retention 
 
3. Continue inter-departmental planning sessions and updating of EM Strategic Plan 
 
4. Develop enrollment-based programs that will reach diverse populations (application nights at 
Overlook Park in center city Allentown, transfer programs at community colleges, adult application 
nights, etc.) 
 
5. Maintain or increase scholarship funding for prospective and returning students 
 
6. Aim to make degree program enrollment reflect the gender make-up of the overall student body 
(i.e. increase the number of females in IST) 
 
7. Enhance the campus’ retention rate, including among various sub-groups of the overall population 
 
8. Implement the Lion Academy program for incoming PSLV students who need extra assistance with 
college success strategies  
 

 
Ongoing 
 
 
Weekly 
 
Semester-ly 
 
 
Ongoing, according to 
Enrollment Calendar 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
Ongoing 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 
2014-15 
 
 

 
Admin, Diversity 

Committee 
 

Admin, Enrollment 
 

Enrollment 
 
 

Enrollment 
 
 
 

Admin, Enrollment 
(Scholarship Comm.) 

 
Enrollment, 
Academic 

 
Support Services 

 
Support Services, 

Academic 
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9. Finalize articulation agreements to ease the recruitment and transition of transfer students 
 
10. Secure grant funding to support college and career readiness programming for diverse students 
 

2014-15 
 
 
Ongoing 

Academic, 
Enrollment 

 
CCE, Academic 

 

Measures of Success 
 

 

 Evidence of ongoing analysis of enrollment and retention trends to appropriately plan 

 Increased enrollment (including overall population, % of non-white students, % of first generation students, % of female/male, etc.) 

 More proportionate numbers males/females (to the student body) across degree programs 

 Maintained or increased retention rates (including official, by race/ethnicity, first generation, adult, ESL students, etc.)  

 Enrollment in Lion Academy (goal is at least 10 students for the first year) and completion of program by 100% of those students 

 Hiring of retention coordinator/academic adviser 

 Finalization of articulation agreements 

 Grant funding for pre-college program 
 

Signature Initiative/Best Practice 
 
 

Through a specific campus initiative to plan and track our enrollment efforts, Penn State Lehigh Valley has developed an Enrollment Management Strategic Plan. The 
plan was initially implemented in summer 2012 and went into effect in the 2012-13 school year. Progress was assessed in the summer of 2013, and the plan was 
updated for the 2013-14 school year. The enrollment team, working with the Office of Institutional Planning, is now working on updates for 2014-15. The plan has 
served as a effective way of outlining enrollment targets, collecting and analyzing data, and keeping the entire campus community informed of enrollment practices 
and goals. The plan has also served as a model for other PSU campuses 
 
Enrollment Strategic Plan Mission Statement:  The Penn State Lehigh Valley Enrollment Management Department will recruit, counsel, and enroll an academically-
prepared, diverse student body through effective communication strategies, high-quality educational programming, student-centered services, and informed decision-
making that integrates other campus departments to ensure collaboration and intentionality of enrollment policies and processes. 
 
Refer to page 161 for an executive summary of the plan. The full strategic plan and progress reports can be accessed at: 
http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/enrollment-management-strategic-plan/ 

 

 

http://pslvplanning.com/campus-strategic-plans/enrollment-management-strategic-plan/
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Challenge 4: Recruiting and Retaining a Diverse Workforce 

RECENT PROGRESS 
 

 The campus continues to follow proper search committee protocols for all open positions and places an emphasis on diversity factors, including ensuring a 
diverse candidate pool is created and that candidates with diverse intellectual and multicultural backgrounds are considered to fill positions. 

 

 As part of the Faculty/Staff Climate Survey, the Climate Committee found that 97% of faculty and staff agree that an orientation program for new hires that 
includes information about the campus, organizational structure, and human resources would be beneficial. Following the survey, the Business Services Office 
refined its orientation practices, including updated website and handbook. 
 

 The campus, through the Diversity Committee, has developed a range of diversity professional development opportunities for all faculty and staff. In the 
Climate Survey, 63% of faculty and staff agreed that there is a need for more professional development opportunities that deal with diversity issues. The 
Diversity Committee launched its new initiative at All Campus Day Spring with a diversity awareness training. This was followed by a series of speakers and 
panels. See Signature/Best Practice section below. 
 

 The Climate Survey also found that 48% of faculty and staff did not agree that campus committees were productive and effective. This promoted the Faculty 
Senate to conduct its own survey of all faculty regarding the work and effectiveness of the five Senate sub-committees. The findings are being used to redefine 
the Faculty Senate By-Laws (which should be in place for 2014-15). 
 

 The Climate Committee instituted a series of Faculty/Staff focus groups called Pawsitivity groups to allow for honest conversations about campus climate and 
work issues. 5 Pawsitivity Groups were held (Sept. 18 & 19, Oct. 15 & 18, Nov. 19); Approximately 40 faculty and staff participated; One of the major findings 
among these groups was that PSLV staff would like a forum for ongoing dialogue and updates, such as the Faculty Senate for faculty. In Summer 2013, the 
Chancellor created a Staff Advisory Council consisting of staff representatives across campus departments. 

 

NEW EFFORTS 
                                                      

Strategic Initiatives                                                                                                                                                 Timeframe Leadership 

 
1. Continue to recruit high quality, diverse faculty and staff applicants to fill open campus positions 
 
2. Ensure proper search committee and hiring protocols are utilized so that positions are filled with 
intellectually and multi-culturally diverse candidates that are more proportionally matched to the 
student body 
 

 
Ongoing 

 
Ongoing 

 
 
 
 

 
Business Services 

 
Business Services 
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3. Continue to refine orientation practices for new employees to enhance understanding of PSLV 
practices and protocols 
 
4. Expand professional development opportunities, including the Speak Up, Break Down series, to 
include additional topics and increased participation of faculty and staff 
 
5. Continue to restructure campus committees, as necessary, to enhance their effectiveness and 
productivity  

Ongoing 
 
 

Fall 2014-15, ongoing 
 
 
 

Review each year 
 

Business Services 
 

Academic, 
Diversity Committee, 

Business Services 
 

 
Admin 

Measures of Success 
 
 

 Increase in the diversity among faculty and staff (especially racial/ethnic diversity) to align more proportionately with the student body 

 Evidence of refined orientation practices 

 Increase in participation numbers of faculty and staff in diversity professional development opportunities 

 Evaluation of the quality and benefit of diversity professional development offered by the Diversity Committee as determined by program 
evaluations 

 Increase in agreement/satisfaction levels with faculty/staff factors (committees, communication, diversity, etc.) from the 2012 Climate Survey to 
the 2015 and 2017 Climate Survey data 

Signature Initiative/Best Practice 
 
 

The campus has found that events surrounding diversity themes have brought together faculty and staff, creating a more welcoming campus environment that 
hopefully encourages the retention of diverse faculty and staff. The Speak, Up, Break Down Series of Diversity-based Professional Development shows PSLV 
commitment to increasing diversity understanding and practices for all faculty and staff. The series launched in Spring 2013 with a session at All Campus Day that 
introduced faculty and staff to diversity vocabulary and concepts. This was followed by a panel discussion in which students from various backgrounds shared their life 
and college experiences with faculty and staff (first generation, transgender, and ESL students). Reviews were extremely positive for this type of session. This was 
followed up a couple months later with a panel of faculty and staff who shared their own life/work experiences (being a faculty member whose first language is not 
English, being overweight as a young adult, and being gay in today’s world).  
 
The success of these sessions led to an additional event entitled Speak Up, Break Down: Stereotypes, in which Dr. Terrell Jones presented followed by marketing 
professor, Dr. Denise Ogden, and Coordinator of Student Life, Leyna Belinsky. A portion of the 4-hour session (lunch included) was dedicated to the viewing of “Eye of 
the Storm” Frontline documentary in which Jane Elliot performed her brown eye/blue eyes stereotype experiment with her class of third graders in the 1970s. 
Evaluations from this program showed high satisfactions, with 100% of faculty and staff saying they could use the knowledge gained in their interactions with students 
and colleagues. The series will continue in 2014-15 with Speak Up, Break Down: Sexual Orientation. The committee plans to showcases the film Transgender Tuesdays 
as a discussion piece.  
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Challenge 5: Developing a Curriculum that Fosters Intercultural and International Competencies 

RECENT PROGRESS 
 

 A questionnaire/inventory regarding diversity in curriculum was administered to all faculty in Spring 2014. 87.7% of faculty respondents indicated that they 
integrate diversity into their curriculum and coursework. See pages 97- 98 of this plan for additional details. 
 
The Teaching International initiative began in 2012-13. The initiative is modeled after the one at University Park and Penn State Allegheny. Goals of the 
initiative include:  internationalizing the curriculum to ensure students acquire the knowledge and skills needed in an interdependent world; strengthening the 
intellectual climate at the campus through the exploration of common themes of global significance and the study of various countries and regions of the 
world; connecting the education of students with broader debates on global economic, social, cultural trends; and promoting civic engagement at the 
intersection of local and global communities.  See page 47 in this plan for additional details. 
 

 PSLV has been committed to developing its credit-imbedded study abroad programs. In 2013-14, these experiences, led by Penn State Lehigh Valley faculty, 
involved more than 75 students. These included travel to Peru, England, Mexico, and Panama. A practicum in China will be added to this list in summer 2015. 
See Signature Initiative/Best Practice Section below. 

 

NEW EFFORTS 
                                                      

Strategic Initiatives                                                                                                                                                 Timeframe Leadership 

 
1. Continue the Teaching International initiative to further integrate intercultural and international 
components into curriculum 
 
2. Design a set of co-curricular learning outcomes that ensures the integration of intercultural and 
international elements into programming and events 

 
3. Increase the number of students who participate in travel abroad through increased travel 
sites/programs and scholarships/ travel funding 
 
4. Organize study travel abroad efforts to continue enhancing program quality, marketing, and impact 
 
5. Offer an annual campus-wide Global Symposium for students, faculty/staff, alumni, and community 
members 
  

 
Ongoing 
 
 
2014-15 
 
 
2015-16 
 
 
2015-16 
 
 
2014-15, ongoing 

 
Academic 
 
 
Student Affairs 
 
 
Academic 
 
 
Admin 
 
 
Academic 
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Measures of Success 
 

 

 Increased integration of diversity elements (intercultural and international competencies) in curriculum and coursework as evidenced through 
program reviews and learning outcomes 

 Evidence of integration of diversity into co-curricular learning outcomes 

 Increase in the number of students who participate in a short-term travel abroad experience 

 Implementation of Global Symposium; tracking of participant numbers; evaluation results 
 

Signature Initiative/Best Practice 
 

Currently, approximately 10% of Penn State students complete a study abroad experience with Penn State Lehigh Valley. In its recent Open Doors Data Report (2013), 
the Institute for International Education (IIE) recognized Penn State Lehigh Valley (the only PSU Commonwealth Campus acknowledged) for its undergraduate 
participation rates in study abroad for baccalaureate institutions in the U.S. The report can be found at http://www.iie.org/en/Research-and-Publications/Open-
Doors/Data/US-Study-Abroad/Leading-Institutions-by-Undergraduate-Participation/2011-12 
 
See page 47 of this plan for a complete look at the current study abroad experiences offered PSLV students.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.iie.org/en/Research-and-Publications/Open-Doors/Data/US-Study-Abroad/Leading-Institutions-by-Undergraduate-Participation/2011-12
http://www.iie.org/en/Research-and-Publications/Open-Doors/Data/US-Study-Abroad/Leading-Institutions-by-Undergraduate-Participation/2011-12
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Challenge 6:  Diversifying University Leadership and Management 

RECENT PROGRESS 
 

 
 PSLV has continued to encourage faculty and staff to serve on University-wide committees and boards in an effort to link with and enhance university efforts 

and initiatives, including those focused on diversity. In 2013-14, one of PSLV’s faculty members , Dr. Denise Ogden, Professor of Marketing, served as an 
appointed member of CORED (The Commission on Ethnic and Racial Diversity). Dr. Ogden’s leadership with this commission has allowed her to bring her 
experience of and knowledge gained through CORED to the work of the Diversity Committee to assist in campus-wide diversity efforts. 

 

 As part of the campus’ strategic planning efforts, a Visioning Committee was established in Fall 2013 to begin the process of articulating a 5-10 year vision for 
the campus. The committee allowed for Advisory Board members, of various backgrounds and occupations, the opportunity to work with campus faculty and 
staff as the gathered information and designed action plans. At the same time, the committee elevated the leadership roles of faculty and staff, giving them 
the ability to provide feedback about the campus and ideas for its future and growth. (See additional information in the Signature Initiative/Best Practice 
below.) 

 

NEW EFFORTS 
                                                      

Strategic Initiatives                                                                                                                                                 Timeframe Leadership 

 
1. Continue to encourage faculty and staff of diverse backgrounds to share their expertise, interests 
and leadership skills by serving on University-wide committees, boards, and initiatives 
 
2. Continue to the work of the Visioning Committees’ subcommittees to allow faculty and staff to work 
with Advisory Board members in articulating the campus’ future and working on initiatives to continue 
its growth patterns  
 

 
Ongoing 
 
 
2014-15, with action 
plans 

 
Admin, Academic 
 
 
Admin 

Measures of Success 
 

 

 Evidence of faculty and staff involvement with University-wide committees and board as stated in Staff Review and Development Plans (SRDPs), 
Faculty Activity Reports (FARs), and Faculty/Staff Survey to be held in 2015 and 2017 

 Faculty/staff and Board involvement on Visioning Sub-committees  

 Action plans and logs of sub-committees to showcase leadership and new initiatives/progress  
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Signature Initiative/Best Practice 
 

For a complete look at the Visioning Committee and the leadership roles of faculty, staff, and Advisory Board members in articulating campus goals and strategies, refer 
to pages 34-40 of this plan. 
Sub-committee action plans are contained in the Appendix. 
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Challenge 7: Coordinating Organizational Change to Support Our Diversity Goals 

RECENT PROGRESS 
 

 The campus has engaged in a systematic approach to tracking data and progress towards diversity initiatives. The Office of institutional Planning regularly pulls 
official data related to enrollment and retention. Reports are housed on the Institutional Planning website, which also offers faculty and staff planning 
resources, links to higher education articles regarding best practices and strategies, and highlights of localized service area data and trends. This information is 
used as a valuable component of departmental plans strategic plans (a variety have been developed over the past 2-3 years). All of these plans have diversity 
components interwoven throughout their strategies and actions plans. (See additional information in the Signature Initiative/Best Practice section below.) 
 

 PSLV has been actively pursuing scholarships and funding to support a diverse range of students who want to achieve a Penn State education. The Scholarship 
Committee meets regularly to discuss and plan the best way to utilize new funding sources. A development director position should be filled in 2014-15 to 
assist in these efforts.  This focus on development and financial assistance for students has moved beyond just a departmental scope and is now a campus-
wide conversation in many planning meetings in order to support our goals of diversity within the student body. 
 

 Two years ago, PSLV Initiated a campus-wide faculty mentoring program in which all faculty (full-time and part-time) are invited to participate in order to 
support each other and enhance the sharing of diverse teaching practices and curriculum. The intention of the program is to help develop relationships and a 
sense of connectedness between part-time and full-time faculty so that part-time faculty would have a peer contact point on campus, which he/she could 
reach out to with questions related to work at Penn State Lehigh Valley.  All part-time faculty (even the faculty that have been teaching for many years) are 
assigned to a full-time faculty mentor.  The mentor is asked to reach out to the part-time faculty member and establish contact.  The mentor may also be 
asked also to evaluate the part-time faculty member's teaching through in-class observation.  These observations are intended to help support the part-time 
faculty member's development.  The written report of the observation is shared with the Director of Academic Affairs and is kept as part of the part-time 
faculty member's file. The program helps to support Challenge 4, as well, but was included in Challenge 7 because of its campus-wide reach. 

NEW EFFORTS 
                                                      

Strategic Initiatives                                                                                                                                                 Timeframe Leadership 

 
1. Continue tracking and analyzing data trends and patterns to utilize in campus-wide diversity planning 
efforts 
 
2. Continue to seek development opportunities to support diversity endeavors on campus 
 
3. Continue the Faculty Mentoring Program as a campus-wide initiative to support a diverse range of 
faculty 
 

 
Ongoing 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 

 
Planning 
 
 
Admin, Enrollment 
 
 
Academic 
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4. Identify additional ways in which faculty can learn and share from each other in organized ways, such 
as developing a Collaboration for Teaching Excellence, to better support the teaching and learning 
environments for diverse faculty and students 

2014-15, ongoing Academic 

Measures of Success 
 

 

 Use of Planning website via number of visitors and tracking of posts 

 Evidence of data in new departmental strategic plans 

 Increased scholarships and financial assistance for students and enhanced resources for diversity initiatives 

Signature Initiative/Best Practice 
 
 

The PSLV Planning Website was developed in 2010 as a way to house important data reports and planning resources in a user-friendly format for the campus 
community. The website contains a 2010-15 Diversity Strategic Plan page, which features a link to the complete plan, as well as links to progress reports. For additional 
information, refer to page 51 of this plan. 
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THE 2014-19 SUSTAINABILITY PLAN  
FOR PENN STATE LEHIGH VALLEY 

 
The 2014-19 Sustainability Plan for Penn State Lehigh Valley outlines the campus’ commitment 
to the integration of sustainability in campus curriculum, research, operations, governance, and 
public engagement. 
 
The plan lays out three main focuses that are based on the three goals of the University’s 
Sustainability Plan*: 
 

Learn- Creating an environment that is steeped in the understanding of sustainability  

This represents stage 1 of the campus’ sustainability efforts. (Year 2014-15) 
 

Live- Developing initiatives that promote sustainability practices and policies 

This represents stage 2 of the campus’ sustainability efforts. (Years 2015-16) 
 

Lead- Connecting teaching and research to wide-ranging, society-based initiatives 

This represents stage 3 of the campus’ sustainability efforts. (Years 2016-2019) 
 
 
 

INFORMATION GATHERING 
 
Faculty and Staff Sustainability Questionnaire 
 
In 2013-2014, as part of the strategic planning process, all PSLV faculty and staff were invited to share 
information and data as part of a Penn State Lehigh Valley Sustainability Inventory via on online survey 
tool administered by the Campus Office of Institutional Planning. The inventory addressed three main 
factors related to sustainability at PSLV: 
 + Sustainable Practices and Policies on Campus 

+ Sustainability in Curriculum 
 + Ideas to Further Integrate Sustainability on Campus 
 
On the next pages is the information gathered throughout this process which has formed the framework 
for the 2014-19 PSLV Sustainability Strategic Plan. 
 
Responses were collected from 67 faculty and staff. 
 
 
 
 
 
*Penn State University Sustainability Plan 
http://sustainability.psu.edu/sites/default/files/documents/SustainabilityStrategicPlan09102013.pdf 

http://sustainability.psu.edu/sites/default/files/documents/SustainabilityStrategicPlan09102013.pdf
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65% of faculty and staff respondents say their department has employed 
practices or policies to embrace sustainability. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Examples of these practices or policies include: 
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 

 Tracking and reducing use of supplies; Using scrap paper when possible 

 Sharing training resources within departments and across campuses 

 Creation of a drive for our department to share documents 

 Making our forms online to reduce the need for making copies 

 Promoting recycling of paper products previously discarded; re-using resources 
Alternative Meetings and Communications 

 Use of polycom for intra-campus committee meetings 

 SKYPE presentations, email, and ANGEL communications 

 Participate in webinars as an avenue of professional development 
Classroom/Course Arrangements 

 Moving toward a paperless classroom 

 Teaching online, hybrid, and Flexlearning classes 

 Allowing attendance and participation through creative scheduling 

 No longer printing out large quantities of semester course schedules for students (use of web); Final exam 
information entered on ISIS which eliminates photocopying the exam schedule in large quantities 

Healthy Practices 

 Modified general chemistry labs to use smaller amounts of chemicals; Created a "green chemistry" lab 
curriculum for the organic chemistry, Chem 203, where smaller amounts of chemicals are used, chemicals 
that are nonhazardous to the environment, and reduced chemical emissions based on chemical choice 

Public Welfare 

 Enhancement of campus welfare when department members share meals together 

 Service Projects to help the community at large 
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77% of faculty respondents said they  
integrate sustainability into their curriculum. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Examples of sustainability integrated into curriculum include: 
 
 Sustainability is mostly integrated through discussions of human capital, the significance of valuing diversity to 

support the wellbeing of current and future generations 

 I try to teach all my students to become global-minded thinkers and citizens with a keen understanding of, and 
desire to address ways to achieve, global sustainability on human, ecological, and economic scales. 

 ART 017- reuse and recycling 

 We teach about the importance of a healthy classroom environment in all education classes: ECE451, ECE 479, 
SS430, CI495A, CI 495F. 

 I have assigned readings in ENGL 15 that relate to sustainability. 

 Econ 102 and Econ 104. We discuss the economic impact of environmental pollution, income distribution, 
public policy as it relates to standard of living, as well as many other public policy matters which relate to 
overall economic health. 

 In all of my literature classes (and writing classes for that matter), I encourage an appreciation of beauty, and 
by this, I mean beauty in nature, human relationships, and in the arts. 

 KIN 061 - focused on physical activity as a means to health and happiness; KIN 180 - introduction to the 
discipline of KIN which helps students understand their role as a professional in meeting the health needs of 
society; PHIL 003 - looking at philosophical notion of happiness and the good life 

 Chem 001 has a large sustainability component. 
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OPPORTUNITY FINDER 
 
In conjunction with the PSLV Sustainability Inventory, PSLV also submitted information to the Sustainability 
Institute via the Opportunity Finder. Key findings from the report include the following, with recommendations in 
italics. 
 
Teaching and Co-Curricular 

o Sustainability is offered in PSLV curriculum and co-curricular programs to a large extent in the Sciences, 
particularly Biology. 

o The campus offers a unique integrative sustainability experience through the CHANCE Program 
(www.chance.psu.edu). 

o The campus offered its first Global Symposium in Fall 2013, which featured Study Abroad Programs that 
integrated credit-embedded sustainability components. 

o The campus also offered a sustainability-based keynote address at the 2012-13 annual Undergraduate 
Research Symposium: “Friends in Small Places: Using Eco-Machines to Clean Contaminated Water and 
Produce Byproducts with Economic Value.” 

o The campus could continue to expand sustainability integration across the curriculum. 
o PSLV could explore using the campus as a “living laboratory” to link operational needs with applied 

research. 
o PSLV should explore the Sustainability Minor as an academic option. 
o PSLV can utilize The Penn’s Woods Project as a train-the-trainer opportunity for faculty development. 

 
Research 

o The campus conducts research on sustainability topics, particularly in the Sciences. 
o The campus supports the CHANCE research-based, sustainability program. 
o The campus can investigate applying for the Reinvention Fund Seed Grant Program. 

 
Public Engagement 

o Sustainability integration in the Public Engagement arena is low at PSLV at this time. 
o The campus could offer short courses, certificate programs, workshops, and/or conferences on 

sustainability topics that are open to the general public. 
o The campus could investigate formal partnerships with local community agencies to work together to 

advance sustainability within the service area.  
 
Governance and Administration 

o The campus has recently formed a Green Team to promote sustainability activities and initiatives. 
o The campus gives positive recognition to research during faculty promotion and tenure decisions. 
o The campus’ FAR (faculty activity report) could request identification of sustainability-related teaching, 

research, and outreach activities. 
 
Operations 

o The campus has policies in place to restrict paper use. 
o The campus participates in a program to recycle, reuse, and/or refurbish electronic waste.  
o Campus administrators are familiar with and encourage compliance with Penn State’s Energy 

Conservation Policy (AD 64). 
o The campus can focus on sustainable practices when planning events and functions. 
o PSLV can investigate further recycling and composting programs, such as UP campus’ Mobius program. 
o PSLV should continue considering sustainability when making purchasing decisions. 
o The campus could investigate telecommuting options, such as a condensed work week or the 

encouragement of sustainable modes of travel to the campus. 
o PSLV can continue to encourage employee participation in professional development opportunities in 

sustainability, including participation in the Green Paws Certificate Program. 

http://www.chance.psu.edu/
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STUDENT SUSTAINABILITY PROJECTS 
 

Student perspectives are included as an example of PSLV’s current integration of sustainability into curriculum. The 
ideas listed below were used when developing the 2014-19 Sustainability Strategic Plan. 

 
BISC 003 Environmental Science, 2014 Student Posters 
Penn State Lehigh Valley, Dr. Karen Kackley 
 
The following is the student assignment: 
 
The purpose of this project is to find ways to help “green” the Penn State Lehigh Valley campus. Our 
class goal is to suggest ways to make the Lehigh Valley campus more environmentally friendly. We have 
a wonderful opportunity to effect positive changes and to learn that each of us can have a positive 
influence in our community through the products we use and the way we live.  

Students will work in groups of three to five.  Each group should select a topic of environmental 
importance to the campus and investigate ways to implement a program to effectively address this 
issue.  It may be an environmental topic that is relevant to one or all of your majors.   

The group should investigate the following aspects of their selected topic:  What is the need addressed 
by the project?  How would you implement the project?  How much would it cost and what sorts of 
permits or approvals are required?  Are there outside sources of funding or support available?   What is 
the benefit to the campus and community?   

The group will create of an informative poster on the selected environmental issue.  The poster should 
be constructed on a tri-fold poster cardboard and include text, pictures and/or graphs.  These tri-fold 
poster cardboards are widely available at office supply, drug, and grocery stores for a nominal cost.    
 
The following is the list of posters presented by the students: 
 
Electronics recycling (batteries from cell phones & other electronics) 

Carpooling and public transportation 

Green roof 

Increase campus recycling 

Shoe (Sneaker and croc) recycling – there are programs from Nike and Crocs  

More energy efficient lighting (motion sensors in classrooms and halls) 

Campus composting 

Automatic faucets in restrooms 

Wind turbine 

Reducing use of plastics on campus (bags, bottles, etc.) 

Campus “green” week  - an educational awareness program 

Campus vegetable garden 

Pollinator garden 

Butterfly garden 

Bird sanctuary 

Nittany bikes – loaner bicycles for trips to the Promenade Shops and exercise 
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INTEGRATION OF SUSTAINABILITY IN 2014-19 CAMPUS STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
Woven throughout the 2014-19 Campus Strategic Plan are a variety of initiatives and action items that 
progress sustainability initiatives. Below are those actions, denoted with the UP-designated 
sustainability area of focus. More specific actions are contained within the Sustainability Strategic 
Plan that follows. 
 
1.2.10  Enhance the focus on sustainable practices within research fields  
             (Research) 
 
1.2.12  Explore ways to use the campus grounds as “living labs”  
             (Teaching/Co-Curricular) 
 
2.1.3   Support initiatives to become more sustainable in our campus practices and policies  
            (Operations) 
 
2.6.9   Track progress of the 2014-19 campus plan, including diversity, sustainability, and ethics  
            components  
            (Governance/Administration) 
 
3.2.4   Connect with sustainability experts to enhance campus sustainability initiatives  
            (Public Engagement) 
 
3.5.4   Support the commitment of the campus Green Team to share the importance of sustainability for    
            current and future generations  
            (All) 

 

 
 
 
 

Sustainability Strategic Plan 2014-19 Goals 
 
Goal 1: Learn- Create a campus environment steeped in the understanding of 
sustainability 
 
Goal 2: Live- Showcase the campus’ commitment to sustainability through a variety of 
initiatives and practices 
 
Goal 3: Lead- Use sustainability research and findings to make a difference within the 
campus, the university system, and larger society 
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Goal 1: LEARN 
Create a campus environment steeped in the understanding of sustainability 

 

1. TEACHING and CO-CURRICULAR 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Ensure all program learning outcomes contain elements of 
sustainability literacy as an important component of 
students’ learning success 
 
2-Connect with the Penn’s Woods Project and investigate 
“train-the-trainer” opportunities to further share ideas and 
resources among campus faculty 
 
3-Offer a sustainability workshop for faculty to share ways in 
which they currently integrate sustainability and to develop 
innovative ideas for new teaching sustainability strategies 
 
4-Identify ways in which the campus grounds could be used 
as “living labs” based on models of successful practice from 
other PSU campuses 
 
5-Infuse Student Activities’ programming with sustainability 
elements, utilizing a program evaluation to assess student 
learning (as per new Co-Curricular Learning Outcomes)  
 

 
2014-15 
 
 
 
Fall 2014 
 
 
 
 
Spring 2014 
 
 
 
 
2014-15 
 
 
 
2014-15 

 
Academic 
 
 
 
Academic,  
Green Team 
 
 
 
Academic,  
Green Team 
 
 
 
Administration, 
Academic, Green 
Team 
 
Student Affairs 

2. RESEARCH 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Continue to infuse sustainability-based research into 
curriculum 
 
2-Continue to collect information about the integration of 
sustainability-based research in credit-embedded study 
abroad programs to create an inventory and to further grow 
programming 
 
3-Share sustainability-based research findings at the annual 
Undergraduate Research Symposium and Global Programs 
Symposium  
 
4-Begin discussions related to applying for a Reinvention 
Fund Seed Grant in Year 2 
 
 

 
2014-15 
 
 
 
2014-15 
 
 
 
 
2014-15 
 
 
 
2014-15 

 
Academic 
 
 
 
Academic 
 
 
 
 
Academic 
 
 
 
Academic, Business 
Services, Green Team 
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3. GOVERNANCE and ADMINISTRATION 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Continue to develop the Green Team as a new and 
significant campus committee 
 
2-Incorporate sustainability as a component of All Campus 
Day to kick-off the new Sustainability Plan for all faculty and 
staff 
 
3-Establish a Sustainability Progress Matrix to track and 
assess planning and implementation efforts   
 

 
2014-15 
 
 
Fall 2014 
 
 
2014-15 

 
Administration 
 
 
Administration, 
Planning 
 
Administration, 
Planning 

4. OPERATIONS 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Encourage Green Team members to enroll in Green Paws; 
pass along information to campus community 
 
2-Create a list of possible projects that the Green Team 
could initiate to further develop sustainable practices on 
campus (also identifying risk management and planning 
issues associated, if applicable) 
 
3-Conduct a campus waste audit (potential first project of 
the Green Team) 
 
4-Design a “Green Tip” of the month to be included in the 
campus electronic newsletter to begin campus-wide 
communications about sustainability 
 

 
2014-15 
 
 
2014-15 
 
 
 
 
 
2014-15 
 
 
2014-15 

 
Business Services, 
Green Team 
 
Administration, 
Green Team 
 
 
 
 
Business Services, 
Green Team 
 
Green Team 

5. PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Conduct an inventory of community courses and events 
related to sustainability to understand what is already being 
offered and identify gaps in offerings  
 
2-Conduct an analysis of local agencies and their work in 
sustainability 

 
2014-15 
 
 
 
2014-15 

 
Green Team 
 
 
 
Green Team 
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Goal 2: LIVE 
Showcase the campus’ commitment to sustainability  

through a variety of practices and policies 
 

1. TEACHING and CO-CURRICULAR 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Evaluate the sustainability components present in 
undergraduate degree programs as part of the bi-annual 
Program Review Process to ensure sustainability integration 
in curriculum 
 
2-Offer a faculty sustainability session via “train-the-trainer” 
model of professional development (based on Penn’s Woods 
Project training) 
 
3-Investigate the offering of the Sustainability minor on the 
campus 
 
4-Develop a Sustainability Competition among classes 
and/or student organizations (poster contest, sustainability 
commercial, etc.) 
 

 
2015-16 
 
 
 
 
 
2015-16 
 
 
 
2015-16 
 
 
2015-16 

 
Academic,  
Planning 
 
 
 
 
Academic 
 
 
 
Academic 
 
 
Academic,  
Student Affairs 

2. RESEARCH 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Apply for a Reinvention Fund Seed Grant to fund a project 
decided upon by faculty in conjunction with the Green Team 
 

 
2015-16 
 
 

 
Academic, Business 
Services, Green Team 

3. GOVERNANCE and ADMINISTRATION 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Add a sustainability component to the campus’ Faculty 
Activity Report (FAR) 
 
2-Add a sustainability component to the SRDP process 
 
3-Identify an appropriate source of resources/funds to 
support sustainability initiatives and Green Team efforts 
 
4-Update the Sustainability Progress Matrix 
 
 
 

 
2015-16 
 
 
2015-16 
 
 
2015-16 
 
 
2015-16 

 
Academic 
 
 
Administration, 
Business Services 
 
Administration, 
Development 
 
Planning 
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4. OPERATIONS 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Encourage enrollment of additional members of the 
campus community in the Green Paws certificate program 
 
2-Conduct an audit of resource use and develop possible 
options for use when planning events on campus 
 

 
2015-2016 
 
 
 
2015-2016 

 
Business Services, 
Green Team 
 
 
Business Services, 
Green Team 

5. PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Invite community members and alumni to established and 
new sustainability events 
 
 
2-Begin to develop additional relationships with agencies 
and organizations involved in local sustainability efforts 
(Renew LV, Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, etc.) 
 

 
2015-16 
 
 
 
 
2015-16 

 
Corporate and 
Community 
Education (CCE), 
Alumni Relations 
 
Administration, 
Academic, Planning, 
CCE 
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Goal 3: LEAD 
Use sustainability research and findings to make a difference  

within the campus, university system, and larger society 
 

1. TEACHING and CO-CURRICULAR 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Utilize the new Collaboration for Teaching Excellence (an 
initiative in the 2014-19 campus plan) to share sustainability 
practices among PSLV faculty members and other faculty 
within the PSU system 
 

 
2016-19 

 
Academic 

2. RESEARCH 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Identify avenues for faculty and students to share 
sustainability research findings in local and national arenas 
via publications, conferences, etc. 
 
2-Investigate the hosting of a Sustainability Research Best 
Practices Conference for Penn State cross-collaboration and 
resource-sharing  
 

 
2016-2019 
 
 
 
 
2016-2019 

 
Academic 
 
 
 
 
Academic,  
Green Team 

3. GOVERNANCE and ADMINISTRATION 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Investigate ways to positively recognize faculty and staff 
members who have shown a commitment to “living” and 
“leading” sustainability on campus and within the 
community 
 
2-Utilize Student Satisfaction Survey Data and Faculty/Staff 
Survey Data to assess the campus’ progress with 
sustainability initiatives 
 
3-Update the Sustainability Progress Matrix  
 

 
2016-2019 
 
 
 
 
 
2016-2019 
 
 
 
2016-2019 

 
Administration 
 
 
 
 
 
Planning 
 
 
 
Planning 

4. OPERATIONS 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Investigate a composting initiative that would be spear-
headed by PSLV research classes in possible partnership with 
a local farm 

 
2016-2019 

 
Administration, 
Business Services 
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5. PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 
 

Strategies Timeframe Leadership 

 
1-Develop sustainability workshops, short courses, and/or 
other offerings for community members  
 
2-Engage in partnerships with local and regional 
sustainability efforts (projects, initiatives, serving on 
Committee, etc.) 

 
2016-2019 
 
 
 
2016-19 

 
Academic, Corporate 
and Community 
Education (CCE) 
 
Administration, 
Academic, CCE 
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BUDGETING 
FIVE-YEAR RECYCLING PLAN 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Discussion of Campus Budget 
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DISCUSSION OF CAMPUS BUDGET 
 
The Penn State Lehigh Valley campus has developed a plan in expectation that it will be required to 
recycle 1.0% of its permanent budget each year for the next 5 years of the period 2014-2019. In the 
past, the campus has tried to replace temporary funds with permanent funds, but this cannot be 
sustained over the complete 5-year strategic planning period. Therefore, it is expected that the campus 
will request to convert temporary funds to permanent funds in order to meet the 1.0% recycling 
obligation. 
 
Certain factors will continue to influence campus budgetary decisions and allocations over the next 5 
years: 
 

o The strategic initiative of expanding undergraduate degree programs will have an impact on 
faculty, facility, and operating costs. Due to this, the campus has established a process for 
reviewing all permanently funded positions before refilling them. 

 
o Due to a number of factors, the campus’ enrollment growth has not been as fast as initially 

projected. This in itself has impacted budgetary decisions. However, the campus anticipates 
increased enrollments with the addition of new programs over the next 5 years. If present 
trends continue, we expect that a majority of this new growth will be with advanced standing 
students. These increases will raise further budgetary awareness, including the need for 
additional faculty offices, student spaces, academic spaces, and academic support services.  

 
o In order to sustain and promote growth (equating to increased income), the University will need 

to provide some support for new facilities, as indicated in this strategic plan. The campus sees a 
significant need for a co-curricular facility for student recreation and student engagement 
activities, as well as enhanced academic facilities for teaching and research. These would 
undoubtedly increase the attraction of the campus among prospective students and allow 
PSULV to remain competitive in the service area. 

 
o While differential tuition has had a positive impact on attracting students, at this point the 

growth has not compensated for the loss of tuition. 
 

o With the anticipation of the new budget model for PSU-LV, it is uncertain how the new model 
will impact our ability to fully develop budget plans for the next 5 years. 

 
As always, Penn State Lehigh Valley is committed to remaining financially responsible as it works within 
the campus and University budgetary policies and guidelines. 
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THE PLANNING PROCESS 
Key Events and Committees 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Planning Timeline 
Strategic Planning Committee Members 
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Strategic Planning Process Timeline 
Component Action Timeline (2013-14) 

 
Vision 

 
-Visioning Committee meets for mini-retreat 
-Sub-committees (Planning, Student Engagement &                  
Community Engagement) meet to develop action plans 
-Articulated Vision is created  

 
Inception: September 18 

Initial check-in: October 15 
Action Plans Due: November 21 

Vision Finalized: December 

Statements, 
Core Values, and   

Guiding Principles 

-Strategic Planning Committee meets for first time to 
assess current Mission & Vision Statements, Core Values, 
and Guiding Principles and recommend changes and/or 
additions 

 
October 29, 12:15pm-1:30pm 

 
Review 

-Senior Management and Academic Management review 
Statements, Values, and Principles (SVPs) 
-SVPs sent to campus community for review 

 
 

Both components 
 completed in a joint meeting on 

November 11, 9am-12pm 
 

 
Goals 

 

-Senior Management and Academic Management 
articulate a draft of campus goals based on Visioning 
Committee recommendations and broad themes of 
University planning 

 
Review 

-Faculty and staff review goals together 
-Faculty and staff share ideas of strategies to achieve goals 

Town Hall Meeting, 
November 25 2013, 10am-12pm 

 
Strategic Initiatives 

-Strategic Planning Committee meets to review ideas from 
Town Hall Meeting and uses these ideas to formulate 
strategies for goals  

 
February 27 

 
Review 

-Senior Management and Academic Management review 
strategies and identify additional action items for each 
goal; Faculty Affairs is invited to submit additional ideas 

 
March 17 
April 10 

 
Performance Indicators 

-Institutional Planning works with various departments to 
articulate assessment measures 

 
April 

 
Review 

-Draft is updated; Faculty and staff are provided 
opportunities to meet and review sections and content 

 
May and June 

 
Integration of Data & 

Background Information 

-Office of Institutional Planning collects and compiles 
background data, enrollment information, surveys, and 
service area projections to integrate into the plan 

 
Ongoing 

 
 

Other Elements 

-Student Perspective: Town Hall (October 9) 
-Alumni Planning Retreat (January 11) 
-Diversity/Sustainability Electronic Inventory (March 10) 
-Diversity: Diversity Committee meetings 
-Sustainability: Sustainability Task Force meetings 
-Integrity/Ethics: Student Affairs and SPC meetings 
-Core Council Follow-up: Office of Institutional Planning 
-Budgetary Information: Administration/Financial Services 

 
 

Ongoing 
 

Submission -Plan Due to University Park July 1, 2014 

 
Putting the Plan into Use 

 
-Consulting the plan for ongoing guidance and vision  
-Assessing ongoing progress 
-Celebrating accomplishments 

 
Fall 2014- Spring 2019 
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Planning Committees and Members 
Campus Administration Campus Office of Institutional Planning 
 
Dr. Ann Williams 
Chancellor 
 
Dr. Kenneth Thigpen 
Director of Academic Affairs 
 

 
 
Kristy Hove 
Institutional Planner 
 

Strategic Planning Committee Members Senior and Academic Management Committee Members 

Kristy Hove * * * 
    Chair 

Leyna Belinsky  * 
    Coordinator of Student Life 

Michael Damweber * 
    Assistant Director of Admissions 
Ron DeLong 
    Instructor in Art 
Dr. Ana Figueroa-Coddou 
    Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Felicite Gibson 
    Staff Assistant in Advising and Enrollment 
Allison Goodin 
    Assistant Director of University Relations 
Christine Harakal 
    Staff Assistant in Continuing Education 
Dr. Mary Hutchinson 
   Associate Professor of ESL Education, Faculty Senate Chair 

Stephanie Jones * 
    Assistant Director of Student Affairs 
Dr. Karen Kackley 
    Instructor in Biology 
Alexandria Kile 
    Instructor in Communication Arts and Sciences 
Ann Lalik 
    Gallery Director and Arts Coordinator 
Karen Paddock 
    Assistant Director of Academic Advising 
Dr. Jennifer Parker 
    Associate Professor of Sociology 
Dennis Phillips 
    Associate Librarian 
Dr. Marietta Scanlon 
    Instructor in Engineering 
Barbara Schueck 
    Staff Assistant in Business Services 
 

Dr. Ann Williams  
     Chair, Senior Management 

Dr. Kenneth Thigpen * 
     Chair, Academic Management 
Dr. Peter Behrens 
    Assistant Professor of Psychology 
Dr. Barbara Cantalupo 
    Associate Professor of English 

Nancy Coco * 
    Director of Corporate and Community Education 

Dr. Tiffany Cresswell-Yeager * * 
    Director of Enrollment and Student Services 

Kathy Eck * 
    Registrar 
Dr. Elizabeth Flaherty 
    Instructor in Art History, Coordinator of Adjunct Faculty 
Ann Lalik 
    Gallery Director and Arts Coordinator 

Dr. Mary Hutchinson * 
    Associate Professor of ESL Education, Faculty Senate Chair 
Dennis Mays 
    Financial Officer 
Diane McAloon 
    Assistant Director of Continuing Education 
Dr. Carolina McCluskey 
    BET Program Coordinator, FlexLearning Coordinator 

Helene Miksitz * 
    Business Coordinator 

Dr. Debra Miller * 
   Academic Coordinator of Elementary Education 

Kate Morgan * 
    Director of University Relations 
Karen Paddock 
   Assistant Director of Academic Advising 

Robert Wolfe * 
    Coord, Corp. Communication and Instructor, Bus. Admin 
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Penn State Lehigh Valley  Advisory Board Additional Faculty and Staff Contributors 

Howard Kulp, Chair * * * 
    President 
    Howard Kulp Architects, P.C.  

Catherine Durso, Vice-Chair * 
    Attorney 
    Fitzpatrick Lentz & Bubba, P.C.  

Martha A. Phelps, Financial Secretary * 
    Retired  

Elsie G. S. Bell * 
    Director of Curriculum & Instruction  
    Lehigh Career & Technical Institute 

Dan R. Farrell * 
    Executive Director  
    Allentown Housing Authority 

John W. Hart * 
    Vice President, Medical Staff Services  
    Lehigh Valley Health Network 

Todd Harvey * 
    Vice President, Investments  
    Stifel, Greenawald/Harvey Group 

Steven A. Markowitz * 
    President  
    Allen Organ Company 

Kelly Payne * 
    Client Relationship Manager, Information Technology  
    Air Products & Chemicals, Inc. 

Jan I. Pinaire * 
    Owner & Photographer  
    Images by Jan 

Dan Puchyr * 
    Owner  
    Bracy Contracting Inc. 

Gregory J. Radio, M.D. * 
    Obstetrician  
    OBGYN Associates of Lehigh Valley 

Juan C. Vidal * 
    Managing Director  
    Offix Systems 
Dr. Ann Williams  
    Chancellor  
    Penn State Lehigh Valley 
--------- 

Dr. Sean Pandey, Contributing Community Member * 
    Physician, Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network 
 

Richard Fatzinger * 
    Director of Athletics 

Dr. Doug Hochstetler * 
    Associate Professor of Kinesiology 

Dr. Kasey Hudak * 
    Assistant Professor of Corporate Communication 

Lynn Staples * 
    Coordinator of Community Affairs 
 
Many faculty and staff at PSLV contributed their insights and 
ideas to the planning process, and their contributions were 
integral to the formation of this plan. The full faculty and staff 
directory can be found at: 
http://www.lv.psu.edu/aspnet/directory.aspx 
     

Student Perspectives- Focus Group 

Jeffrey Espinola * 
    SGA President 

Karl Santy * 
    SGA Vice President 
Megan Marzella  
    SGA Treasurer  
Kevin Mitra 
    SGA Secretary 
Valeria Merced (Advising Ambassador)  
Bryan Kozlowski (President of Community Heroes) 
Megan Marzella (THON Chair, SGA Treasurer) 
Richard Kirchenbauer (Adult Learner, Veteran)  
Janelle Placencia (Lion Ambassador) 
Emiline Placencia (Lion Ambassador) 
Kris Herrera (Lion Ambassador) 
Jaimie Williams (Lion Ambassador)  
Brianna Stahlberg, Alexandria Herrmann, Mark Solano 
Maria Matos, Teshanna Adams, Amanda Ramirez 
Melissa Graybeal, Stephanie Hunt 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* Served on Campus Planning Sub-Committee  

     of the Advisory Board 

* Served on Student Engagement Sub-Committee  

     of the Advisory Board 

* Served on Community Engagement Sub-Committee 

     of the Advisory Board 

http://www.lv.psu.edu/aspnet/directory.aspx
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Diversity Planning Committee Sustainability Planning Team 
Stephanie Jones, Chair 
     Assistant Director of Student Affairs 
Leyna Belinsky 
     Coordinator of Student Life 
Ron DeLong 
     Instructor in Art 
Marta DeSilva 
      CE Program Coordinator and Academic Adviser 
Dr. Ana Figueroa-Coddou 
     Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Kristy Hove 
     Institutional Planner 
Ann Lalik 
     Gallery Director and Arts Coordinator 
Dr. Denise Ogden 
     Associate Professor of Marketing 
 

Dr. Karen Kackley, Sustainability Coordinator 
      Instructor in Biology 
Kristy Hove 
      Institutional Planner 
 
New Green Team Members: TBD in 2014-15 
 

Alumni Society 

Christopher Bogden 
     Power & Industrial Air Systems 
Michael Dopkin 
     PA CareerLink 
Nicolle Yvonne Graaf 
     Valley Youth House 
Elizabeth Gerancher 
     Parkland School District  
Tina Hertel 
     Muhlenberg 
Gwen Herzog 
     Nestle Purina 
Erin Holt 
     Lehigh Valley Health Network 
Thomas P. Newell 
     Merrill Lynch Wealth Management 
Larry N. Trubilla 
     Valley Dental  
Carolyn Serva 
     Family Connections 
Craig Warner 
     Sanofi Avenits 
Sue Chappell, Elena Douvanis, and Kristy Hove 
     PSLV 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
 
 
 

Town Hall Meeting Notes 
Student Responses 

Core Council Progress Log 
Advisory Board Sub-Committee Action Plans 

Others 
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Town Hall Meeting: Sharing of Ideas by Faculty and Staff 
Monday, November 25, 2013 

 

Goal 1: Enhance academic excellence to provide students with an integrated collegiate 

experience 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goal 2: Operate as a viable and sustainable campus within the larger university system  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goal 3: Serve as a leader in our local and global societies through engaged citizenship and 

professional, academic collaborations 

 

 

 

-Focus on early intern/externships for freshmen and sophomores 
-Provide seamless transition from class to the workforce 
-Increase support for underprepared students: expand Learning and Testing Centers 
-Incentivize high quality student enrollment 
-Support academic rigor to promote academic success 
-Establish Schreyer’s Program, with scholarships, at PSLV 
-Support technology through the library and Learning Center 
-Support research excellence 
-Emphasize assessments of academics 
-Continue hiring qualified full-time faculty 
-Prepare and focus on vocational success 
-Explore/propose graduate programs 
-Recognize the benefits of the Overlook Park technology site 
-Support needs of “nontraditional” students: lifestyles, disabilities 

-Partner with PA Environmental Resource Consortium (Sustainability) 
-Better define sustainability for our campus and train everyone of what it is (Green Pledge) 
-Focus on vocational success- Career and College Readiness 
-Encourage collaboration/professional respect in trainings/orientation to enhance efficiency (more united campus among 

faculty and staff) 

-Initiate Administrative Fellows Program 
-Ensure equity and shared governance in committees and academic disciplines  
-Maintain fiscal responsibility from student perspective 
-Increase development efforts to support all high quality students 
-Fund student research assistants  
-Develop more strategic participation in Northeast Alliance 
-Marketing: campus-wide plan that all are involved in creating; integrated plan (showcase our innovations and standout points) 

-Develop a support system for adult learners (enrollment/retention) 
-Develop a recruitment, retention, and completion plan for non-traditional students 
-Continually assess our local context for both credit and non-credit programming and pipelines to PSU 
-Enhance Technology on campus; connect with larger university  
-Focus on our connections (in-roads) through non-credit and the arts- both locally and globally 

 
 

-Enhance collaborations with other local colleges/universities; communicating our strengths 
-Prepare globally competent students and assess this 
-Clarify the meaning of “global” 
-Expand reach of local programs (virtually) to reach larger audiences 
-Emphasize “global” as a mindset beyond Western perspective 
-Increase financial and scholarship support for global opportunities 
-Define innovations that showcase 21st century teaching and learning excellence (marketing) 
-Develop additional collaborations with Ag Services/Extension 
-Pursue collaborations with international universities for research for students and faculty (Fulbright) 
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Snapshot of Student Responses: 
Thoughts to Improve the Student Experience 

 
Student Satisfaction Survey 2013 

General 
Overall I had a really great experience 
Good environment to begin your college learning 
I am currently satisfied with PSLV 
The faculty and staff are doing a great job 
Everything is fine 
 
Student Programs/Activities 
Have more diverse cultural events 
More things to do on campus 
Include more outside events 
Plan more student activities 
More social opportunities 
More campus events 
More speakers and field trips 
Big events 
More staff involvement in activities 
More things to do when students have free time 
More organized events for older students 
More creative forms of advertisement for 
campus events  
 
Academics 
More majors here 
Better instructors needed for core subjects 
General education courses must improve the 
quality 
Class sizes 
Classes should be more structured 
Offer more online courses 
More music and art classes 
 

Veterans 
More veteran resources 
Conduct a better job of outreach and recognize 
veterans as a minority population 
Help veterans use their college money 
 
Advising 
Better advising processes 
Faculty advisers need to be better at advising 
 
Athletics 
Improve athletic sports 
More sports 
Expand facilities such as a gym, locker rooms, etc. 
Our own basketball facility as well as soccer team 
Build a gym for basketball 
Pick-up game of football or soccer a few days a week 
 
Financial 
Tuition is my only concern  
 
Café 
Improve the cafeteria-more seating 
Better and cheaper food at the Lion’s Den 
Offer more vegetarian foods 
Have the lunch specials up a week before 
 
Expansion 
Make it bigger 
Somehow give us more space 
Save for future projects to expand the campus 
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ENROLLMENT TRENDS FOR PENN STATE LEHIGH VALLEY, 2002-2013 
 

Year Total 
Enrollment 

Gender Minority Age Residency Level 

Male Female (non-White/ 
non-Caucasian) 

23 and 
below 

24 and 
above 

PA 
Resident 

Non-PA 
Resident 

Undergraduate Graduate 

2013 
(YR5 at CV) 

 
925 

 
55% 

 
45% 

 
34% 

 
81% 

 
19% 

 
95% 

 
5% 

 
96% 

 
4% 

2012 
(YR4 at CV) 

 
945 

 
55% 

 
45% 

 
32% 

 
80% 

 
20% 

 
96% 

 
4% 

 

96% 
 

4% 

2011 
(YR3 at CV) 

 
942 

 

55.5% 
 

44.5% 
 

27.5% 
 

80.5% 
 

19.5% 
 

95.5% 
 

4.5% 
 

97% 
 

3% 

2010 
(YR2 at CV) 

 
920 

 
53.4% 

 
46.6% 

 
25.4% 

 
82.8% 

 
17.2% 

 
95.8% 

 
4.2% 

 
99.3% 

 
0.06% 

2009 
(YR1 at CV) 

 
840 

 
55.5% 

 
44.5% 

 
22.9% 

 
79.8% 

 
20.2% 

 
96.4% 

 
3.6% 

 
98.1% 

 
1.9% 

2008 
(Final YR at F) 

 
816 

 
58.3% 

 
41.7% 

 
22.6% 

 
78.8% 

 
21.2% 

 
95.3% 

 
4.7% 

 
95.5% 

 
4.5% 

 
2007 

 
801 

 
58.2% 

 
41.8% 

 
22.5% 

 
80% 

 
20% 

 
95% 

 
5% 

 
96.5% 

 
3.5% 

 
2006 

 
758 

 
56.5% 

 
43.5% 

 
18.1% 

 
80% 

 
20% 

 
96.2% 

 
3.8% 

 
96.3% 

 
3.7% 

 
2005 

 
722 

 
60% 

 
40% 

 
17.2% 

 
73% 

 
27% 

 
96.3% 

 
3.7% 

 
93% 

 
7% 

 
2004 

 
680 

 
62% 

 
38% 

 
16.9% 

 
74% 

 
26% 

 
97.3% 

 
2.7% 

 
94.7% 

 
5.3% 

 
2003 

 
764 

 
61% 

 
39% 

 
16% 

 
75% 

 
25% 

 
97.5% 

 
2.5% 

 
94.2% 

 
5.8% 

 
2002 

 
734 

 
61.5% 

 
38.5% 

 
15.3% 

 
77% 

 
23% 

 
97.1% 

 
2.9% 

 
96.2 % 

 
3.8% 
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ENROLLMENT PROSPECTUS FOR PENN STATE LEHIGH VALLEY, 2014-2020 
 

Year 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 
  

925 
 

998 
 

1073 
 

1133 
 

1215 
 

1303 
 

1398 
 

1500 

 
Percentage 
increase from 
year to year 

 
 

X 

 
 

7.9% 

 
 

7.5% 

 
 

5.6% 

 
 

7.2% 

 
 

7.2% 

 
 

7.3% 

 
 

7.3% 

 
Additional # 
of students 
each year 

 
X 

 
+73 

 
+75 

 
+60 

 
+82 

 
+88 

 
+95 

 
+102 

 
Program 
Offerings 

 
6 programs 
offered 

 
Addition of 2 
degree programs 
 
8 programs 
offered 

 
Addition of 2 
degree programs 
 
10 programs 
offered 

 
Addition of 1 
degree program 
 
11 programs 
offered 

 
Possible addition 
of 1 degree 
program 
 
11-12 programs 
offered 

 
11 or more 
programs 
offered 

 
11 or more 
programs 
offered 

 
11 or more 
programs 
offered 

 
 
Rationale 

 
 

X 

 
The addition of 2 
programs will 
account for 
increased 
enrollment, 
particularly with 
advanced 
standing 
(transfer) 
students. 

 
The addition of 2 
more programs 
will account for 
increased 
enrollment, 
particularly with 
advanced 
standing 
(transfer) 
students. 

 
The addition of 1 
more program 
will increase 
enrollments, 
although, the 
rate of growth 
by percentage 
will not be as 
high as when 2 
programs are 
added at one 
time (as in 2014 
and 2015). 

 
By this point, the 
campus will have 
11 degrees in 
place and may 
anticipate 
adding a twelfth. 
This could 
realistically 
produce a 
growth of 7% in 
enrollments, 
with the 
increased 
emphasis on 
marketing and 
the retention of 
continuing 
students. 

 
With 11 programs offered, the campus realistically 
expects enrollments, particularly those of advanced 
standing students who will complete their degree at 
Penn State Lehigh Valley, to increase. The retention rate 
of continuing students will also increase due to new 
degree completion options. In order to reach the target 
of 1500 students by 2020 is imperative that PSU-LV 
continue to diversify its portfolio. Further enrollment 
growth is contingent on continuing to enhance the 
competitive nature of the campus through increased 
programming, additional scholarship funds, and 
expanded academic and student facilities. 
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Core Council Recommendations and Campus Strategies 
Timetable for Implementation: Progress Log     

 
Updates on Progress in Spring 2014 = Purple 

       Updates on Progress in Spring 2013= Bright Blue 
Initial Progress Information in Spring 2012 = Dark Blue  

 

Time of 
Completion 
 

Recommendation by  
Core Council 

Campus Strategies to  
Address Recommendation 
 

STATUS OF PROGRESS 

 
April 30, 2012 

 
The Core Council recommends that the 
campus leadership proceed 
immediately to study and consider the 
impact of raising the minimum 
evaluation index (EI) to 2.20.  
 

 
Review to be conducted by Enrollment 
and Academic Management teams; new 
minimum EI to be put into place for 
2012-13 recruiting year 

 
A review of admissions data of students who fell 
within the 2.0-2.19 evaluation range shows the 
following:  
2013: 2.05% (19 students) 
 
Attachment A: Minimum Evaluation Trends 
In 2012: 1.16% (11 students) 
In 2011: 1.91% (18)  
In 2010: 1.96% (18) 
In 2009: 2.0% (17) 
 
Considering these percentages are small, and the 
percentage is showing slight decreases over time, 
PSLV endorses the idea of raising the minimum EI to 
2.20. Considering the transitional year at UP, the 
campus will revisit this in 2013 and 2014, with an 
anticipation of increasing the EI by 2014 or 2015. 
The campus realizes that the increase will have an 
impact on minority students (see data below), so the 
campus plans to move cautiously with this initiative. 
In 2013: 68% (13 students) were minority. 
2012: 64% (7) 
2011: 50% (8) 
2010: 33% (6) 
2009: 58% (10) 
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May 30, 2012-  
(Review) 
 
 
Fall 2012- 
(Strategies)  
 

 
The Core Council recommends that the 
campus study its graduation rates to 
determine the reasons for the 
relatively lower graduation rates and 
the higher than average time-to-
degree, and to develop strategies to 
improve six-year graduation rates for 
students who remain at Lehigh Valley.  

 
Academic Management Council, with 
Office of Institutional Planning, will 
study the graduation rates; Academic 
Management and Enrollment 
Management team, along with Faculty 
Senate Academic Affairs Committee, 
will develop strategies to improve the 6-
year graduation rate 

Six-year graduation rates continue to show 
increases. The rate currently stands at 55.9% (from 
47.4% in 2012.) 
 
PSLV continues to monitor its graduation rates. The 
addition of new degree completion programs was a 
strategy that is expected to help achieve higher  
six-year graduation percentages. 
 
Attachment B: Graduation Rate Trends 
 
PSLV is currently studying graduation rates; the need 
for additional programs is significant in order to 
retain students and progress them toward timely 
degree completion. 
The OLEAD Degree Program is being phased out. 
(Many of these students are nontraditional students 
in part-time status, attributing in part to the longer 
graduation rates.) 

 
 
Spring 2012 
 

 

The Core Council recommends greater 
shared administrative infrastructure 
among Commonwealth Campuses, as 
it does for University Park, to capitalize 
on opportunities for increased 
efficiency and quality of services.  
 
The Core Council recommends that the 
Lehigh Valley Campus leadership, in 
collaboration with colleagues at other 
campuses, work expeditiously (by 
Spring 2012) to develop an analysis of 
the potential for shared infrastructure 
with expectations for increased use of 
technology, assessments of campus 
expertise and capacity, and 
opportunities to be realized through 
natural attrition of faculty and staff. 

 
PSULV will continue to share 
administrative and academic resources 
with other campuses, including through 
the newly established HUB 

 
PSLV continues to share resources, including the 
housing of the Regional Director of Continuing 
Education. 
 
Penn State Lehigh Valley’s Director of Continuing 
Education now serves a dual campus role as Director 
of CE at the Hazelton campus, as well. Other shared 
administrative infrastructures continue to be 
investigated.  
 
 
The campus is investigating collaborative 
infrastructure with the Hub and the  
Eastern Alliance campuses. 
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Spring/Summer 
2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Core Council further recommends 
the following in regard to new 
programming and program 
collaboration:  
 
i. Explore a select few additional 
programs (high demand, high interest) 
in a consortia arrangement with other 
Penn State campuses.  
ii. Targeted reviews based on  
1. high student demand  
2. career oriented  
3. collaborative possibilities  
4. maximize faculty and other 
resources  
5. use technology, video and online, 
hybrid and blended  

 
Following a PSULV Faculty Senate study, 
the campus will work to acquire the 
Corporate Communications Degree. 
Other options include an RN to BSN 
degree, Rehabilitation and Human 
Services degree, a Life Sciences degree 
(with York), and the continuation of the 
IST degree through the Eastern Alliance. 
  
It is imperative for the Lehigh Valley 
campus to acquire new degree 
programs in the next year to maintain 
campus growth and effect retention 
rates. 

The campus anticipates 4 new degree completion 
programs in the near future: Arts Administration, 
Health Policy Administration, Supply Chain 
Management, and Bio-Behavioral Health 
 
After a campus review of programming needs, two 
new degree programs are now being offered at the 
campus (as of Fall 2012): Corporate Communication 
& Rehabilitation and Human Services 
 
The campus’ Institutional Planner has been invited 
to participate in a committee to review new data 
and figures related to a Programming Information 
Dashboard, spearheaded by Rebecca Gardner in 
collaboration with the PA State Data Center. This 
work will allow PSLV to further investigate 
population and economic trends as it looks to create 
new programming options for the campus. 
 
The new FlexLearning initiative plans to add fully 
online programs to the campus’ current portfolio of 
options within the next 1-2 years. See below. 
 
The campus has recently been informed that the 
Rehabilitation and Human Services Degree Program 
and the Corporate Communications Degree Program 
are both on the approval track at UP.  
 
The campus will be offering the courses of the 
Kinesiology minor that would align with the 
Corporate Communications degree (Sports Media 
and PR/Marketing) and the Rehabilitation and 
Human Services degree (Sports Wellness) and would 
utilize the many corporate connections available in 
the area for internships and experiential curriculum  
(Iron Pigs Baseball, Ice Hockey Arena, etc.). It is 
hopeful that PSLV will be adding the Kinesiology 
major in the future. 
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Spring/Fall 2012 

 

The Core Council supports the 
reduction in resources devoted to 
developmental courses at the 
Commonwealth Campuses, provided 
replacement activities and approaches 
are developed that will help students 
succeed in their chosen programs. 

 
Learning Center programs, including 
SMARTTHINKING and the ALEK No 
Pressure Math Refresher, will continue. 
The campus is also implementing a new 
developmental English program for paid 
accepts at a local high school (the 
program will serve as a model for other 
schools and content areas)  
 

PSLV started a new retention program called 
iSucceed. The program enrolled 26 students in 2013-
14 and anticipates 50 in 2014-15. 
 
A pilot program entitled College Success: Writing is 
being offered at Bethlehem Area School District 
(Liberty High School), Spring 2012, for PSLV paid 
accepts. A small sample of student progress is being 
analyzed, including results of pre- and post- program 
assessments and the students’ outcomes in English 
15. If the results are seen as successful, the program 
will be offered next year at additional local schools 
and will be expanded to include a math component. 

 
 
Summer 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Following 
approval of  
articulation 
agreements 
 
 

The Core Council recommends in its 
review of the campuses as a whole 
that each campus, in consultation with 
the vice president for Commonwealth 
Campuses (VPCC), drive appropriate 
strategic initiatives to maximize the 
use of each student access point, 
control CHOA movement to UP, while 
fostering more campus-to-campus 
CHOA among Commonwealth 
Campuses, and increase the number of 
advanced standing transfer students 
through articulation agreements and 
active communication with prospective 
students. 
The Core Council recommends the 
development of program articulation 
agreements with community colleges, 
in consultation with the offices of the 
VPCC and VPDUE, and the 
implementation of dual advising 
practices (e.g., a “best practice” of 
Penn State Harrisburg and Harrisburg 
Area Community College) to facilitate a 
seamless transfer process.  

 
Articulation agreements, with the 
assistance of the new transfer 
counselor, will be negotiated and put 
into place with the two local community 
colleges, upon approval from UP. 
Additional articulation agreements will 
then be drafted for more distant 
community colleges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
See previous note. 
Also, PSULV plans to implement a dual 
advising program with the community 
colleges, using Harrisburg as a model, 
after articulation agreements are in 
place  
 
 

 
Articulation agreements have been completed by 
PSLV for all applicable offerings. The campus is 
awaiting final approval of these agreements. 
 
Penn State Lehigh Valley served as the host site for a 
regional Penn State meeting, led by Penny Carlson 
on November 26, 2012,  for chancellors, DAAs, and 
other faculty/staff regarding a structure and 
collaborative process for drafting and submitting 
articulation agreements. PSLV developed the ANGEL 
website for all involved campuses to use as a 
receptacle for planning documents and also 
provided the group with detailed breakdowns of 
regional community college enrollments and 
programs. The campus has diligently worked on the 
articulation prospectuses, which are currently 
awaiting approval. 
 
Attachment C: Local Community College Info 
 
Articulation agreement prospectus is at UP;  
awaiting approval. See above note regarding 
articulation agreements. 
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Summer 2012 
 

 

The Core Council identified the 
following low-enrolled majors and 
recommends phase out (closure) or 
initiatives to increase enrollment with 
the expectation that actions will be 
realized by Summer 2012.  
 
i. Phase out the baccalaureate degree 
in Organizational Leadership (OLEAD).  
ii. Phase out the associate degree in 
Business (2BACC).  
iii. Phase out the associate degree in 
Information Sciences and Technology 
(2ISCC).  
iv. Phase out the associate degree in 
Letters, Arts, and Sciences (2LACC).  
v. Monitor enrollments in the B.S. 
degree in Information Science and 
Technology 

 
The Director of Academic Affairs, with 
the assistance of the Academic 
Management Council, will begin the 
process to immediately phase out 
OLEAD, 2 BACC, 2 ISCC and 2 LACC.  
 
Strategies to strengthen IST enrollment 
will be continued. 

 
Phasing out of the OLEAD Program is underway. 
 
The campus agrees that the current associate 
degrees should be phased out but plans to move 
cautiously, considering there are still enrollments in 
these programs. The campus’ concern of 
maintaining/increasing enrollment numbers at this 
critical time may supersede the need to immediately 
eliminate these minors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fall 2012 
 

 
The Core Council recommends the 
development of strategies to reduce 
the overall percentage of under-
enrolled classes. 

 
The protocol of periodically reviewing 
the schedule and appropriately 
canceling and/or combining sections to 
reduce under-enrolled sections will 
continue to be enforced. Academic 
Coordinators have been charged by the 
DAA to develop multi-year course 
schedules and work with Advising to 
minimize the number of students who 
may get academically “off track.” 
 

 
The campus will continue to review and decrease 
the percentage of under-enrolled courses. 
 
A 2011-12 report from UP showed that 28% of PSLV 
courses are under-enrolled. A review of this data by 
the DAA and campus Registrar concluded that e-
Learning and Alliance courses were counted into 
that figure. With these courses removed, the actual 
number is 17%. This 17% is comprised of those 
classes absolutely required for majors at PSLV. 
 
 

 
 
Ongoing 

 
The Core Council recommends that the 
campus leadership devise strategies to 
increase the number of qualified 

 
Trends analysis to continue to remain 
on target with community with current 
LV population numbers; enrollment 

 
Lehigh Valley/Service Area demographics continue 
to be collected and analyzed. The campus now has a 
minority rate of 34%. Minority population 
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students admitted from these 
underrepresented minority groups 
[Hispanics – 10% LV population, 
African Americans – 3% LV population].  
 

trends and target population data to be 
accessible via the Institutional Planning 
website 

percentages for race/ethnic backgrounds continue 
to parallel of exceed local demographics. 
 
Attachment D: Demographics Data 
 
2011-12 trends analysis, including minority 
enrollments, have been conducted and are available 
on the Institutional Planning website. The campus 
continues to parallel or exceed local demographics 
in regards to these specific minority populations. 
 
Additional data is within Attachment D. 

 
 
Ongoing 

 
The Core Council recommends the 
development of strategies to improve 
year-to-year student retention rates to 
the all-campus average of 80% in the 
next three years.  
 

 
1. Increasing degree offerings on 
campus 
2. Increasing support for at-risk students 
to reduce attrition 
3. Continuing strategies emphasizing 
the availability of a true collegiate 
experience at PSLV through student 
engagement 
4. Continuing to offer “The First Year 
Experience”  course for all first year 
students 

 
The retention rate increased in 2013-14 to 81.1% 
 
The campus has taken the issue of retention 
seriously and has achieved its goal in 2012-13. The 
retention rate now stands at 80.7%, up from 76.2% 
in 2011 and 71.9% in 2010. 
 
A subset of the Enrollment Management Team 
(Institutional Planning, Enrollment, and Student 
Affairs) is gathering best practices for retention data 
collection from other campuses; review of retention 
rates and trends is underway. This includes a more 
careful evaluation of the progression of each 
student rather than whole retention percentages. 
 
A critical component of retention at PSLV is the 
ability to offer new degree programs on campus. 
 
 
 

 
 
Ongoing 

 

The Core Council recommends the 
development of strategies to increase 
the retention of students at Lehigh 
Valley and to support the transition of 

 
The campus will continue to implement 
strategies in Initiative 3.5 of the Campus 
Strategic Plan and will also focus on 
providing assistance to students to 

 
PSLV continues to attend to the transition of 
students to other campuses, including: 
-A new Student Affairs Checklist for transitioning 
students to ensure they have a seamless and 
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students to other Commonwealth 
Campuses, to complete majors not 
otherwise available at the campus.  

transition to other Commonwealth 
campuses to complete non-PSULV 
majors 

accurate transition 
-The invitation for other campuses to recruit at PSLV 
–Active involvement in Link UP 

 
 
Ongoing 

 
The Core Council recommends 
investment insofar as possible in 
tenure-line and multi-year faculty 
appointments to support new program 
development and realign its credit-
hour production more towards 
delivery by standing faculty.  
 

 
The campus will continue fiscal 
conservation through the option of 
short, multi-year contracts and will hold 
4 tenure track positions open until new 
programs are added. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PSLV continues to adhere to the policy of balance 
among full-time and part-time faculty. 
 
PSLV has a plan in place to implement short-term, 
multi-year contracts as they become available and 
are approved. Tenure line positions will be added 
according to the needs of new programs as they are 
added. In 2011-12, the campus added 4 fixed-term 
positions to cover increase in program enrollments: 
Business: 1, Art: 1, Education: 2 
Four tenure track positions are still open for new 
programs.As the campus brings on more full-time, 
standing faculty, there will be less adjunct faculty  
positions needed. 

 
 
Ongoing 
 

 
The Core Council recommends building 
increased faculty capability in online, 
hybrid or blended program delivery, 
providing greater opportunities for 
engagement in program ventures with 
the World Campus and other 
campuses and colleges.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The campus will continue to encourage 
faculty capability in online, hybrid and 
blended deliveries as well involvement 
with the Eastern Alliance, VLN, and 
World Campus 

 
The Lehigh Valley campus is serving as a frontrunner 
among other campuses with the implementation of 
FlexLearning, a course delivery method that allows 
for courses to be offered completely online, if a 
student so chooses.  Based on the HyFlex Model, 
students are afforded flexibility to also take the 
course as a hybrid or blended course. Training 
programs, designed by the FlexLearning Team at 
PSLV, have been offered to a group of PSLV faculty 
members who are designing FlexLearning courses 
for the Fall 2013 schedule. A FlexLearning Strategic 
Plan and website serve as resources. 
 
Attachment E: FlexLearning Strategic Plan  
Executive Summary 
 
This project is well underway. The campus has 
developed a process by which faculty are becoming 
certified in different levels for delivery of online, 
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Continued from above 

hybrid, and/or blended courses. These guidelines 
are laid-out in the campus’ “Best Practices for 
Teaching in Distance Delivery Context.” This is 
coupled with an online self-study which has shown 
that approximately 50% of PSLV faculty are prepared 
and capable of offering these types of courses. 
 
In an effort to prepare the other 50%, the campus 
offers regular workshops, and a subset of the 
Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on Technology is 
surveying the technological needs of faculty 
members. The campus’ Instructional Designer is 
chairing this sub-committee and will report out to 
the Advisory Committee.  
The campus is developing an incentive plan to 
actively encourage faculty to develop and teach 
online/hybrid courses. 

 
 
Ongoing 

 
The Core Council recommends a full 
scale evaluation of statewide CE, led by 
the VPCC and vice president of 
Outreach, leading ultimately to a 
reconfiguration of the current 
organizational structure and a greater 
emphasis on relevant credit 
programming, inter-campus program 
planning and revenue sharing, to 
better serve broader populations and 
generate net new revenue.  
 
The Core Council recommends the 
integration of CE’s credit programming 
portfolio within Lehigh Valley’s 
broader academic program planning 
and quality assurance processes.  

 
PSULV fully supports a review of 
statewide CE and will continue campus 
strategies to emphasize credit 
programming and program/ revenue 
sharing  with a focus on generating new 
revenue and broader populations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CE will continue to report to both the 
Chancellor and the Director of Academic 
Affairs to ensure credit program 
integration and quality assurance. 

The campus has consolidated the LVWP Director’s 
position into the campus DCE position. Further 
reconfiguration occurred with the PSLV CE Director 
taking on the directorship of Hazelton CE, thereby 
forming a Regional DCE position. (This configuration 
has recently changed, with the director of CE no 
longer serving Hazelton.) 
 
PSLV is actively participating in the Statewide CE 
Task Force (and the campus’ Chancellor  
serves as the committee’s chair). 
 
CE continues to integrate credit programming into 
its portfolio through the launch of the Specialist 
Certificate: Teaching Writing & Literacy. CE also 
anticipates a Corporate Communication Certificate 
in Fall 2013; IST and RHS are also in the works.  
 
The Director of CE serves on Senior Management 
and Academic Management Councils and is 
intrinsically linked to PSLV credit integration. 
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Ongoing 
 

 

The Core Council also recommends 
that the campus leadership implement 
the programs and strategies identified 
by the Degree Completion Task Force 
to attract returning adult students to 
the campus.  
 

 
The campus will await the results of the 
Degree Completion Task Force and then 
implement degree completion programs 
that are relevant to the Lehigh Valley 
and capitalize on PSULV faculty 
strengths. 

 
The campus anticipates 4 new degree completion 
programs in the near future: Arts Administration, 
Health Policy Administration, Supply Chain 
Management, and Bio-Behavioral Health 
 
Two additional degree completion programs were 
added in Fall 2012: 
Corporate Communication 
Rehabilitation and Human Services 
 
The campus has also added a variety of online 
course options, and the new FlexLearning initiative 
will allow for even more flexibility 
delivery/scheduling options for adult students. 
 
Awaiting approval of degree completion programs 
 

 
 

 

Special Note: In the summer of 2012, the Enrollment Management Department engaged in a strategic planning process that resulted in the 
2012-2013 Enrollment Management Strategic Plan. The plan focuses on recruitment and retention strategies and has been used as a model for 
other PSU campuses. The plan is aimed at helping the campus achieve its enrollment goals, including many within the Core Council 
Recommendations. Updates have been made for 2013-14. 
Attachment F: Enrollment Strategic Plan Executive Summary 
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Attachment A 

Minimum Evaluation Index (EI) Analysis 

Penn State Lehigh Valley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Total 
Between 
2.00-2.19 

NSCI 

Percentage 
of Total 
Student 

Body 

American 
Indian or 
Alaskan 
Native 

Black 
American 

(Non-
Hispanic) 

Asian 
American 

Native 
American or 

Other 
Pacific  

Islander 

Hispanic 
American or 

Puerto 
Rican 

White 
American 

(non-
Hispanic, 

non-Puerto 
Rican) 

Foreign 

 

2013 19 2.05% 0 4 3 0 6 6 0 

 

2012 11 1.16% 0 0 1 0 6 4 0 

 

2011 18 1.91% 0 2 4 0 3 9 0 

 

2010 18 1.96% 0 0 4 0 2 11 0 

 

2009 17 2.0% 0 1 4 0 5 7 0 
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Attachment B 

 

For the cohort of all full-
time bachelor's (or 
equivalent) degree-
seeking undergraduate 
students who entered 
your institution as 
freshmen in fall XXX (or 
the preceding summer 
term), what percentage 
was enrolled at your 
institution as of the date 
your institution 
calculates it official 
enrollment in fall 
XXX?: ____% 

 

 

        
*Students are counted in the cohort at the location where 

they began. Many students change locations in the process of 

completing their degree. Students are counted in the 

graduation rate regardless of the Penn State location where 

they graduate. (Source: Penn State Fact Book). 

 

 

 

 

 

Retention Rates: Penn State Lehigh Valley 
 
Year  

 
Retention Rate        (Core Council Goal: 80%) 

 
Entered as freshmen in Summer/Fall 2012 and enrolled in Fall 2013 

 
81.1% 

Entered as freshmen Summer/Fall 2011 and enrolled in Fall 2012 80.7% 

Entered as freshmen in Summer/Fall 2010 and enrolled in Fall 2011 76.2% 

Entered as freshmen in Summer/ Fall 2009 and enrolled in Fall 2010 71.9% 

Entered as freshmen in Summer/Fall 2008 and enrolled in Fall 2009 77.9% 

Entered as freshmen in Summer/ Fall 2007 and enrolled in Fall 2008 76.2% 

Entered as freshman in Summer/ Fall 2006 and enrolled in Fall 2007 74.5% 

Entered as freshmen in Summer/Fall 2005 and enrolled in Fall 2006 71.6% 

Entered as freshmen in Summer/Fall 2004 and enrolled in Fall 2005 83.3% 

Graduation Rates: Penn State Lehigh Valley 
Year Entering 
PSLV 

Total 
Number 
Entering 

Completed in 
4 years or 
less 

More than 
4;  
5 or less 

More 
than 5; 
6 or less 

Total 
graduating 
within 6 
years 

Six year 
graduation 
rate  

Fall 2007 223 80 34 10 124 55.9% 

Fall 2006 192 53 33 5 91 47.4% 

Fall 2005 140 34 24 8 66 47.1% 

Fall 2004  156 40 37 7 84 53.8% 

Fall 2003 175 46 31 6 83 47.4% 

Fall 2002 174 45 40 10 95 54.6% 

Fall 2001 177 42 42 11 95 53.7% 

Fall 2000 158 39 33 5 77 48.7% 

Fall 1999 180 32 40 9 81 45.0% 
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Attachment C 

STUDENT ENROLLMENT FIGURES AT LOCAL COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
 Total Credit 

Enrollment, 2011 
Full-time/Part-time 

(if available) 
Minority Percentage Other Facts 

 
Bucks County 
Community College 

 
10,700+ 

 
----- 

 
----- 

67% plan to transfer to complete their education 
Top Transfer Schools: Temple, Penn State, West Chester, Drexel, 
and LaSalle 
Top 3 Majors: Business Admin, Education, Liberal Arts 

 
Lehigh Carbon  
Community College 

 
7,710 

 
35.4% / 64.6% 

 
26.6% 

 
Avg. Age: 25 years 

 
 
Luzerne County  
Community College  

 
 

6,779 

 
 

51% / 49% 

 
 

---- 

Avg. Age: 27 years 
 
Currently has articulation agreements with 36 colleges and 
universities 
Offers 17 liberal arts/transfer programs 
      54% are enrolled in transfer programs 
      46% are enrolled in occupational programs 

 
Montgomery County  
Community College 
 

 
 

18,133 

 
 

45.9% / 54.1% 

 
 

21% 

Avg. Age: 27 years 
 
MCCC has 20 core-to-core transfer agreements guaranteeing full 
transfer of assoc. arts and science degrees (includes PSU-
Abington) 

 
Northampton  
Community College 

 
16,000+ 

 
----- 

 
----- 

NCC is opening an additional campus (2 miles from its 
Tannersville campus) in Monroe County. It will open in 2014 and 
will accommodate 5,000 additional students. 

 
Warren County  
Community College (NJ) 

 
          
             2,338 

 
 

55% / 45% 

 
 

22.5% 

63.3% retention rate for full-time students (from 2009-2010) 
25.2% graduated; 17.6% transferred (of 2007 cohort) 

 
Total Community  
College Enrollment 

 
62,660+ 

 
Avg:  47% / 53% 

 
Avg:        23% 

 
Avg. Age: 26 years 

All figures based on website information and data reports for each respective college 
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Attachment D 

Minority Population Breakdown Tables 

 
Penn State 

Lehigh Valley   
Minority Percentage 

 
Lehigh Valley  
Service Area  

(Lehigh and Northampton 
Combined in 2010) 

 
Lehigh County 

 Minority Percentage 

 
Northampton County  
Minority Percentage 

 
2013: 33% 
2012: 32% 
2011: 28% 
2010: 25.4% 
2009: 22.9% 

 
 

24% 
 

 
 

28% 
 

 
 

19% 

 

  
Penn State  

Lehigh 
Valley 
2011 

 
Penn State 

Lehigh Valley 
2012 

 
Penn State 

Lehigh Valley 
2013 

 
Lehigh Valley  
Service Area 
(Lehigh and 

Northampton Combined) 

 
Lehigh 
County  

Percentage 

 
Northampton 

County 
Percentage 

 
Hispanic 

 
12.5% 

 

 
14.8% 

 
14% 

 
14.9% 

 
18.8% 

 
10.5% 

 
African 

American/Black 

 
3.7% 

 
5.2% 

 
5% 

 
5.5% 

 

 
6.1% 

 
5% 

 
Asian 

 
8.2% 

 

 
9.5% 

 
9% 

 
2.6% 

 
2.9% 

 
2.4% 

 

                                                                                                                              *Lehigh Valley, Lehigh County, and Northampton County data based on Census 2010. 
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Attachment E 
 

FlexLearning Strategic Plan Executive Summary 
 

Your Way, Your Time, Your Choice 
 
Mission Statement 
Penn State Lehigh Valley will effectively address the various and diverse learning needs of our twenty-first century students through 
a comprehensive initiative which offers high quality, interactive, and engaging courses in a flexible delivery mode. 
 

Vision Statement 
Penn State Lehigh Valley will be a leader in the development and delivery of high quality and engaging FlexLearning courses. Penn 
State Lehigh Valley faculty members will deliver academic courses and programs in a multimodal format --face-to-face, blended or 
hybrid, and online --to maximize student learning. 
 

Core Values 
 

 Offer high quality academic courses 
 

 Incorporate the benefits of flexible learning modalities 
 

 Proactively and innovatively utilize emerging educational technologies 
 

 Provide students with options through flexible delivery modes 
 

 Contribute to increased campus enrollment 
 

 

*The Flex-Learning Plan was updated in the summer of 2014 and is part of the more comprehensive Online Strategic Plan for 2014-15. 
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Attachment F 

Executive Summary: Enrollment Strategic Plan 2012-13 
In summer of 2012, the Enrollment Management Department of Penn State Lehigh Valley underwent a comprehensive strategic planning process in an effort 
to increase the enrollment, visibility, and collaborations of the campus. Enrollment trends and service area data were collected and analyzed, and a needs 
assessment was conducted. A series of goals and strategic initiatives were articulated, resulting in the 2012-2013 Enrollment Management Strategic Plan.  
 

Mission Statement 
The Penn State Lehigh Valley Enrollment Management Department will recruit, counsel, and enroll an academically-prepared, diverse student 
body through effective communication strategies, high-quality educational programming, student-centered services, and informed decision-
making that integrates other campus departments to ensure collaboration and intentionality of enrollment policies and processes. 

 

                                                                      
Strategic Initiatives                          
1.3 Continue to provide program and degree completion options that appeal to a range of populations 
1.5 Increase retention rates, working towards a goal of 80% 
 

2.1 Maintain and develop options for high school students that may led to increased enrollment at Penn State Lehigh Valley 
2.3 Offer high school guidance counselor programs 
 

3.1 Increase awareness of academic programs, options, and offerings at Penn State Lehigh Valley 
3.3 Continue to enhance and increase the use of social media to spread awareness of the campus 
 

4.1 Integrate and involve other campus committees and departments to ensure a continuum of services for prospective and current students 
4.4 Engage in regular data collections to measure student satisfaction, climate, program effectiveness, and others to guide the work of enrollment management 

Needs Assessment 
 
+Comprehensive Action Plan                                             
+Recruitment of Target Populations 
+Analysis of Current and Potential Offerings   
+Action within a Realistic Context   
+Collaboration and Support 
+Creativity, Innovation, and the Enthusiasm  

Enrollment Goals 2012-2013 
 
Goal 1: Increase campus enrollment 
 
Goal 2: Develop campus programming to reach and educate various members of the community 
 
Goal 3: Create a unified communications strategy that conveys clear, targeted information 
 
Goal 4: Continuously improve processes and policies to ensure intentionality and purposefulness 
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THE PENN STATE LEHIGH VALLEY VISIONING COMMITTEE 
 

Action Plans of Opportunities and Strategies  
Towards an Articulated Vision  

 
 
 

Campus Planning Sub-Committee 
 

Student Engagement Sub-Committee 
 

Community Engagement Sub-Committee 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Information compiled via separate sub-committee meetings and based on opportunities presented at the Fall 2013 Visioning Retreat 

 
 

Prepared by the PSLV Campus Office of Institutional Planning 
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CAMPUS PLANNING SUB-COMMITTEE 

Opportunity 1: 
Investigate expansion possibilities for the campus 
in an effort to provide facilities that can support 
increased enrollment and attract prospective 
students 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Recognize that in order for PSLV to remain 
competitive in the area the campus will 
need to continue to offer enhanced 
services, programs, and facilities  

 
    YR 1-2 

As part of its Visioning Committee discussions, 
the sub-committee recognized that competitive 
services and facilities are of the upmost 
importance as PSLV continues to focus on 
academic excellence and future growth. The 
campus is fortunate to have made the move to 
Center Valley, where it tripled its square 
footage. As a “growth campus”, PSLV must 
continue to maintain PSU’s high standards. 

The sub-committee will continue to 
proactively seek out information 
related to the land and properties 
surrounding the campus, including 
the expansion of competitor 
institutions in the area. 

 Support the development of a master plan, 
including the addition of a Maintenance 
Building that may also serve the need for 
some additional co-curricular space 

 
YR 5+ 

The campus has been approved by University 
Park for $1.5 million by 2019 for a maintenance 
building. 

The sub-committee will continue to 
support the University’s master 
plan and offer 
information/resources as 
necessary. 

 Continue to investigate the academic 
facilities needed to promote Academic-
Driven experiences for students, including 
Additional Research Labs, Faculty Offices, 
another Large Classroom, and Flexible 
Learning Classrooms for technologically-
driven course offerings 

 
      YR 3-4 

The campus is acquiring 4 new majors in the 
next year and will need the infrastructure to 
house and accommodate these, including spaces 
for additional classrooms and faculty offices. 

The sub-committee will continue to 
investigate opportunities for 
facilities and make 
recommendations to the Chancellor 
and DAA. 
 
The sub-committee will also 
continue to support the work of the 
campus’ external architect (and 
Advisory Board member) to 
evaluate potential properties 
and/or expansion scenarios. 
 
As part of this analysis, the sub-
committee will assess costs and 
benefits, as well as potential ROI for 

 Continue to investigate the basic  facilities 
needed to ensure Basic Infrastructure 
needs are met, including additional 
Storage/Maintenance Space, an 
Auditorium/Multipurpose Room, Study 
Spaces for students, and Food 
Services/Social Spaces for students 

 
      YR 5+ 

The campus is continually looking for ways to 
remain efficient and use current spaces to the 
best of their function and potential. As a growth 
campus, which is expected to continue 
increasing in enrollment, basic infrastructure 
becomes a high priority to enhance efficiency 
and continue meeting the needs of students, 
faculty, and staff. 
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 Continue to investigate the student-based 
facilities needed to provide substantial, 
competitive Integrative Opportunities for 
students, including Recreation Facilities 
(gym, fields, game room, and a Student 
Center). 

 
 
 
     YR 3-4 

Student Activity Space is needed to allow 
students to gather and to “let off steam”, 
especially because PSLV is a commuter campus. 
The ideal space would be one that could 
accommodate at least 300 participants at one 
time (for activities such as orientation, THON-
based programs, health/wellness programs, 
marketing events, etc.) 
 
A separate gym may not be a reality at this time. 
A first priority would be to begin with enhanced 
recreation facilities and gather a critical mass of 
students to join in activities. 

the campus and university. 
 
The sub-committee will support the 
ongoing re-use/re-invention of 
space to ensure that current 
facilities are used efficiently. It will 
also analyze areas that would 
significantly benefit from expansion 
and outline prospective ideas to 
support these initiatives. 

 Map out scenarios for expansion, including 
a 4-Phase Plan that includes acquiring an 
additional building and expanding the 
original building, that showcases the use of 
additional spaces and the areas this opens 
up in the current, main building for 
expansion of services/office space 

 
     YR 5+ 

The sub-committee has begun mapping out 
plans to ensure the campus is proactively 
planning for its future. 

The sub-committee will continually 
revisit the plan to make additions 
and updates, as needed. These 
further developments will be 
shared with the Chancellor and 
DAA, and potentially with the 
complete Advisory Board, at various 
times. 

 Focus on projects that will have dual 
purposes (for both PSLV students and use 
by the community for added exposure of 
PSLV) 

 
YR 5+ 

Examples may include a theater, gym, large 
auditorium, etc. that could be used to by the 
community (increased exposure and revenue) 

The sub-committee will continue to 
recommend community 
connections and/projects that have 
dual purposes 

Opportunity 2:  
Acquire near-by land as strategic investment for 
the future  

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Continue to evaluate the land surrounding 
the campus as it becomes available for sale 
to ensure that PSLV has the land needed to 
expand in the future, if this becomes part 
of the master plan 

 
      YR 1-2 
      YR 5+ 

It is suggested that PSLV investigate 
opportunities within a 5-mile radius due to 
limited availability of land right near the campus 
and to expand the opportunities within the area. 
 
-Short-range priority should be continued 
evaluation of land opportunities 
-Long-range priority should be on actual 
development and expansion 
 

The sub-committee will continue to 
evaluate and align opportunities 
with the master plan. Part of this 
will include an analysis of the needs 
of the near-by commercial area to 
see what is appropriate for and 
accessible to students. 
Infrastructure concerns/needs will 
also be considered as part of these 
expansion discussions to ensure the 
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 View the acquisition of land or additional 
buildings as an investment for the campus 

 

 
      YR 1-2 

Potential properties may be willed to the 
campus in the future. These opportunities 
should be reviewed carefully and with 
consideration as part of the master plan for 
PSLV. 

viability of any option (including 
staffing, transportation, etc.) 

Opportunity 3: 
Continue to focus on the addition of majors to the 
enhance the degree-completion portfolio of the 
campus 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Focus on the marketing of the majors of 
the campus and anticipate the addition of 
new majors  in the coming years 

 

 
    YR 3-4 

In order for PSLV to remain a “growth campus”, 
it must continue to market and grow its 
strengths. 

The sub-committee will bring its 
insights surrounding business and 
industry into discussions related to 
new programs and offerings at 
PSLV. The membership of the sub-
committee represents a range of 
professionals who can help 
evaluate the local LV context and 
assess the workforce needs with 
the LV. 

 Continue to evaluate the local and global 
context to align degree programs with 
workforce needs in the Lehigh Valley and 
beyond 

 
     YR 1-2 

Economic changes are sometimes rapid, so 
ongoing analysis is important; in some cases, fast 
actions should be seen as a priority to seize 
opportunities. 

 Monitor student demand for certain 
academic offerings and align curriculum 
with community colleges (where 
appropriate) to best ensure articulation 
into PSLV degree programs  

 
     YR 3-4 

Articulation agreements with community 
colleges are increasingly important to strengthen 
the recruitment of prospective PSLV students 
and to broaden the portfolio of offerings 
available to them. 
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STUDENT ENAGEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
Opportunity 1: 
Continue to focus on academic excellence 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Expand the connection with The Schreyer’s 
College at UP to increase the opportunity for PSLV 
students  

 
YR 1-2 

 
These actions have already begun on campus. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The sub-committee will continue to 
request updates from the 
Department of Student Affairs 
about these initiatives and offer 
support where needed to progress 
these opportunities. 

 Promote Honors Program on-campus 
opportunities; use as a recruitment tool 

 
YR 1-2 

 Use orientation (including parent panel and other 
campus events) to showcase Honors Program and 
Schreyer Scholars 

 
YR 1-2 

Opportunity 2: 
Provide infrastructure to support student success for 
underserved and nontraditional students 
 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Focus on retention strategies and retention 
efforts, including mentoring programs and other 
targeted initiatives 

 
YR 1-2 

In Fall 2012, a retention support program was 
offered as a pilot for student athletes. This 
program can serve as a model to invite non-
traditional students with a grade point average 
below 2.0 to self-enroll in a retention program. 
 
These types of programs can be difficult to 
implement. Assessment must be an important 
component to ensure consistency and 
effectiveness. 

The sub-committee will continue 
supporting the Department 
Student Affairs with their efforts, 
including reiterating the 
importance of developing 
retention assessment plans. 

 
The sub-committee will ask for 
periodic updates of progress 
towards this opportunity to show 
interest and support.  Identify staff who can support specific  targeted 

populations, including first generation students 

 
YR 1-2 

Staff in Student Affairs have already been 
identified, and a Retention Coordinator was 
hired in 2012. 

 Increase counseling support- identify additional 
resources and counseling spaces- to better fit the 
needs of students 

 
YR 1-2 

In Fall 2013, counseling support for students 
was extended. A Health and Wellness Suite will 
open in Spring 2013 to offer students a private 
on-campus location for counseling services. 
 
A graduate student from Kutztown University 

The sub-committee will offer 
suggestions of potential 
connections and contact persons 
within Lehigh Valley social service 
agencies to grow the list of 
resources for students.  
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will be working with PSLV Student Affairs to 
develop a catalog of services (food, housing, 
counseling, financial education, women’s 
health, etc.). 

 Offer financial education and social skills/soft skills 
programs for all students, including Leadership 
Options and Preparation for Career/Workforce 
Programs 

 
YR 1-2 

PSLV Career Services is the main resource for 
these types of programs.  
  
The PSLV Diversity Committee may be another 
resource for developing/offering life skills 
programs for students and professional 
development opportunities for faculty/staff. 

The sub-committee will offer 
suggestions for industry partners 
and guest presenters.  
The sub-committee will also seek 
information from the Community 
Engagement Sub-committee as to 
efforts it is making in this arena. 

Opportunity 3: 
Pursue online education options for students   
 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Support faculty training to provide innovative 
teaching practices 

YR 1-2 The Core Council inspired creativity in the 
online arena and a renewed interest in the 
Eastern Alliance in an effort to share 
courses/enrollment among campuses. 
The campus has instituted a new initiative 
called Flex-Learning to offer students the 
ability to choose how they take certain courses 
(completely online, hybrid, or in-classroom). 
Professional development is being offered for 
faculty around this. 

The sub-committee will continue to 
request updates about Flex-
Learning. 
 
The sub-committee will offer 
insights to the DAA regarding new 
online innovations and potential 
curriculum from a business/ 
industry perspective. 

 Ensure a commitment to assessment practices to 
ensure long-term success 

YR 1-2 

 Continue to offer traditionally under-enrolled 
courses by sharing enrollment with other 
campuses  

 
YR 3-4 

Opportunity 4: 
Increase scholarship opportunities and financial literacy 
for students 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Focus on development opportunities (recognizing 
that PSLV may not be able to control tuition costs) 

 
YR 3-4 

Scholarship opportunities and additional 
resources have been consistent from UP. 
Recent awards have helped to increase yield. 
(80% of students get some type of aid.) 
 
The campus is currently without a Director of 
Development and the position will not be filled 
right away. This presents some challenges, but 
also opportunities for Advisory Board 
members to assist with connections to 
potential donors. 

The sub-committee will continue to 
support development efforts for 
the campus, including possible 
connections to potential donors (as 
recommend to the Chancellor for 
possible follow-up). 
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 Provide financial literacy programs about loans 
and debt for students 

 
YR 5+ 

The Department of Student Affairs, and 
particularly the Office of Student Aid, has 
begun to offer some of these programs.  
 
 

The sub-committee will offer 
suggestions for industry partners 
and guest presenters that could 
present on these topics. 

Opportunity 5: 
Continue to develop high impact educational practices 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Offer professional development sessions for 
faculty/staff around high impact practices 

 
YR 3-4 

The campus has begun to progress this 
initiative. All Campus Day, Fall 2014, will 
feature a keynote presenter on Teaching 
Unprepared Students, through a connection 
with the PSLV education program faculty. The 
Diversity Committee may also serve as a 
resource for the development of such sessions. 

The sub-committee will request 
updates from staff about this 
opportunity and will offer 
additional feedback/ideas, when 
possible. 

 Develop and promote additional Global Study 
Abroad Programs to give students short-term 
immersion experiences; capitalize on the 10% of 
students who already have had global experiences 
to grow programs through marketing and future 
program interest 

 
YR 1-2 
YR 3-4 

The initial focus should be on the marketing 
and recruitment for the current programs 
offered. The secondary focus should be on the 
development of additional programs/areas of 
study. 

The sub-committee will request 
updates from the DAA (and faculty) 
about this opportunity. It will also 
make recommendations for 
marketing current programs and 
for the development of additional 
trips/connections to resources for 
new programs. 
 
 

Opportunity 6: 
Continue to strengthen and grow dual-enrollment 
programs with local high school partners 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Sustain the current dual enrollment programs at 
PSLV (Engineering and Health) 

 
YR 1-2 

Recruitment begins in January 2014 with 10 
high schools. Engineering enrolls 
approximately 10 students; Health 60-70. 

The sub-committee will continue to 
offer ideas related to dual 
enrollment programming and 
industry connections, including 
moving outside the borders of 
Lehigh County to expand 
programming and recruitment. 

 Investigate ways to build programs with other 
majors: Business, Psychology, IST, Corporate 
Communication- use existing infrastructure in 
place 

 
YR 3-4 

Additional programs are being considered, 
especially as new majors are being introduced 
at PSLV over the next 5 years.  

 Identify spaces in which to provide additional dual 
enrollment classes/students 

 
YR 5+ 

An off-campus arts program is being piloted at 
Parkland High School. 
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE 

Opportunity 1: 
Explore creative and informed ways to increase 
development through corporate/alumni donors 
 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Investigate a key contact person who is 
responsible for developing new 
contacts/potential donors  

 
YR 1-2 

In order for PSLV to capitalize on the many 
potential donor opportunities that are 
present, the campus is in need of a Director of 
Development.  This seems to be a major issue 
for the campus as it continues to grow and 
strives to remain viable in an economically 
competitive higher education arena. 

The sub-committee will continue 
to support the work of the campus 
in its development efforts, 
including supporting the Capital 
Campaign, as well as providing 
ongoing evidence to showcase the 
need for a Director of 
Development. Until the 
Development Director position is 
filled, the sub-committee will 
make recommendations of 
potential new donors to the 
Chancellor for possible follow-up. 
The sub-committee will also 
continue to monitor the Lehigh 
Valley business arena for new 
corporations and possible 
connections to PSLV. Additional 
opportunities, such as attending 
alumni events to “meet and greet” 
alumni and investigating unique 
fundraising options, will continue 
to be explored. 

 Connect with new corporations in the area 
to get “first in line” with potential donor 
companies 
continued from above 

 
YR 3-4 

This is increasingly important as the Lehigh 
Valley continues to attract new businesses 
into the area. Also, a connection with these 
corporations results in more than donor 
potential, including partnerships for 
internships and real world opportunities for 
PSLV students. 

 Continue to connect with PSU alumni to 
capitalize on possible opportunities for 
students 

 
YR 3-4 

The campus has fostered strong relationships 
with local alumni, and the alumni base is 
strong. PSLV needs to maintain contact with 
alumni and continue these important 
connections. 

 Look into crowd-funding (social media) 
initiative to raise funds for a specific 
purpose (i.e. send a student on study 
abroad experience) 

 
YR 3-4 
YR 5+ 

This opportunity will need structure and a 
detailed plan in order for it to be a success. 
The first priority is to identify an 
initiative/purpose and the second is to 
implement a plan (which would be best 
handled by a Director of Development to 
ensure effective management). 
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Opportunity 2: 
Highlight PSLV’s uniqueness and enhance the 
reputation of the campus in an effort to reach a 
larger audience 
 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Tell the story of PSLV students who get 
scholarships and what they are doing at 
PSLV/value of their education; highlight the 
diversity (race/ethnicity, age, veteran, etc.) 
of PSLV students 

 
YR 1-2 

A series of “Scholarship Stories” are debuting 
in Spring 2014 on the website. Similar stories 
will follow, including a focus in Tradition 
magazine about the real word experiences of 
PSLV students. 

The sub-committee will continue 
to support the work of the campus 
as its highlights its strengths to 
reach a larger audience of both 
potential students and the 
community, including business and 
industry. 
 
The sub-committee will offer 
insight into potential marketing 
campaigns or targeted 
communication strategies to 
further advance the publicity of 
the campus, including web design 
ideas, insights into potential 
stories to showcase, or other 
information that could highlight 
the positive reputation of the 
campus. 
 
The sub-committee will work to 
actively “push out” news through 
various venues, including 
newsletters to the full Advisory 
Board and other connections to 
external partners with whom 
members have regular contact. 

 Publicize the efforts of the campus’ 
Corporate Collaborations Team to 
showcase current programming and 
initiatives 

 
YR 1-2 

This is on ongoing initiative, yet further work 
should be done to publicize efforts. 

 Maintain a professional web presence with 
a clear common message 

 
 
 
 
 

 
YR 1-2 

The campus is actively seeking to fill the 
position of PSLV Web Coordinator. This 
position will work to ensure the website is up-
to-date, user-friendly, and organized. An 
important component of the job will be to 
utilize assessment tools, such as Google 
Analytics, to monitor the efficacy of web-
based efforts and targeted marketing 
campaigns.  

 Highlight current corporate partnerships 
and the outcomes/benefits for PSLV 
students 

 
  YR 3-4 

 
Highlighting, documenting, and showcasing 
PSLV’s strengths will hopefully occur by way of 
a stronger website presence, once the Web 
Coordinator role is filled. 
 
Rentals of the campus facilities continue to 
grow; amenities like wireless and additional 
rental spaces are important to continue 
meeting guest standards 
  

 Document the wealth of opportunities 
available in PSLV global study-abroad 
programs for prospective students 

 
  YR 3-4 

 Use the prime location of being in Center 
Valley to PSLV’s advantage- publicize the 
proximity to a diverse workforce and 
industry partners 

 
  YR 1-2  

 Continue to develop relationships with 
other PSU campuses to serve markets 
outside Lehigh and Northampton counties, 

 
  YR 5+ 

Monroe County has fewer higher education 
options for students than the Lehigh Valley, 
making the area less competitive. 

The sub-committee will support 
the work of the campus in 
developing collaborative 
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including Monroe County with the Wilks-
Barre campus. 

Northampton Community College is opening a 
new campus in Monroe County, which could 
represent additional inroads for PSU 
collaborations. 
PSLV Continuing Education is actively pursuing 
connections in Monroe County, including 
professional development training with school 
districts in the county, through the Lehigh 
Valley Writing Project. 

relationships with PSU campuses 
in counties beyond the traditional 
service area. 

 Increase state legislators’ awareness of 
PSLV and the impact that PSLV makes 
for/on the community 

 
YR 3-4 

Without a staff person to serve as Director of 
Development, it will be difficult to focus on 
this opportunity. 
 
The campus does host state and local 
legislators each year for panel discussions; 
however, it is necessary to expand PSLV’s 
exposure in this area.  

The sub-committee will continue 
to support the filling of a Director 
of Development position so 
important work such as this 
opportunity can be progressed. 
Additional ideas of how to connect 
with legislators will be shared with 
the Chancellor and other 
appropriate groups. 

Opportunity 3: 
Enhance programming and partnerships with 
industry, educational institutions, and alumni to 
strengthen students’ learning and opportunities 
 

TIMELINE* 
 

CRITICAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER NEXT STEPS 

 Continue the strong internship connection 
PSLV has with industries and continue to 
develop these opportunities with new 
companies that come into the Lehigh Valley 

 
 YR 1-2 

PSLV, through the Alumni and Corporate 
Relations Office, is aggressively building 
relationships, including developing a list of 
potential hosts for the new Corporate 
Communication and RHS degree programs. 
 
A continued connection with Arts Quest is 
resulting in a number of summer internships 
across program curriculums. 

The sub-committee will continue 
to explore and recommend 
potential internships connections 
and host sites, including those of 
new companies entering the 
Lehigh Valley. 
 
The sub-committee will 
recommend ways in which PSLV 
can continue to use internships to 
promote the strength of a PSLV 
education in regards to 
preparation for the workplace. 
 
 

 Use internships as a distinct way to provide 
career development and workforce 
preparation for PSLV students 

 
 YR 3-4 

PSLV needs to continue developing 
connections with new corporations and to 
promote the robustness of current ones 
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 Continue collaborating with community 
colleges to provide pathways to a PSLV 
degree (such as RHS and Corporate 
Communication which provide easier 
pathways for transfer students) 

 
 YR 1-2 

Articulation agreements need to be finalized 
to formalize these pathways. 
Community colleges represent a direct 
connection to adult and transfer students. In 
recent years, the number of transfer students 
from LCCC and NCC has increased at PSLV. 

The sub-committee will support 
the work of the campus in 
connecting with community 
colleges and will offer insights as 
necessary. 

 Continue having PSLV faculty visit 
community college classrooms to connect 
learning to opportunities in the real 
world/industry  

 
YR 1-2 

This is an ongoing initiative at PSLV. Many 
faculty members are connected with 
industries and opportunities to connect to real 
world learning for students. This is also a 
significant method of targeted marketing for 
prospective PSLV students. 

The sub-committee will support 
the work of the campus in 
connecting faculty with 
community colleges and will offer 
insights as necessary. 

 Become an economic partner through new 
developments and collaborations with 
corporate and planning entities in the 
Lehigh Valley, such as the LV Economic 
Development Corporation, RenewLV, and 
the LV Workforce Investment Board 

 
YR 5+ 

Efforts have begun in this area, but more work 
needs to be done. This opportunity with be 
furthered through a link to the Sustainability 
Strategic Plan, which is fostering 
collaborations with RenewLV. The Continuing 
Education Department maintains a connection 
with the WIB for grant-based youth 
programming. 

The unique connections of sub-
committee members, especially of 
Advisory Board members, will be 
utilized to continuing developing 
partnerships with these entities. 

 Capitalize on healthcare growth in the 
Lehigh Valley by staying ahead of the 
trends (analyzing the local workforce) 

 
YR 3-4 

The Licensed Practical Nurse Program (LPN) is 
being relocated to the first floor of Overlook 
Park for evening classes. Availability for 
daytime Allied Health programs exists, 
including EMT certification and credit-based 
classes.  
 
Programs such as Medical Records and Billing 
via the community colleges may provide 
pathways to the anticipated Health Policy 
Administration program coming to PSLV. This 
may also provide opportunities to connect 
with the IST program with a certificate in 
healthcare. This opportunity is an ongoing one 
with changing strategies and implementation 
methods based on the dynamics of healthcare 
in the Lehigh Valley. 
 

The sub-committee will utilize the 
unique perspectives of the PSLV  
Advisory Board to gather insights 
and connections to better 
understand the needs of local 
healthcare facilities and agencies, 
especially with the enactment of 
the Affordable Care Act. 
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 Continue to connect with alumni for 
connections to workplaces and industry 
collaborations through networking 
programs and internship opportunities 

 
YR 5+ 

This opportunity is already being progressed, 
but new and stronger connections are always 
important. 

The sub-committee will be invited 
to attend upcoming alumni events. 
The presence of Board members 
will help strengthen the 
connection to alumni in Lehigh 
Valley businesses and industry and 
hopefully grow exposure of PSLV 
and its offerings. 

 
 

 
 

 


